
APPEAL OF DENIAL OF PETITION FILED UNDER GOVT. CODE 87307

To: FAIR POLITICAL PRACTICES COMMISSION

Appellant/Petitioner: PACIFIC MERCHANT SHIPPING ASSOCIATION
250 Montgomery St., Suite 700
San Francisco, CA 94104
Phone: (415) 352-0710
Fax: (415) 352-0717
Attn: Mike Jacob, Vice President & General Counsel
Email: mjacobpmsaship.com

Date: November21, 2013

RE: DECISION of October 24. 2013 by the BOARD OF PILOT COMMISSIONERS
FOR THE BAYS OF SAN FRANC[SCO. SAN PABLO. AND SUISUN “In the
Matter of the Petition of the Pacific Merchant Shipping Association to Include the
Port Agent in the Conflict of Interest Code of the Board of Pilot Commissioners
For the Bays of San Francisco, San Pablo. and Suisun”

APPEAL UNDER GOVERNMENT CODE 87307

On September 16, 2013, the Appellant Pacific Merchant Shipping Association (“PMSA”)
brought a Petition under Government Code §87307 of the Political Reform Act of 1974
to the state Board of Pilot Commissioners (“Board”) requesting the inclusion of the Port
Agent in the Board’s Conflict of Interest Code. The Petition is attached as EXHIBIT I.

On October 24. the Board denied the Petition. The Denial is attached as EXHIBIT 2.

Pursuant to §87307. PMSA hereby submits this timely Appeal of that denial to the Fair
Political Practices Commission, acting in its capacity as the “code reviewing body.”
PMSA is a California mutual benefit corporation headquartered in San Francisco which
represents the ocean carriers compelled by law to utilize state-licensed pilots.

QUESTIONS PRESENTED UPON APPEAL

The Questions presented by this Appeal are: (1) whether the Port Agent should be
considered a “designated employee” under §820 19 of the Political Reform Act as a
“public official” per §82048, and therefore listed in an agency Conflict of Interest Code;
and, if so, (2) whether the Port Agent should be reportable to the Board of Pilot
Commissioners for Conflict of Interest disclosures or should he be treated as a stand
alone “agency” separate and apart from the Board?
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BACKGROUND

One principal purpose of the Political Reform Act’ (the “Act”) is to eliminate potential
conflicts of interests of state officers. § 8 1001(b), 8 1002(c). Chapter 7 (commencing
with §87 100) of the Act prohibits a public official from making, participating in making,
or otherwise using his or her official position to influence a governmental decision when
the official may have a conflicting financial interest. §87 100. Public officials have such
a conflict when their decision-making would have a reasonably foreseeable material
effect to their financial interests. §87103.

One essential component of enforcing these prohibitions is through the use of agency-
promulgated Conflict of Interest Codes and the subsequent disclosure of statements of
economic interests by the individuals covered by each Conflict of Interest Code. Article
3 (commencing with §87300) of Chapter 7. Every state agency must promulgate a
Conflict of Interest Code (87300), but the Code is not effective until the FPPC, sitting as
the “code reviewing body,” has approved or revised the agency’s Code. §87303.

The Code may be revised upon petition by a third party — such as the case in the appeal
here. §87307. If there is any question regarding the proper level at which public oflicers
should be considered part of a state “agency” then the FPPC, as code reviewing body, is
tasked with resolving any ambiguities. §8730 1.

The Board of Pilot Commissioners is a state agency tasked with regulating and licensing
marine pilots. Division 5 (commencing with § 1100) of the l-Iarbors and Navigation Code
(“1-INC”). The Board has adopted a Conflict of Interest Code pursuant to the Political
Reform Act. 7 CCR §212.5.

The office of the Port Agent is established by the Legislature to, amongst other things,
“carry out the orders of the board and other applicable laws” and to “be responsible for
the general supervision and management of all matters related to the ... official duties of
pilots licensed by the board.” 1-INC §1130. The appointment of an individual to this
office is “subject to the confirmation of the board.” Id. The Board has promulgated
regulations to interpret and administer the duties of this public office. 7 CCR §218. The
Board has further declared that when “carrying out his or her duties, the Port Agent shall
be primarily guided by the need for safety of persons, property, vessels and the marine
environment.” 7 CCR §218(c).

The Board’s Conflict of Interest Code does not include the Port Agent.

The Political Reform Act of 1974 (the “Act”) is located at Title 9 (commencing with §81000) of the
Government Code. All statutory references are to the Government Code, and to Title 9, specifically, unless
otherwise indicated. The regulations of the Fair Political Practices Commission are contained in Division 6
(containing Sections 18110 through 18997) of Title 2 of the California Code of Regulations. All regulatory
references to “FPPC” are to Title 2, Division 6 oftlie California Code of Regulations.
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ANALYSIS

When enforcing these provisions, the Political Reform Act “should be liberally construed
to accomplish its purposes.” §8 1003. Relevant to this specific inquiry, the Act was
specifically adopted “to accomplish the following purposes: ... (c) Assets and income of
public officials which may be materially affected by their official actions should be
disclosed and in appropriate circumstances the officials should be disqualified from
acting in order that conflicts of interest may be avoided. ... (1) Adequate enforcement
mechanisms should be provided to public officials and private citizens in order that this
title will be vigorously enforced.” §8 1002.

Question One: Is the Port Agent a “public official” and “designated employee” for
purposes of the Act’s rules governing Conflicts of Interest?

Consistent with the Conflict of Interest Code requirements of §87302, and the definition
of a “designated employee” at §820 19, the FPPC has developed a multi-step analysis to
test whether a “public official” has a conflict of interest in any given decision. FPPC
§ 18700(b). The first two prongs of this test — regarding “public official” and
“government decision” — are directly relevant to a determination of whether an official
should be included in an agency’s Conflict of Interest Code.2

With respect to the Port Agent, that office meets the first two prongs necessary to
determine that he should be listed by the Board as a “designated employee.”

STEP ONE: Is the Port Agent a “public official”?

“A ‘public official’ is broadly defined as any ‘member, officer, employee or consultant of
a state or local government agency.” Cotton, A-06-0 19 (2006). The FPPC regulations
direct that analysis of this definition requires one to “[d]etermine whether the individual
is a public official, within the meaning of the Act. (See Government Code section 82048;
2 Cal. Code Regs. § 18701j” FPPC §18700(b)(1). While §82048(a) of the Act defines
the term “public official,” the regulations detail on how to apply these terms.

The Port Agent meets this broad definition of “public official” as he is a state officer who
falls under the “member,” “officer” and “employee” designations of the Act.3

2 Only upon answering these two questions in the affirmative (FPPC § I 8700(b)(1 )-(2)) can the balance of
the eight-step test be applied (FPPC §l8700(b)(3)-(8)). This is true for the practical reason that only upon
the actual disclosure of personal financial interests pursuant to inclusion in a Conflict of Interest Code, can
any agency or the public apply the balance of the conflict of interest tests with respect to any one
individual’s specific economic interests.

The Board, in its denial below, argues that the Port Agent meets none of these designations. The Board
only cites FPPC § 18701 in its analysis of why the Port Agent should not be considered a “consultant” but
with respect to the terms “employee,” “member,” and “officer” the Board does not offer either a working
definition of the terms, does not conduct a full analysis of the application of the terms, does not refer to the
terms as further defined by the FPPC, and does not apply the test of in re Siegel.
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With respect to the tem “member”:

The Port Agent falls under the open-ended definition of a “member” of the Board of Pilot
Commissioners. FPPC §18701(a)(l) broadly states that the term “member” must
“include, but not be limited to salaried or unsalaried members of committees, boards or
commissions with decisionmaking authority.”1

The office of the Port Agent is created by the Legislature at HNC §1130 within the Board
structure and to carry out the orders of the Board. The Legislature describes the office of
Port Agent and its functions under the statutes governing the Board, precisely because
this position exercises authority on the Board’s behalf, and requires that this office is
filled “subject to the confirmation of the board.” Id. Likewise, the Legislature vests the
Board “with all functions and duties relating to the administration of this division,” which
includes those created in the office of the Port Agent. HNC § 1154(a).5

Consistently, the Board holds out the Port Agent as a member of the Board’s Staff to the
public at-large. For example, on the Board’s website they maintain a “Staff’ page which
lists their Port Agent in the same manner and designation as their Investigators and their
Board Counsel. EXHIBIT 3. And, during the regular monthly meetings of the Board,
the Port Agent has a designated position and name placard designating his public role on
the Board’s dais, where he sits along with Boardmembers and staff.

In his “member” capacity, the Port Agent exercises “decisionmaking authority” on behalf
of the state. FPPC §I8701(a)(l)(A)(i)-(iii) describe three conditions which, if any one of
the three are present, describe the possession of this authority. Here, the Port Agent’s
wide swath of public duties contain numerous provisions which represent decisionmaking
authority (see 7 CCR §2 18; and, as summarized, Petition, pp. 3-5).

For example, with respect to the assignment of pilots to vessels (7 CCR §218(d)(1)), the
Port Agent makes thousands of decisions which are “final” every year, as each
assignment is compelled by statute and Board regulation to be undertaken at the Port
Agent’s direction. This action represents final decisionmaking because a pilot, as a
licensee, is subject to “misconduct” and potential revocation of his license by the Board if
he or she does not follow the Port Agent’s assignments. Similarly, a vessel master that
ignores the Port Agent’s assignments may be subject to criminal sanctions. With respect
to the Port Agent being granted the authority to close the bar to all vessel traffic (7 CCR
§218(d)(1O)), this power emanates directly from the State. Bar closure is a decision
which may have significant economic consequences for the operations of all public ports
in the Bay Area, yet it is an authority exclusively granted to the Port Agent by the State.

The Board does not rely on FPPC § 18701 (a)( I) in its interpretation of the term “member” and interprets
the term precisely in the limited manner which the FPPC says it should “not be limited to.”

The Board described one narrow aspect of this relationship in its Denial, below, “as a matter of
regulation, the Board has required the Port Agent to perform these [pilot assignments] and other functions.”
(Denial, at 2) This is an accurate portrayal of the Port Agent exercising authority which emanates from the
power of the State. An individual pilot licensee does not possess such authority, only upon the approval of
the state agency which first confirms this pilot to the office, may a specific individual exercise these duties.
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With respect to the term “officer”:

FPPC § 18701(a) does not include a definition for the term “officer” under the Act, so it is
appropriate to turn to the common law to supply a definition.6 As case law regarding this
term points out: “‘the words “public officer,” are used in so many senses that it is hardly
possible to undertake a precise definition that will adequately and effectively cover every
situation.’ (52 Cal.Jur.3d. Public Officers and Employees, § 1, p. 162, fn. omitted.)”
People v Olse;z (1986) 186 Cal.App.3d 257, 265.

Given the Legislature’s directive that the terms of the Act be construed liberally, the
FPPC has effectuated this intent by not attempting to provide a strict or limiting
definition for this term. Agencies applying the Act to potential “officers” likewise should
not rely on a limited use of the term.

Under similar inquiries, courts have found that the Port Agent is a public “officer”:

A U.S. District Court found that the Port Agent is “an agent or officer of the
Board” when assigning pilots to vessels and that he was consequently entitled to
governmental immunity from suit as an officer endowed with Eleventh
Amendment protections when performing his public duties. Regal Stone Ltd. v.
Cola (ND.Cal., Sept. 7, 2010, No. 08-5098 SC) 2010 WL 3501816 (Regal Stone).
Specifically the court found “Title 7, Division 2 of California’s Code of
Regulations deals with the Board, and the definition and duties of the Port Agent
are contained within, and explained within, this division. See Cal. Code Regs. tit.
7. § 202, 218. As the regulations creating the office of Port Agent are found
within this division, the Court finds that Port Agent is an agent or officer of the
Board.” Id. at 10. Regal Stone is attached as EXHIBIT 4.

• A state Court of Appeal also held that “the Port Agent must be considered a state
officer, at least when performing the official duties provided by statute or Board
regulation.” Board ofPilot Commissioners, ci aL v. Superior Court, (2013) 218
Cal.App.4th 577, 591. (Board ofPilot Commissioners, ci aL). Finding the
holding in Regal Stone regarding sovereign immunit persuasive, it found that
“neither the Board nor the Port Agent attempt to articulate the purported
analytical differences, and neither cite any authority for the aruument” that the
Port Agent should be protected as a state officer under the I ItWAmendment. but
not treated as an officer under the Public Records Act. Id. at 590. Ultimately, the
Court noted that the Board and Port Agent had failed “to explain why one should
be permitted to assume the cloak of a state official when it provides protection but
to then cast it off in the event it becomes burdensome.” Id. at 591. Board ofPilot
Commissioners is attached as EXHIBIT 5.

6 The FPPC does use the term “officer” in its parallel interpretation of Article 2 filers at FPPC

§ 18701 (b)( I )(B). 6 In that section, the phrase “high level officers and employees of public agencies” is
used in a manner which is separate and apart from its definition of “members” or “contractors.” This is
consistent with an interpretation that an “office?’ is a public official which does not otherwise fall neatly
under the definitions of an “employee,” “member,” or “contractor.” This reinforces the conclusion that the
term “officer” must be treated as significant and not dispensed as mere surplusage.
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These two holdings are consistent with the ruling of the Supreme Court in Dibb v. County
ofSan Diego, (1994)8 Cal.4th 1200, 1212, regarding use of the term “public officer”:

“[T]wo elements now seem to be almost universally regarded as essential to a
determination of whether one is a public officer”: “First, a tenure of office
‘which is not transient, occasional or incidental, but is of such a nature that the
office itself is an entity iii which incumbents succeed one another ..., and, second,
the delegation to the officer ofsome portion oft/ic sovereign fimctwns of
govermuen!, either legislative, executive, orjudicial.” (SpreckeLc v. Graham,
supra. 194 Cal. at p. 530. italics added.)

It seems clear that the italicized phrase quoted above ... is in fact, and was
intended to be, consistent with the similar language employed in our leading case
on the issie, Coulter v, Pool. supra, I 87 Cal. at pane 187. In other words, a
public officer (or a county officer) is one who, inter alia, is delegated a public
duty to exercise a part (1,/tile goi’ermnental functions of the political unit for
which he. as agent. is acting.

The Port Agent also falLs under the characteristics as described in People v. Olsen. (1986)
186 Cal. App. 3d 257. 265-266 ofa “public office and a public officer”:

“One of the prime requisites [ofa public office] is that [it] be created by the
constitution or authorized b’ some statute. And it is essential that the incumbent
be clothed with some portion oCthe sovereign functions of government, either
legislative, executive. orjudicial to be exercised in the interest of the public.
There must also be a duty or service to be performed, and it is the nature of this
duty, not its extent, that brings into existence a public office and apuhlic officer.1
Thus, an office, as a general rule, is based on some lair that defines the duties
appertaining to it and fixes the tenure, and it exists independently of the presence
of a person in it.” (52 Cal.Jur.3d, Public Officers and Employees. § 12, pp. 176-
177. fns. omitted.)

[Footnote] 5. “In this, and in other respects, he differs from a private officer,
who holds his position by contract rather than by election of official appointment.
and who duties are performed at the instance and for the benefit of the individual
or corporation employing him.” (52 Cal.Jur.3d, Public Orncers and Employees.
§19, p. 182, fns. omitted.)

The office of Port Agent is created by statute. It is not transient, but rather an office in
which an individual may serve upon the approval of the Board. It is an office where the
function of government is delegated from one state entity — the Board — to another subject
to their limitations and controlling statutes. It is not filled by contract or other private
agreement, and the purpose of the office is to facilitate public health and safety. Both
Regal Stone and Board ofPilot Commissioners found this authority enough to determine,
respectively, that the Port Agent is “an agent or officer of the Board” and “a state officer,
at least when performing the official duties provided by statute or Board regulation.”

The Board’s analysis of the term “officer” in its Denial below is, in its entirety, three sentenccs long. It
points to citation of its own regulations in Board of Pilot Connnissioners, but then conveniently ignores the
case’s actual holding. It then relies on its own regulation that requires the election ofa President and Vice
President from amongst its appointees tbr the conclusion that the Port Agent is not an “officer” — the Board
forwarded, and lost, tIns narrow interpretation of the term ‘officer” at the Court of Appeals as to why the
Port Agent should not be considered a public official and should not be subject to the Public Records Act.
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PMSA also notes that all pilots take a state-administered oath to faithfully serve the state
at their initial licensing. To our knowledge, no other occupational licensees of the State
do that with the exception of attorneys (who. upon taking such oath bear the rights and
responsibilities required of officers of the court when they practice). Moreover, these
same state oaths are routinely and typically taken by all “public officers and employees”
(see California Constitution, Art. 20, Sec. 3). Upon this treatment, it is more likely than
not that all pilots have at least some indicia of the responsibilities of state officers, and
not simply the Port Agent when acting in his official capacity’ at issue in this Petition.8

Accordingly, relying on the common-law definitions in furtherance of the purposes of
public disclosure and the holdings of Courts under similar examinations of the exercise of
sovereign authority, the individual who occupies the office of Port Agent must also be
considered an “officer” pursuant to the Political Reform Act.

With respect to the terms “consultant” and “employee”:

PMSA agrees with the Board’s conclusion that the term “consultant” as defined in FPPC
§ 18701 (a)(2) precludes its application to the Port Agent for purposes of including him in
the Board’s Conflict of Interest Code. The Board made this finding because “there is no
contract between the Board and the Port Agent. The Port Agent’s duties are prescribed
by statute and the Board’s regulations. (Board ofPilot Commissioners, stipra, 218
Cal.App.4th at p.589; Harb. & Nay. Code, §1130; Cal. Code Regs., titl. 7, § 218.),
These duties do not arise from any contractual relationship with the Board.” Denial, at 3.

However, like with “officer,” FPPC § 18701(a) does not include a definition for the term
“employee” as it is to be applied under the Political Reform Act, so it is appropriate to

This officer status for all pilots is arguably intrinsic in the nature of the compulsory pilotage at issue here,
as the San Francisco Bar Pilots Association has itself described:

Although the state pilot is typically not a California government employee, he or she
performs what is, in large measure, a California government function. A San Francisco
Bar Pilot’s primary responsibility is to protect the interests of California, which issues the
license to pilot and regulates the pilotage operation. In that respect, the principal
customer of the pilot’s service is not the ship or the ship owner but rather California and
its public interests.[3J

[3j The U.S. Supreme Court has described this aspect of state pilotage as follows: Pilots
hold a unique position in the maritime world and have been regulated extensively both by
the State and the Federal Government. Some state laws make them public officers,
chiefly responsible to the State, not to any private employer. Under law and custom they
have an independence wholly incompatible with the general obligations of obedience
normally owed by an employee to his employer. Their fees are fixed by law and their
charges must not be discriminaton’. As a rule, no employer, no person can tell them how
to perform their pilotage duties. Bisso v. Inland Waterways Corp., 349 U.S. 85. 93-94
(1955).

Pp.4, 7-8, EXHIBIT 6 Q’DVERVIEW OF STATE PILOTAGE,” San Francisco Bar Pilots, 2007)
(at http://www.stbarpilots.com/WhoWeAre/StatePilotage/tabid/93/Defauh.aspx. visited on
7/20/2011, page since removed)
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turn to the common law to supply a definition. That common law test, simply stated, is
that an employee is an agent whose principal controls — or has the right to control — the
manner and means of the agent’s performance of work on its behalf Restatement (Third)
of Agency §7.07 (2006).

California courts follow the “common law tradition” and apply the customary test
distinguishing between an employee, on one hand, and an independent contractor, on the
other hand. 8.0. Borello & Sons, Inc. v. Dept. ofIndustrial Relations, (1989) 48 Cal.3d
341, 350. Consistent with the Restatement, “[t]he principal test of an employment
relationship is whether the person to whom service is rendered has the right to control the
manner and means of accomplishing the result desired....” (Tieberg, supra, 2 Cal.3d at p.
946 [unemployment insurance]; see also. e.g., Jsenberg v. Caflfornia Emp. Stab. Corn.
(1947)30 Cal.2d 34.39 [180 P.2d I Ii [same; drawing direct analogy to workers
compensation law]; Perguica v.Ind.Acc Coni, (1947)29 Cal.2d 857, 859-861 [179 P.2d
812] [workers’ compensation]; Empire Star Mines Co. v. CaL Emp. Corn. (1946)28
Cal.2d 33. 43-44 [168 P.2d 686] [unemployment insurance].)” Id.

The Board has the right to control the activities of the Port Agent, yet the Port Agent does
not act as an independent contractor of the Board. While the Board may choose not to
provide effective oversight or management of their Port Agent. he nonetheless exercises
his public duties on its behalf. And, the Board, lax oversight notwithstanding. is also
often concerned not simply with the Port Agent completing ajob on its behalf, but they
often will detail the specific means by which the Port Agent must complete his tasks (see
pilot assignments (7 CCR §21 8(d)( I )(A)-(C)), incident reporting (2 I 8(d)(6)-(7)),
administering drug and alcohol tests (218(g)-(i)), and conducting billing and collections
on behalf of pilots Qj219(a))). Application of the traditional control test here only
confirms the Board’s “right to control the manner and means of accomplishing the result
desired” by its Port Agent.

As the Port Agent is not a “consultant” governed by contract, but is controlled by direct
legal authority, the Board has the power to detail the means by which its agent performs
these tasks with specificity. Consequently, by applying the mutual exclusivity of the
terms “employee” and “consultant,” the Port Agent squarely falls under the former.

The Board’s Denial relies in part on the nature of their financial relationship with the Port
Agent, and that pilots are members of a private association which “provides the means
for the pilots to conduct their business: pilot boats ... dispatchers ... billing and collection
services, and so forth.” Denial, at 2. Yet, this ignores the Board’s own regulations.
Since billing and collection services are specifically identified as public duties of the Port
Agent to complete on behalf of all other pilots (7 CCR §219(a)), and there is no control
of these revenues by the pilots’ Association. With respect to “pilot boats,” a pilot boat
surcharge exists which is set by the Board, not the Association (HNC §1 190(a)(l)(B));
and, “dispatchers” only assign pilots under the direction of the Port Agent’s public duty
to “Assign Pilots to Vessels”, not at the direction of the Association (7 CCR §218(d)(l)).
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To assert that the private association of pilots controls the Port Agent in any of these
monetary or operational regards simply turns a blind eye to the fact that the state controls
the Port Agent and the execution of his public duties.

The Board also argues that “the pilots, as members of the association, share the net
revenues generated by their pilotage services. None of the pilots, including the Port
Agent, receive any compensation from the Board.” Denial, at 2. Certainly methods of
compensation may be a relevant factor when evaluating questions of control, however
what the Board fails to mention is the critical fact that it is the State which controls pilot
revenues, not their Association. 1-INC § 1190— 1203. It is only pursuant to the
application of these statutes that the Port Agent is paid over $400,000 per year, even
though he doesn’t pilot any vessels during his tenure in that office. He is paid to
discharge his public duties out of the proceeds of revenues collected under the
imprimatur of the stale; just because he is not paid directly from a state account or fund,
does not mean that the Port Agent is not being compensated by public means.

Of course, even if the Port Agent received no compensation at all for the execution of his
public duties, a gratuitous agent is treated no differently with respect to vicarious liability
than one who is paid. Restatement (Third) of Agency §7.07(3)(b) (2006). Indeed, the
key principle of being a “gratuitous agent” under common law is that “[a] gratuitous
agent acts without a right to compensation.” Restatement (Third) of Agency § 1.04(3)
(2006). Under agency law. “[gjratuitous agency is a common occurrence” as “agency
relationships may arise casually, often when one person agrees to do some service for
another that will affect the other’s legal position.” Id., Comment c. Such an agency
relationship exists here — whether it is considered gratuitous or not — but even on a much
more formal scale, as the individual in question here has sworn an oath to the state, is
confirmed by public vote, and performs public duties for the state when he agrees to
provide his service as Port Agent for the Board.

Moreover, strict construction of any one factor of the control test is not necessary, since
the California Supreme Court has also acknowledged “that the ‘control’ test, applied
rigidly and in isolation, is often of little use in evaluating the infinite variety of service
arrangements.” 5G. Bore/b & Sons, 48 Cal.3d. at 350. When evaluating “the concept
of ‘employment” under these circumstances, consideration of employment is “not
inherently limited by common law principles” and the “definition of the employment
relationship must be construed with particular reference to the ‘history and frmndamental
purposes’ of the statute. (Laengv. JVorknzen’s Comp. Appeals Bc!. (1972)6 Cal.3d 771,
777-778 [100 Cal.Rptr. 377, 494 P.2d I].)” Id,, at 351. Likewise, “Federal courts have
long recognized that the distinction between tort policy and social-legislation policy
justifies departures from common law principles when claims arise that one is excluded
as an independent contractor from a statute protecting ‘employees.’ Where not expressly
prohibited by the legislation at issue, the federal cases deem the traditional ‘control’ test
pertinent to a more general assessment whether the overall nature of the service
arrangement is one which the protective statute was intended to cover. ([citations
omitted)).” Id.,at 352.
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Here, while the Port Agent position may be unusual in some respects, it also represents
one of the “infinite variety” of employment arrangements which may fall under the terms
of the Act. Since he is not an “independent contractor,” it is appropriate that the
“employee” status of the Port Agent be considered under the light of the fundamental
purposes of the statute which is being implemented. Here, under the Political Reform
Act, the definition of “public official” is broadly and liberally construed in the
furtherance of its purposes. The purposes of the Act, with respect to the Conflict of
Interest statutes, are to identify how public officials may have conflicts and to create
adequate enforcement mechanisms to avoid such conflicts. In this regard, the Port Agent
should be considered an “employee.”

Applying In re Siegel:

The Board argues that since the Port Agent is also a member of a private unincorporated
association of pilots that he acts in a private capacity outside of the reach of the Political
Reform Act. Denial, at 2. However, the FPPC’s regulations clearly specify that, “the
members of a nonprofit organization may be ‘public officials.’ (In ie Siegel (1977)3
FPPC Ops. 62.)” FPPC §18701. “Comment”.9

In re Siegel directs that “the true nature of the entity, not merely its stated purpose, should
be analyzed in determining whether the entity is public or private within the meaning of
the Act.” Therefore, we conduct that entity analysis here.

In re Siegel finds that when an otherwise arguably private entity “is intrinsically ‘public’
in character” such that “[i]t is an almost fictional entity created by the [public] to
accomplish the [public’sl purposes,” that it should be subject to the terms of the Conflict
of Interest statutes under the Political Reform Act. The criteria for this test include:

(I) Whether the impetus for formation of the corporation originated with a
government agency;

(2) \Vhether it is substantially funded by, or its primary source of funds is, a
government agency;

(3) Whether one of the principal purposes for which it is formed is to provide
services or undertake obligations which public agencies are legally
authorized to perform and which, in fact they traditionally have performed;
and

(4) Whether the Corporation is treated as a public entity by other statutory
provisions.

Similarly, application of the Political Reform Act to non-profit corporations has also been deemed
appropriate in other sections of the Act aside from the Conflict of Interest provisions, including in the
recent case of FPPC is. Americans for Responsible Leadership (Minute Order 10/3 l/2012)(Case No: 32-
2012-00131 550-CL’-PT-GDS), where the FPPC was given authority to audit and review records ofa non
profit corporation even though an out-of-state not-for-profit corporation is not any of the many entities
specified in §90002 as subject to the Act. In doing so, the “FPPC argued, and the Court agrees. that the Act
must be liberally construed to accomplish its purpose’ Id.. at 3.
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Here, applying the In I.e Siegel criteria, the Port Agent should be included found to be a
“public official” under the Act, as:

(1) the Legislature created the Port Agent’s position and created it in order “to carry
out the orders of the Board” (I-INC §1130), an authority which is potentially co
terminus with the authority of a Board which “is vested with all functions and
duties” of the division (I-INC §1154);

(2) the only legal source of funding for the activities of the Port Agent are the
Legislatively-enacted Pilotage Rates (Chapter 5 (I-INC §l 190— 1196.5));

(3) the principal purpose of the office of the Port Agent is to be “guided by the need
for safety of persons, property, vessels and the marine environment,” which is a
fundamentally public purpose and a primary expression of the assertion of the
state’s traditional police powers (7 CCR §218(c)); and,

(4) the Port Agent is treated as a “state officer” when executing his public duties
under the California Public Records Act and he has been granted Sovereign
Immunity under the 1101 Amendment of the United States Constitution as an
“agent or officer of the Board.”

Supporting the fundamental overriding purposes of the Act, the FPPC has found that even
the criteria of In re Siegel “were not intended to be viewed as constituting a litmus test
for determining whether an entity is public for purposes of the Political Reform Act,”
because strict application of its test may be “simply not necessary” if an entity has been
specifically created as a function of state law to effectuate a public purpose. hire Vonk
(1981)6 FPPC Ups. 1.9. In the Vonk case, State Fund argued that it was operating in a
private capacity, even if it was a “state agency” created by ftnction of law. and therefore
it was not subject to the Act. The FPPC rejected this argument, finding that since it did
not operate in an exclusively private capacity, the Fund also performed “various
regulatory functions ... Its insurance business is thus subordinate to its overriding public
purposes.” And, therefore, “so long as the Fund’s operation creates the opportunity for
conflicts of interest, the Commission has an obligation to insure that its officers and
employees ‘should perform their duties in an impartial manner, free from bias caused by
their own financial interests. .. .“ Section 81001(a).” Id., at 10.

Here, as in hire J7onk, the office of the Port Agent is created by function of law alone.
I-INC §1130. The Board’s own regulations establish that its public purposes are primary
and principal to its existence (7 CCR §218(c)), thus making any private business interest
that the Port Agent has subordinate to his public duties. And, the Port Agent’s positions
and relationships create the opportunity for conflicts of interest.

Upon analyzing the “true nature of the entity” under the criteria from In re Siegel and its
similar application under In re yank, the Port Agent should clearly be treated as a public
official. This is fundamental to the purposes of Political Reform, because when — such as
here - a public official has private business relationships with those same individuals that
he is also required to regulate on behalf of the public, those are precisely the type of
economic relationships which are intended to be disclosed under the Act, so as to avoid
any potential abuse or appearance of impropriety.
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STEP TWO: Is the Port Agent making a governmental decision? ‘°

A public official “makes a governmental decision” when the official, acting
within the authority of his or her office or position, votes on a matter, obligates or
commits his or her agency to any course of action, or enters into any contractual
agreement on behalf of his or her agency. FPPC § 18702.1. Conversely, therefore, an
individual who acts solely in a ministerial, clerical or secretarial capacity is not making a
governmental decision. FPPC § 18702.4. And, a public official is attempting to use his
or her official position to influence a decision if. for the purpose of influencing, the
official contacts or appears before any member, officer, employee, or consultant of his or
her agency. FPPC §18702.3.

The Board grants this authority to the Port Agent to act in a substantive manner,
and not merely in an administrative or ministerial capacity. As noted in our Petition
below, the Port Agent is given exceptional autonomy when exercising this authority on
behalf of the public, and in the scope of his day-to-day execution of his public duties, the
Board has admitted that it does not provide oversight or supervision of the Port Agent.
Petition, at 4. And, the execution of the Port Agent’s public duties routinely place him in
the position of making a governmental decision pursuant to both FPPC §1 8702.1(a)(3)
and (a)(5), whereby he obligates or commits the Board to a course of action by his acts or
by his refusals to act. Petition, at 3-5. Similar to the analysis of the application of these
rules to the Port Agent as conducted in Step One, above, the power of decision making by
the Port Agent emanates from tile power of the State.

Likewise, the Board’s operating statutes and their application to its own duly-
adopted regulations, in turn, obligate the Board to enforce the actions of the Port Agent.
For instance, the Board is responsible for reviewing “all reports of misconduct or
navigational incidents involving pilots or other matters for which a license issued by the
Board may be revoked or suspended” through an incident review process. I-INC § 1180.3.
The statute which describes pilot “misconduct” includes the “willful violation of the rules
and regulations adopted by the board for the government of pilots.” HNC § 1181(h). In
its regulation of the duties of pilots at? CCR §2 19, the Board requires that “a pilot
shall obey all regulations of the Board.” §2190). If a pilot disobeys a regulation of the
Board, then it is a matter of misconduct, and the Board must review it pursuant to HNC
§1180.3. The Port Agent, by rule, is in turn obligated to report all potential pilot
misconduct to the Board for its review and any matters which a Port Agent believes may
compromise a pilot’s ability to work. 7 CCR §21 8(d)(6) - (8).

In this framework, the acts of the Port Agent may obligate the Board to undertake
disciplinary actions in many respects, should a pilot disobey the Port Agent’s orders. For
example, one primary regulatory directive of the Board is that the “Port Agent shall
Assign Pilots to Vessels” (7 CCR §218(d)(l)) and that “[a] pilot shall only pilot the
vessels assigned to him or her by the Port Agent” (7 CCR §219(0). Therefore, if the
Port Agent assigns a pilot to a vessel and the pilot does not do as directed, this would be a

‘° The Board in its Denial below never got to Step Two of its analysis, having concluded that the Port
Agent is not a “designated employee” it did not find it necessary to proceed further with its analysis.
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willful violation subject to misconduct proceedings by the Board, and oblige the Board to
investigate the matter pursuant to I-INC § 1180.3.’’ The same is true if a pilot takes
vacation without previously clearing this vacation schedule with the Port Agent. 7 CCR
§21 8(d)(2).

Similarly, and as noted in the Petition, even if a Port Agent refuses to assign a
pilot to a vessel, without meeting a limited number of exceptions and gaining the
approval of the Port Agent, or receiving an affirmative notice from the Port Agent to the
Board, a vessel master cannot simply pilot his own vessel without risking a criminal
misdemeanor. I-INC § 1126. And, as noted above, the Port Agent is given the singular
responsibility to “close the bar” to all ship traffic. 7 CCR §218(d)(9) —(10). As a
practical matter the Port Agent would effectuate this by not assigning any pilots to any
vessels which are crossing into or out of the Golden Gate — a condition which a vessel
master would challenge only at risk of a possible criminal sanction and a licensed pilot
would only challenge at risk of losing his or her license through a misconduct
proceeding. Both of which are enforcement obligations of the state.

As the execution of many of his many public duties must necessarily occur in a
manner which obligates or commits the Board to enforce his actions, the Port Agent
“makes a governmental decision” under FPPC § 18702.1.

Question Two: Should the Port Agent be reportable to the Board of Pilot
Commissioners for purposes of the Act’s rules governing Conflicts of Interest or
should he be treated as an “agency” separate and apart from the Board?

Provided that the FPPC finds that the Port Agent is a public official subject to the
Political Reform Act, §8730 1 also provides that “Conflict of Interest Codes shall be
fommlated at the most decentralized level possible, but without precluding intra
departmental review. Any question of the level of a department which should be deemed
an ‘agency’ for purposes of Section 87300 shall be resolved by the code reviewing
body.” As the code reviewing body, this responsibility also rests with the FPPC.

Making the Port Aizent Reportable to the Board Is Most Consistent with Existing Law

The Board should retain responsibility for the Port Agent. and the Port Agent should not
be considered his own “agency.” for purposes of §87300.

Placing the Port Agent under the Board’s reporting regime should occur based on the
Board’s existing power to control the Port Agent. its responsibility to confirm the Port

Amongst the many duties of the Port Agent. and the duties of pilots which are dependent upon the
affirmative acts of the Port Agent, are the requirement that pilots bill vessels through the Port Agent
(2l9(a)), that pilots perform a fair share of duties unless illness or other cause determined by the Port
Agent is present (2 19(b)), or that pilots obtain druu or alcohol testing at the direction of the Port Agent
(2 19(w)). Pilots are required to notify the Port Agent of incidents (2 19(g)), notify the Port Agent of
illness or a doctor’s prognosis (2l9(q)), or ofnon-carriage ofportable pilot laptops (2l9(z)).
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Agent, and its authority to discipline the Port Agent for “misconduct” under statute.
Keeping the Port Agent reportable to the Board in this regard will facilitate the valuable
“intra-departmental review” identified by the Legislature and would reinforce the need to
maintain formality in the relationship between the Port Agent and Board.

Given the purpose of the Act and its dual focus on transparency and accountability under
§81002. the provisions of §87300 should be implemented to a degree that foster both the
optimum level of transparency to the public and level of accountability and enforcement
to the filing parties. Here, regarding the need to maintain Conflict of Interest Codes “at
the most decentralized level,” any less decentralization would place the Port Agent at the
Board’s parent agency level, but the Transportation Agency has only found it necessary
to directly manage the Port Agent in exceptional situations (see Petition, Exhibit 4). Yet,
any more decentralization would establish the Port Agent as a new and unnecessary one-
person reporting regime — essentially a single office “agency” — which would completely
eliminate any “intra-departmental review.”

Moreover, rather than creating a new reporting category, simply including the Port Agent
within the Board’s existing Code is consistent with the Board’s role in governing the Port
Agent’s public duties in many respects under existing law. Specifically:

• The Port Agent must “carry out the orders of the Board.” I-INC § 1130(a), 7 CCR
§218(a).

• The Port Agent’s appointment “is subject to the confirmation of the Board.”
HNC §1130(a).

• The Port Agent is himself subject to the “misconduct” discipline if he fails to
follow the Board’s rules and regulations, a condition which would include the
cnforcernent of the Board’s Conflict of Interest Code rules. I-INC § 1181.

• The Board is authorized to execute the duties of the Port Agent. HNC §1154(a).
• The Board is given the exclusive authority to act under the Administrative

Procedure Act to promulgate the rules and regulations necessary to administer
I-INC §1130, but the Port Agent has not been granted the independent authority to
do so by the Legislature. I-INC §1154(b).

• The Port Agent must make reports to the Board of all incidents and other matters
“for which a pilot may be disciplined by the Board.” 7 CCR §218(d)(6), (8).

• The Board’s parent agency, formerly the Business, Transportation & Housing
Agency has issued orders to the Port Agent requiring him to affirmatively
exercise his public duties pursuant to Govt. Code § 13978.

• The Port Agent is tasked with relaying personal medical information about
individual pilots to the Board under 7 CCR §218W, such medical information
about a pilot is confidential, and as a “member of the board, the executive
director, the assistant director, or an employee of the board”, the Port Agent is
subject to civil liability for its unauthorized disclosure. I-INC §1 157.1 — 1157.3.

• The Port Agent is tasked with administering drug and alcohol testing of pilots on
behalf of the public. 7 CCR §218(g)-(i).

• The Port Agent is responsible for the collection of all public surcharge revenues
required to be billed by pilots pursuant to 7 CCR §219(a), and make “payments to
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the Board required of pilots by the Code and these regulations” as directed by 7
CCR §218(d)(4) and “transmit monthly all such revenues to the fiduciary agent
selected by the Board pursuant to Section 1162 of the Code.” 7 CCR §219(a).

• The Port Agent has been designated by the Board as a fiduciary agent of the
Board for purposes of administering benefit payments under the San Francisco
Pilot Pension Plan pursuant to I-INC §1162(a).

• The Port Agent is “an agent or officer of the Board” for purposes of determining
federal jurisdiction over his public acts under the l Amendment. Regal Stone.

• The Port Agent “must be considered a state officer, at least when performing the
official duties provided by statute or Board regulation” under the California
Public Records Act. Board ofPilot Commissioners, et aL

• As a licensed pilot, the Port Agent has sworn an oath to the State as administered
to him by the President of the Board pursuant to I-INC §1155.

Regarding the financial relationships which exist between the Port Agent and the Board,
whereby the Port Agent collects and handles multiple streams of surcharge revenues or
makes pension payments on behalf of the state. PMSA does not have first-hand
knowledge or evidence of the specifics regarding the Port Agent’s handling of public
funds. Although there are publicly-available audits which demonstrate the nature of the
collections and disbursements of these public surcharges (see, for instance, EXHIBIT 7
(“Audit of Surcharges. Billings and Disbursements, Year Ended December 31, 2011,”
San Francisco Bar Pilots) they do not specify Port Agent activity in this regard onc way
or the other. As a result. PMSA does not have the facts upon which the Port Agent may
or may not be considered an Article 2 filer pursuant to §8720O et seq. and therefore only
asserts its arguments under Article I ofthe Act here.

Board’s Current Appendix B Covers Most Potential Port Agent Conflicts

With respect to all pilot licensees generally. the existence of potential financial conflicts
is readily acknowledged by the Legislature and the Board, which have prohibited pilots
from utilizing their positions for financial gain or from having any interest or derive
income from tugboat operations. HNC § 1158; 7 CCR §222. Likewise, the Board’s
existing Conflict of Interest Code at 7 CCR §2 12.5, Appendices A-B. already specifically
address many of the anticipated potential conflicts which are inherent in administering a
system of pilotage regulation.

Appendix B of the Board’s current Code already specifically details and identifies these
various economic interests which may constitute a conflict of interest for a pilot who is
conducting business on behalf of the Board because two licensed pilots are appointed to
the Board by the Governor pursuant to I-INC § 11 50(a)(2). To simply add the Port Agent
alongside these two pilots who already file would capture the potential conflicts that the
Board has already identified as potentially problematic to their regulatory system.

As specified in Appendix B, such potential conflict disclosure categories may include
business income or gifts from various sources including “boat. yards. pilot or tug boats,
marine repair and pilot training facilities, marine survey, investigation, and crewing
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services, providers of physical examinations for pilots ... and commercial vessel[s] which
use pilot services.” Using these existing categories, if the Port Agent disclosed an
interest in a covered company, then the Board and the public would be afforded the
opportunity to evaluate the factors in FPPC §1 8700(b)(3)-(8) and to determine whether or
not his decisions could affect that company or his own personal financial interests.

Likewise, since the Port Agent has an affirmative duty to assign pilots to all vessels, if the
Port Agent derives direct personal income outside of the statutory’ rate from a specific
vessel operator, the terms of Appendix B would likely require its disclosure.
Unfortunately, these conflicts are not merely hypothetical. Given our recent experiences
with the Port Agent — occupied at the time by a pilot who would only extend sen’ice to
ships based on whether individual companies first entered into an agreement to provide
payments for service which were in excess of the statutory rates approved by the
Legislature, (see Petition, Exhibit 4)— this inclusion is imminently justified.

CONCLUSION

For the reasons set forth, the FPPC should approve this §87307 Appeal by PMSA of the
Denial of its Petition by the Board of Pilot Commissioners and issue an Order to the
Board requiring that it amend its Conflict of Interest Code to include the Port Agent.

Should you have any questions or need to communicate directly with PMSA regarding
this Appeal, please contact Vice President and General Counsel Mike Jacob at the
foregoing listed contacts or Diane Fishburn, Olson, 1-lagel & Fishburn, Sacramento,
California, who is hereby authorized by PMSA to also act on its behalf as Attorney for
Appellant/Petitioner in this matter.

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED,

2/ £ 26/3

____________

DATE Mich%acgb
/‘

On $ehalf of Appellant/Petitioner
Pacific Merchant Shipping Association
San Francisco, CA

cc: Allen Garfinkle. Executive Director, Board of Pilot Commissioners
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P F T I T I 0 N

GOVT. CODE 87307 PETITION TO BOARD OF PILOT COMMISSIONERS

FOR TILE BAYS OF SAN FRANCISCO. SAN PABLO. AND SUISUN

I’o: So a rd of l’iiol C oiiiiii ISS ion en, State of Ca Ititi iii ía

661) l)avis St.
San Fiancisco, CA 94111

Atto: Allen Garlinkle. Executive Director

Petit iii tier: Pad lie Ni erch art I Sit ip ping Associa tb n

251) Ion Ego in er SI., Stilt e 700

San IraiiciseI), CA 94104

Attn: Mike Jacob, Vice l’resideiit

Phone (415)352-07W

Fax (115) 352-1)7 17

kiiiail iujaeolra.piiisasliip.coni

R F: Petition for A men tIm en br the Board of Pilot Corn niissioncrs (:011 flier

Of Interest Code. 7 (‘CR 2I2.5. to Include Port Agent: Submitted

Pu is u:i or If? C ow crri ni cot Code $S 731)7

[lie Pacific ?derchaiit Slnppinu Association (PMSA”) hereby peiltions the Board of

Pilot Commissioners (‘Board), in accordance v ith §87307 of the Political Relbnn Act

of I 971 çGovt. (‘ode §87307. to respectlLlllv request the ariieiidment ol the Boards

Conflict of Interest Code (7 (‘CR §21 2.5) in order to eflècttiate the inclusion of the Port

Agent.

>ursuaiit to Govt. Code § 8731)7. this I Ioatd may be directed to amend iLs Conflict uI

Interest Code “In response to a petition submitted by ... a resident of the 3 u risdiction.’

I’ ISA IS a marit in ie I i’ade assuc at on organized as a non—profit Tuntual hcnefl t

corporal ion headquartered in San Francisco and a resident of the State of Call loniw.

Recu I atorv Ac tin ii Xii uu lit

Specifically. PMSA requests that \pPenchx A” to §212.5 be amended by the Board in

response to this petition and specifically list the Port AgeTit U5 LI public oflicial suhiect to

the Conflict of Interest Code.

ilasis liii :\nieiidineni

h’ t. Code *82048(a) oCthe Political Relbrni Act pros ides that a 1’ublic official

means every member. o Ii5cer. employee or consultant ol’ a state or local govermuent



aeenev.” ‘the Port Aceni’s status as a public official was recently conlirmed in the ruling

of Board u/Pith! (011uu,v.cionurc. ci a?. v. Superior (‘nun. (2013) Cal .App. 4th

(Cal., 1st Dist.) (Nos. A1i680. A l36X0a). (.-1711( ‘JRIEA’T I), In this case, the Court

held “that tire Port .\genl intist be considered a slate othcer. at least when performing the

ollicial duties provided by statute or 13t taid regulation.

The Hoard in Boan/of/Wm C ‘oin,nkvhn,cr,v retirsed to disclose the Port Agent’s records

on grounds that he was not a puN ic a t’flcial and tlterelbrc not subject w the Public

Records Act. The Hoard (and interveninu artv. the San Francisco I3ar Pilots

Association) in part argued that the Board’s lbrnial lack ofsupenision rendered the Port

Agcrit immune lrom the requirements of the Public Records Act,

lore sped tica I ly. (lie Hoard and Bar Pi It ns argued that the Political Reinnu Act and

PuN ic Rect IRIS Act should be applied on parallel terms: therefore. since rite Hoard has

not made the I ‘ort ;\Ljcn reportaNe tinder is Conflict o Interest (‘ode. the>’ argued that

the Public Records Act was likewise inapplicable to tire Port Agetu . Vie Boards

opinion sas that the Political Reflirm Act did not extend to tire Port Aeent and the Bar

jJj lots’ argument was that since the Board did not apply the Conflict of Interest Code to

the Port Agent then he could not he considered a public official tinder the Public Records

:\ct cither.

1 he Ct w ri ol’ Appeal Lice St on ci m side red these arguments and rej cc ted them. not lag ii tat

the Port :\gent has aircad> taken “the unequivocal positi ii beliirc the U.S. District Court

that he \ as a state o lUcia I. acti rig within the course and scope o that capac itv. when

assigning pilots. We fit H to appreciate the inequity in re ftising to allow the Port Agent to

take an inconsistent here. 1 he Port Agent Ihils to explain why one should be

permitted to assume the cloak ol a state othcial when it provides protection. hut to then

cast it oil in the event it becomes burdensome.’’ (Butird n/Pilot Cwuuuvskuw,s, at 15).

When pertiirnriitu his “o flic ial duties providcd In statute or Board regulation” the Port

Agent exercises stale—granted atitliori tv to assert control over the pilotage grounds t hich

may have a material e lieu on reportable Ii nancial interests. ‘[he Board should theretbrc

designate the Port Agent under §8731)2(a) as a “designated eniplovec’’ s hich as the

Board is well aware, is not a designation linri ted only to employees, but one that extends

to any posit ion which has the atithori ty to partici pate in tire making (it decisions Inch

may have a material etThei on any financial interest. Govt. (‘ode §N20 19(a). ( a)(3 ).

“Mvjotr :ts LecttiRe t)irecior ol’ihe Board does riot ilicIlIdL’ siqienisoin or oversight nt Captain Horton’s

acti(ir(es :rs l’ort Aciit ... Captain Horton does lot suborn a stateitteirt ot economic interests in Inc. as is

required at Board ;ne:rii,ers, Board ct,n,rrlbrtts. mid Board personnel under itte Potitieat kelbriti Act ot

973 arid Board reuutatitnr’ Deetaratiuii oi’Atten Cartinklc in Support of OprosiLion. ar 2:17—26

I :171 IL ?/t tENT

I lie I’ort .Agcnt’s duiies are described iii section 2 IS, arid neither rhat section nor any other pwcfsioit iii

the regutations contains even the sliuirtest sueiestion that the Port Agent is an ot liter, Ftw example. uritike

officers. he Port Agcirc is trot required to tile a sratentetrt i’t economic interests plIrsualli 10 the Political

ReIt’nzr Act ol J )7 I.’’ Suit Francisco Bar Pilots, p mt ION FOR Wk IT 01: MAN DA1 t: A N D0k

PtLOl 11111 I KIN OR OIlIER APIRI )t’RIA IL ItLI,IEF: MENtORANOtJM. at pg. 26. (:1711C11,IIE.\131



With respect to rulemaking, generally. when regulations are not reflective of the most up—

to-date statutory changes a rulemaking may be considered “reasonably necessary to

effectuate the purpose oithe statute [it is implementing. interpreting, making specific or

otherwise carrying out.j” Government Code §11342.2. In this instance. the statutes that

the Hoard are required to implement b nile are the Conflict of Interest Codes required by

Article 3 (Govt. Code § S7300 ci seq.) of Chapter 7 of the Political Reform Act of 1974.

The Board’s current Coniliet ci Interest Lode fhils to include the position ci the Port

Agent, who is a public official. acts as an Auent of’ the state when exercising state—

authorized power upon his own discretion, and is directed to complete tasks on behalf of

the Board and at its direc lion, as a mutter of’ law.

‘[he Political Reform Act of 1974 was enacted. in part, to ensure that the “[aissets and

income of public a ificials which may lie materially alkcted by their o Ificial act ioiis

should he disclosed and in appropriate circumstances the officials should be disqualified

from acting in order that conflicts of interest may lie avoided.’’ (ft ‘vi. Code § S I (Ri2( c

“Public officials, whether elected or appointed, should perfhnn their duties in an

impartial maimer. free from bias caused by their own financial interests or the Ii nancial

interests of’ persons who have supported them.’’ Govt. Code § 81001 (b). In cider to

elThetnate this required transparenc and these goals for the preservation ol’ good

government, the provisions of the Political Reform Act “should be liberally construed to

accomplish its purposes. Govt. Code §51003.

As the posi Lion of Port Agent is under the Board and involves potentially material

impacts on potential financial inlerests. the Board should speci heal I y cliii merate the Port

Agent iii “Appendix A” of 7 (‘CR §2 I 2.5 pursuant to Govt. Code § 87302(a). Ulion such

an eiitiiucration. the Board should list the Port Agent in a manner similar to the other

desiunated employees in ‘‘AppendiN B’’ cii the same Conflict of Interest Code,

The ulhce of’ Port r\Uclit is granted numerous and broad public duties. among which are

the duties to oversee and manage all business and licensing affairs of pilots ([lath. &

Nay. Lode § 1130) and to act upon the direct orders oh’ the Board of Pilot Commissioners

7 ((‘CR §21 8). In lus official eapacit) the Port Agent is granted the exclusive authority

to make many decisions on belial I’ of the state. i nd uding the assignment of pilots to

vessels and hetIier or not to close the bar to all vessel znifflc.

i’he Port Agent’s actions obligate the state when acting iii his official capacity as his

“duties shall be to carry out the orders of’the Board, under applicable laws.” (7 (‘CR

§21 8(a)). For instance, because the Port :\uent’s assignments are made under color of

law, disobeying the Port Agent’s pilot assignment orders may result in license discipline

of’ a licensee by the Board or risk imposi lion of’ criminal I iahi Ii iv on vessel operator.

t’ihiiaee is coinpulst’n ti,i’aN oceailgoinu vessels will, binned e\ccpIIilnS (lath. & Nay. Code § 1125),

and t;iilv the Port Audit is gr’JnWd the autliurti’ in assk&n wInch pilois iihh pilot each vessel under

conlpulsorv pilotauc (7 CCR §21 Sdj I )). As a resuk. a pilot intist be on call for dispatch by the Port Agent

and nay onl pilot csseisassitincd by (IlL’ I’on Meui (7 (‘CR $2 19(b). (Ic). (I)) SllhjL’Ct In discipline by the
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Port A&zent designation as a public oflicial would be consistent with previous application

by the Fair Political Practices Commission (“Fl’PC”) ofa test for whether a corporation is

rendered “a pullie official within the meaning of Government Code Section 87100.” In

re Siegel. 3 FPPC Ups. 62 (1977). In the Siegel opinion. [lie FPPC determined that when

analyzing whether an entity is a public agency (hat “the true nature of the entity. not

merely its stated purpose. should he analyzed in determining whether the entity is public

or private vitl n the ineuniini of the Act.” h/, at 3. In this case, the office was created

by the Legislature. it is occupied by an individual iio is paid principally if not

exclusively) through the application of a tariff’ adopted by the Legislature, the office was

Iirnied to provide public services on behalf of the stale Board and at its direction, and the

ollice is treated as public tinder both the application of the Public Records Act and the

exercise of the state’s so emeign i miiniun irv tmiide r the I I ii Amendment.

This analysis is consistent sith detennilmLmtions in the context of other port activity. here

the exercise ofdiscretionarv authority by a public official under a tariff which carries

with it the Ibrce of law (and potential violations oF criminal law), even ii’ in connect ion

with a contractual or business relationship, it is not an exercise of a proprietary interest

but rather a <cv imprimatur ot’ the exercise of governmental authority.4

Port Agent inclusion iii “Appendix A’’ is also consistent with the FPI’C’s guide to

‘‘determine whether a given individual lur a disqual i l\ inmi conflict o interest under the

Political Re Ibrm Act.” 2 CCR § I 87(111(1,). ‘l’hiis I (‘PC analysis requires a threshold

deternii nat ion as to ‘‘whether the intl i id ual is a puN ie official, within the meaning of’ the

Act. (See Government Code section 82048: 2 Cal. Code Regs. § 18701.) If the

individual is not a puN ie o flicial. he or she does not have a conflict of interest within the

meaning of the Political Reibrin Act.” 2 (‘CR § I 8700(b)( I ).

WIi i Ic the Por i\uent acts in an administrative capacity as a state ti I’Iieer. these actions are

not ‘‘solely ministerial. secretarial, manual. or clerical” and thcreti)re do nut limIt unJer an

exception to the making a uovernmncntal decision test per 2 CCR § I 8702.4 As testament

to the exeeptitmal autonomy with w Inch the Port Agent is able to act in the scope of’ his

public duties. the Board admitted that it exercises virtually no day—to.day control over the

Port Agent despite their administrative atithority to do so ptirsuam to 7 CC’R §21 8(a).’

Board inctudiiiu license reticatioiI or suspension fir “niiscondoct’ tHaW. & Nay. Code § I t8t ).

Furthermore. utilization uta pituL vImo is nut a ticcmisce (who. otcourse. nm’ ouR’ he assigned Co a vessel

tn the Pun Aceni) poieimtiallv exposes vessel nmasmers w crinunal liability. t [lath. & Nay. Code § t 126).

;IYIL’J’ILUli h’u’ki’mc ,I,’vochniu,,.c v (‘itt ii Los :lfl.CCIL’S. ciit. .56L) U.S. (2W 3). (At : ‘‘A ‘. olation

utmhat unit prii’isioII is a it’taiimli olcriniiiial t.tw _.S’ mime ctnmmracl here linKlions as part intl parcel ot’a

govenmimmetmiat n’rammi kictdimm,1 coercive power ocr private panics ... fiat counts as action ‘‘liavi i! (lie

torce’,tmid cticci ot’ law’’ it’ am thing does. TIme Purl mere has nol acted as a private party, contracting in a

way that the owner otan ordinary commercial enterprise could mimic.... (‘ommiractuat conmmmmitniemils

restmtting not runt ordinary l’argainiimg fUll Lj. hut instead twin time threat ot’crimimmai sanctiomis manliest

tIme govcrmtnten[ quit tiovemnhmient, perl’onniimg its prototypical rcgtmhiitory rote.’’)

See aiain. ALtactinmemit B: ‘‘Mv oh as l:xecmmti\c Director 01 (he Board does nut itettide Stipeflisiull or

t,vcrsi,t,t ui Captain 1-lortons activities as Port Agent” (Declaration olAlten, at 2: t 7—I 8). Phie argmnnent

4



lius discretionary authority is most potentially abused in the breach — as described by the

PPPC in 2 CCR § 13702.1 ut)(5) — whereby a Port Agent could threaten to withhold a

pilotage assignment from a vessel unless a non—authorized payment was paid to the pilots

orru/u.vc’ to assign a pilot to bring a vessel in exchange unless a Port agreed to support

legislation which would provide direct enriclnnent to the Port Agents Association.

Uniortunately, this k pe of activity is not purely hypothetical, as it was gamesmanship

and ilireats’’ of this type which led to the public records act requests at issue in the

Board decision in the first place. L1i7J(7[.1ILV7 4) Since the othee olPort Agent is

now dehnitelv public, these conflicts ot interest nuist be guarded against 1w the Board.

Of course. the scope of any one individual’s ecumimic interests is entirely speculative.

hut given the nature of the office of Port Agent. it is likely [lint the intersection between

the exercise of the Port Agents duties and his potential economic interests could

coned vablv range from inateriztl mpaets to his ow ii personal financial interests. such as

his own Jevel ol income and vacation. to material impacts to the income and vacations of

am one of his business partners at the San Francisco liar Pilots Association.6 Such

evaluations can only oec tir if the posit ion of Port Agent itself is included iii the Board s

Conflict of interest Code and his interests are ptoperlv disclosed under §87302(a).

Wlii Ic acknowledging that the Port Agent mitst hold a pilot’s license to he appointed It)

the position. therelw unl ikelv to he disqualified lrom net ions general N. the individual that

holds that olce may have external business relationships or personal linanciai holdings

which might nonetheless pose specific conflicts of interest to be avoided. For example.

because lie controls the ability ol’ vessels which are owned and operated by publicly—

railed corn panes involved in interstate and international maritime trade to conduct

business at public seaports in the San Francisco Ba and its related waterways, any such

interests should also be included and evaluated in his conflict of interest disclosures with

respect to materiality, Likewise. the materiality ol’ arm specific personal interests which

exist in any given situation cannot be evaluated in a vacutim or based on pure speettlat ion

by the tioard that is irnial tack of supervision tendered the Pon Agent immune trout the requirements of

[lie I’tdilte Records Act was rendered niptflcnt b 11w rulittu lit Biuirrl ifPibu Qimuuisxiu,,ers.

1 lie San Francisco Bar [‘ibis Association isahitr—protii association ‘‘business entity’’ uniter § S20U5 itt

the Political Retbrin Act. [tie Port Agent is itie Pi’esideitt tiftije Association. yet the exact nature olthe

private relationship between [lie Port Aient and tither inetitbers oldie Association remains unclear to the

pubtic arid the Board in many respects. [tie Assoclailon claims in have no byla\Vs. yet tire work rules do

not describe all oldie financial relationships between the panics. PMSA observes that as members ohur

unucorporated asoeiaLion, ihe pilots claim retationships that are in sortie respects partners, some respects

shareholders, sonic respects e iii pio\ C Cs. S U ‘tie es peeLs i tide pen dent cot it rac tots, a rid that I boy have cciii uion

and shared interests in various revenue streams mid assets derived front the public iv adopted naritlatid

suretiarucs. What is ttiideniahl clear is dint atl rite white. when die Porn Agent controls the vacation and

work schedules ol ibies individuals In virtue iii his puNic oltice, he is also sitnnltaneousl both in business

with and the [‘resident oldie Assoctalitmn ci those sante individual licensed pilots. to an titidisekised extent

Whilu a tie teto itiottopoh for pitotaue exists via 11w Sun Francisco liar Pilots Association. there tie

neither statutory or rcuutaton rules reqoirlitu (lie l’on Aucot to have a private htianciai rctattuitsttip with

other licensees nor any rules t,arrimi rIte Port 1\eeimi tic,,) liavinu such retatioitshiips with other liceisecs.



at this point, bitt rather such situations must he evaluated on a case-by-case basis with

respect Lu the interests of the individual appointed to the position based on disclosures.

In conclusion, the recent decision in B€;urcl n/Pilot Coniniiswio,wrs regarding the

application of (lie Public Records Act to the Port Agent makes it clear and conclusive:

the Port Agent is a pubLic official who exercises his public duties as an officer of’ the

state. Since the decision in lionid has rejected the argument that the Port Agent should

not he considered a public official, in relevant part here, because he was not subject to the

Political Rclbrm Act. the hoard should now do the right tl’ing. remain consistent to the

parallel arguments that it made in its own opposition to the finding ol’ the Port Agent as

public official, and properly amend its Code to include the Port Agent.

1’ the Board thUs to act upon this petit ion by December 1 6. 2013 or otherwise fails lo

amend its Conflict of Interest Code Lu include the Port Agent. PMSA will seek a direct

determination from the FPPC on appeal per §87307.

For the reasotis set forth above. I’MSA requests that the Board immediately implement

the requested changes to the (‘oniliet of Interest (‘ode.

Respect 11th I Submitted.

_________
_

20/f
Mhfrl .fticp/ Date

On Behal I’ ot’ Petitioner.

Paei lie Merchant Shippin Association

San Ira tie iseo. C’ A

6
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FlIed 8/1/13

CERTIFIED FOR PUBLICATION

IN TI-IS COURT OF APPEAL OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

FIRST APPELLATE DISTRICT

DIVISION FIVE

THE BOARD OF PILOT
I

COMMISSIONERS FOR Ti-IL BAYS OF

SAN FRANCISCO. SAN PABLO AND

SUISUN et al..

Petitioners. 136803

TI-IS SUPERIOR COURT OF THE CITY

AND COUNTY OF SAN FRANCISCO. . — —. —

Respondent:

PACIFIC MERCHANT SI TIPPING

ASSOCIATION.

Re a I Pat-tv in In [eres t.

SAN FRANCISCO BAR PILO S CL ni..

Petitioners.

V.
-

A136806
THE SUPERIOR COURT OF li-IF CITY

AND COUNTY 01 SAN FRANCISCO. (San Francisco City and CounLy

Respondent: Super. Ct. No. CPF-l2-512320)

PACIFIC MERCI-IA.NI SI-I IPPING

ASSOC IATION.

Real Party in Interest.

The Calilbrnia Public Records Act (CI’RA ) (Govt. Code. 6250 cc seq. I provides

Ibr the inspection of public records maintained b) state and local agencies. The Pacilic

Mercliwic Shipping Association ( PMSA ). real pam in interest in this case. petitioned the
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I KAMALA D. hARms
Attorney General of California

2 CHR!STIA,NA TwDaLkr
Supervising Deputy Attorney General

3 State Bar No. 105299
1515 Clay Street, 20th Floor

4 P.O. Box 70550
Oakland. CA 94612-0550
Telephone: (510) 622-2218
Fax: (510)622-2121

6 E-mail: Chris.Tiedernaimdoj.ea.gov
Attorneysflit Respomlcnr.c Board ci

7 P11cc C’orn,nlssioners and
6’apr. Bruce Horton, as Pa;’! Agent

8

9 SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CA[JFORNIA

to
COUNTY OF SAN FRANCISCO

II

___________________ ___________________________________

12 PACIFIC MERCHANT SHIPPING Case No. CPF-l2 512320

ASSOCIATION.
13 i DECLARATiON OF ALLEN

Petitioner, GMU?INKLE IN SUPPORT OF

14 I OPPOSITION TO PE1THON FOR WRIT
OF MANDATE

15 I
Date: 09/05/2012

16 THE BOARD OF PILOT lime: 9:30 a.m.

COYDUSSIONERS FOR THE BAYS OF Dept: 302

17 SAN FRANCISCO. SAN I’ABLO, AM) Judge: The Honorable Harold Kahn

SUISUN and CAPT. BRUCE HORTON, in Trial Date: Not Set

18 his capacity as Purl Ageni,
Action Filed: July 3,2012

19 Respondents.

20
I, Mien Garfinkic. declare as follows:

21
1. I am the Executive Director of the Board ofFilot Conunissioners for the Bays of

23 San Francisco, San Pablo. and Suisun (Board). My duties as the Executive Director of the Board

24 include, but arc not limited to, athnirtistradon and enforcement of all laws, nies, and regulations

2z
of the Boari maintenance of the the records and files of the Board, and the administration of

26
personnel tar the Board.

27
.

2. [perform my services as Lxecutivc Director of the Board at the Board office,

23

I)eclaratioD of Allen Garfinkle in Support of Opposition (CPF-12 512320)



I which is located at 660 Davis Street, San rranctsco, California

2 2 On March 26. 2012, 1 received the letter attached as Exhibit A, which isa Public

Records Act request to the Board from the Pacific Merchant Shipping Association (PMSA). The

4
request seeks documents described as “Pilot Logs” for the years 2002-20011, inclusive, for each

5
licensed pilot who was a ptlot during those years. After receipt of the request, I performed a

diligent search oICe Board’s records The Board does not have the requested documents, and it

8 does not prepare, owa use or retain hat are described as “Pilot Logs” in PMSA’s request On

9 April 5, 2012. the Board’s counsci, Dennis Bagan, informed counsel for PMSA in writing that the

documents described hi the requesi are not in the possession of the Board and are not prepared,

11
oned. used ot retained by the Board. A copy of Ms. Eaijan’s biter is attached as Exiubit B

12
3 In my capacity as Executive Director of the Board, I know Captain Bruce Horton.

13
Captain Uonon has been designated by the pilots licensed by the Board to serve as the Port

Agent, a position described in Harbors and Navigation Code section 1130 Captain Horton is not

16 employed by the Board and receives no compensation for his service as Port Agent from the

17 Board My job as Execuu’ e Director of the Board does not include supervision or oversight of

Captain Horton’s activities as Port Agent. Captain does not have an office or ork space at the

19
Board office Captain Horton does not have Board stafla.ssigned to or awillable to him to

20 -

perform any of Us duties as Port Agent Captain Horton submits certain records and reports to

22
the Board an his capacity as Port Agent. All such records and reports are maintained at the Board

3 office Captain Horton does not, howe\ er eteate or maintain any records at the Board office in

24 [us capacity as Port Agent or in any other capacity Captam horton does not submit a statement

2z of economic interests to mc, as is rcquired of Board members. Board consultants, and Board

‘6
personnel tinder the Poliucal Reform Act oF 1974 and Board regulation.

27
4. In my capacit as hxcutive Director of the Board. I do not have access to or

28
I

Declaration a! lJcn G1trthilde ci Support olOpposition (CPF-i2 512320)



I oversight of any records that are prepared, owted, used or remined by the Port Agent or the San

2 Francisco Bar Pilots or at the offices of the San Francisco Bar Pilots, other than records or reports

received at the Board from the Port Agent.

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the Stare of California that the

5

6
foregoing is true and correct and that this declaration is signed on August 102012, in San

Francisco, California.

S

—__________

ALLEN GARFThJKLE

9

10

II

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

24

26

27

28
3

Ducluration oPAllen Garfiu,klc in Support nfopposhion (CPJ-12 5(2320)
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COURT OF APPEAL OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

FIRST APPELLATE DISTRICT

DIVISION

SAN FRANCISCO BAR PILOTS, an Court ol’Appcal Case No.

unincorporated association, and BRUCE

HORTON. in Ins private capacity as

________________________

President of the San Francisco Bar Pilots

Petit ioucrs,
San Francisco Superior Court

vs. Case No. CPF-12-5 12320

SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF ST-f V REQUESTED

CALIFORNIA. COUNIY OF SAN OF THE SUPERIOR COURT’S

1RANCISCO SEPTEMBER 18, 2012 ORDER

Respondent. GRANTING MOTION FOR

ISSUANCE OF A WRIT

PACI NC M ERCI IA Ni SI UPPING

ASSOCIATION

Real Party in Interest.

PETITION FOR WRIT OF MANI)ATE AND/OR PROHIBITION

OR OTHER APPROPRIATE RFLIEF; MEMOIUNI)UM;

s7:4 r REOL•’ES7’ED

From the Superior Court of the County of San Francisco

[Ion. Curtis L. A. Karnow. Judge

(Department 302, (415)551-3723)

R. SCOTT ERLEWENE (SBN 095106)

CAR! .4. COI tORN (SON 240056)

Pt ZILLIPS. ERLF WINE & (H VEN LLP

50 Cali un-ni a S IrceL 5 Floor

San Francisco. CA 94 II I

1clcphonc: 415-398-0900

Attorneys Ibr Petitioners



7. 2010) 2010 WL 3504846 at *5 (It is also clear that the Port Agent

sometimes acts on behalf of the Bar Pilots, and sometimes on behalfof the

Board”); see also Ex. S, pp. BOPC 395-398. For example, the Port Agent

represents pilots beibre the Board anti its committees. 7 C.C.R. § 218

(d)(3). Thus, the Port Agent is not a puhlic officer” as that term has been

consistently interpreted by the Califhrnia courts; nor is he a state officer for

purposes of the CPRA.

2. Statutes and regulations applicable to “state

agencies” and “state officers” do not apply to the

Porl Agent

Rcuulations governinu bar pilots and numerous statutory provisions

further deiuoiistrate that the Port Agent is not a state agency or state officer.

Most tellingly, sections 206 and 207 of Title 7 of the California Code of

Regulations identif3’ the officers ofthe Board: a president and vice

president, both of whom are elected 1w the Board from among its members

and who serve a two-year term and may he recallcd by the other members;

and “such other officers as it considers necessary to carry out the functions

of’the Board.” The Port Agent’s duties are described in section 218, and

neither [fiat section nor any other provision in the regulations contains even

the slightest suggestion that the Port Agent is an officer. For example.

unlike officers, the Port Agent is not required to fife a statement of

economic interests pursuant to the Political Reform Act of 1974. (7 C.C.R.

§ 212.5. Appendix A; Ex. 0. p. BO[’C 350. ¶ 3.)

Numerous provisions of the Govtrninent Code provide guidance as

to who is a slate officer, and they unitbrinly demonstrate that the Port Agent

is not such an officer. For instance. section 1001 lists the civil executive

officers of the state. Tlus list includes, among others, “four port wardens for

the Port oI’San Francisco: a port wardcn thr each port of entry except San

Francisco: live State Harbor Commissioners for San Francisco Harbor: six

pilots for each harbor Where there is no hoard ofpilot commissioners: [audi

26
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STATE OF CLLIFCRNIA

EDMUND 0 GROWN JR

Deparirneni of AcWitc Bev.iaw2 Cenuci

DeLOFt;ne,i iii Cci potaiiu,is

pictc,ni ci lZ,l,a,ir,itii lnstit,iirri:;

Cahani:a HigIvtn Pa!1oi
Calilarnia Fiousin0 Finance Pgonty

Dopml rite;,! (.1 hDLSIIri9SC ci lilt’ U t;ily Deveit, urn ,t ci

I Ci Malia ;id H,: a h Ca, t,

Dc’pament ci Mn Ia, Vebrc!e;
Ocarn 01 Rid Ccrnrnis:,cne,s

TRACt STEVENS
Acting eC!e!3i)

Depannient or Raai EstaLt
Depanrner, of Trailaponutiuii

OFfice Jite Paucci tvocate
Olece oi Peal EzIa:e Apraise:s

Office of Traffic Safely
California Frn Commisaon
Cal,fctraa Office cf Tou,,s:

icfIas;nlci,;r[, and E:ic:r:r i).y,czsmc’tI Rr,rt

Public lnflas:;ueu,e Avisuiy Ccmrntti

June 17, 2011

VIA PKRSONAL DELI VERY AND FIRST CLASS MAIL

(‘upta ii B WCL’ A. lit it

I’tirt Agent
San I:rancisct Liar Pilots \ssi’ciaiItil)

Pier 9 ha_st End
San Francisco. (‘aliibriuia 94111

Re; I >rder Req uirin. Pilotage oft ‘MA C( M NORM.: from the High Seas

‘I hi-ougli the San Francisco Ha to Dock (Cot eminent (‘tide Section 139781

1)car (_ aptain I forkin:

Jhe La), Iorm;i Board ol I’i lot ( oiniuissioners Board . has been closeR ml lo ing rate—san ng

procedures involving the 5an Francisco Bar Pilots, and is aware or recent threats to reFuse to

pilot the UN-IA (‘(Mt I \( )Rt\I \ throtiuh the San Francisco hay to dock upon the vessel’s

scheduled arrival on Saturday, June I S. 20!). Ibis letter directs you to take et ci> la ku action

under your authority (0 elisure that t liese threats not materialize. As the Port Auent. vent are

responsible to supert Re u;d u1iin;tge lflallcrs related Iti the ollicial ci Lilies n I bar [1! lots licensed b

the Board (I linK. & as C. ode. I 131). suhd. driLl

the I bard is vested I th al lunetit ins and dunes uicc.csN an to administer the laws giivemi ng bar

pilots. U larK. & Na - code 1154. uM, (a).; It is orantzed under the Cahil’ornia l3usine’’.

liauspoitatitiii and I lousing :\uencv (Agency). I tail’. &,‘%aV. (‘ode. § I 50. suhd. Ia): Gin,

Code. § )3°75J \ ih \eling AQeucv Secretar; I have the authority U, issue orders “deemled I

:upprt’pnalc to e\eI’cbc 0 )‘l’\\ ci or) urisdictitiut. or to assume or discharge an> responsi Nil it> . or

to curry out or eH’eei alis ol the purposes vetaed Ii’ ILI\V In UIIV (I F the entities within the Agent’>

(‘ode. I 397X.

980 Sthsuieet Sutic Z$50 • Sacranieritt, CA 953i42719 (916) 3235400 • Faz (516) 323-S440

rn now • FLE.’. YOUR POVERI • BE ENERGY EFFICIENT’

BUSINESS TRANSPORTATION AND HOUSING AGENCY



(apbiin Bruce :\. I lortuii
lune 17, 21111

Page 2

[tins. consistent t ith eIilflit’fli (ode section I o7X. I hereby order that ‘ on. as the Port

A,ieni atithori,’cd 1w I I;irhors LI \ i iuaiiun (ode section 1 130. rake evcr action under our

authuuL Lu cnswc lie lull. complete. and appropriate piknage of the cargo vessel (‘MA CGM

\( )R \I.\ tnnt the - SI Boo’. tliniuuli the Suit Francisco Ba to dock on Saturday. June 1 8,

201 I. upon the vessel s schcduled art ial ni apprcr..iinarely 3:00 p.m.

I his order is necesar hecatINe there is insufficieni lime NM the I3ourd to cooduci a public

inecung to ct)Ihider this UC ( ;o . C ode I 1120 Ct wq. i. xad a huilurc to ensure proper

pilotage ol(’MA (‘(cM N( )R\IA could have serious atherse ecuncimLe, tratispoitilion. and other

eunseq tie i ices.

nil tire to adhere IL’ the requirements ot’ this (. rder ina result in legal act ion. inc hiding

(liseipi in:ay proceed iiius porsLKiIIL to the discretion and procedures of the Board.

Sincqrel’.c.

,t f’ /

- _..L.,, cJ—Y.
/ j/ / fl ,; ‘C U ‘—

/
, -

I RA(’I SI
Actitia Seci’etal\

nd. Itoof or Ser CL

Cc: Allen (jartinhic, LxeLuti\c l)irector. Board of Pilot C omniissioncrs (ia electronic

traI1sIiii&tl
\IicIIacl Jacob. \ ice Pi,iJcilI. Paciric Nleretiaut .Shippiini Xssoci;ttioil

\ugtistin IL. Jiniciiez. ceueral ( tcunsel. 11111 :\geiiey

(rabcr \‘lc ‘rocz. Dcpuk ( ictienil Counsel. B I II Agenc



PROOF OF SERVICE

Declaration of Personal Service

The person signing this declaration, below, hereby declares:

I am a citizen of the United States of America and over the age of IS.

1 am the Executive Director of the Board of Pilot Commissioners for the Bays of San

Francisco, San Pablo. and Suisun.

My business address is: 660 Davis Street, San Francisco, California 94111.

On June

_____,20l1,

at

________

a.m./p.rn, I served a copy of the

Order Requiring Pilotage of CMA CGM NORMA from the High Seas Through the

San Francisco Bay to Dock (Government Code Section 13978)

by personally delivering said document LU Captain Bruce Horton. Port Agent, at the

facilities of the San Francisco Bar Pilots Association at Pier 9 East end, San Francisco,

California.

(declare under penalty of petju’ under the laws of the Scale of California that the

foregoing is true nod correct and that this declaration was executed on June .2011.

at San Francisco, California.

Allen GarfinkLe
Deciarant



Laurice Henry-Ross

From: Bruce Horton Ibhorton@sfbarpilots.com]

Sent: Friday, June 10, 2011 10:14AM

To: ops@sTharpilots.com, Chris Peterson

Cc: Ralph Reynoso; Richard Taylor; portagentstbarpilois.com

Subject: Re: CMPJCGM Orfec on June 5th

Chris,

Until further notice we are not taking vessels greater than 1140’ into 0TH, and we are not turning vessels greater

that 1000’ at nigh’.

Regards,
Bruce

On Thu, 6/2/Il, Chris Peterson <cpeterson(a)porioakmiuLcorn> wrote:

From: Chris Peterson <cpetersonitportoakland.com>

Subject: CMAJCGM Orfeo on June 5th

To: ‘opst”&sfbarpilots.corn” <opsThstharpiluts.com>

Ce: “Bruce Florton” <h. liortonC)shczlobal.nct>, “Ralph Reynoso” <RReynosoportoaUand.com>,

“Richard Taylor” <RThyIoi’6iportoaklandxorn>

Date: Thursday, June 2.2011,8:56 AM

Staff has advised me that the CMA/CGM Orfco is due into OJCT on June 5th. Based on the vessels

stats, this vessel is 1150.59’ long. Have ‘..e changed the 1140’ parameters already for daytime moves?

If so. what is the new restricted length in the Inner and Outer Harbor turning basins? Thanks.

Chris Peterson

Chief Wharfinger

Port of Oakland

Oil: 510-627-1308

Cell: 5 10-71 9-8024

____

a



Laurce Henry-Ross

From: Port Agent fportagent©sfbarpiiotscom]

Sent: Friday, June 10, 2011 11:25 AM

To: Chris Peterson

Subject: RE: CMNCGM Orfeo on June 5th

Chris,

We thought we had an agreement on the procedures/costs to bring in these type of vessels and to be able to turn them

at night. However, we have had kick-back from CMA-CGM on this agreement. If you have other shipping companies

that would like discuss this with me, I would be happy to meet and work toward a mutual agreement to be able to do

this work for you and them.

Regards,

Captain Bruce Horton

Port Agent

San Francisco Bar Pilots

14153930450

From: Chris Peteson [mailto:cneterson(&oortoak1d.com1 —

Sent: FrIday, June 10, 2011. 10:16 AM

To: b.horton@sfbaroilots.com; oos(asroawilots.mm

Cc: Ralph Reynoso; Richard Taylor; oortpgent(&slbamilpts.com

Subject: RE: CMMCGM Orfeo on June 5th

Bruce, can you give me the official reason for this, in writing, so I can notify my tenants? II this is related to the issue you

mentioned yesterday, then we should sit down and discuss it. Thanks.

Chris Peterson

Chief Wharfinger

Port oF Oakland

01f 510-627-1308

Cell: 510719-8024

From: Bruce Horton [mailto:b.hortona)sfharnilots.corn)

Sent: FrIday, June 10, 2011 10:14 AM

To: ops(isibarpiIOt5.com; Chris Peterson

Cc: Ralph Reynoso; Richard Taylor; portagcntsfbamIIots-com

Subject: Re: CMNCGM Orfea on June 5th

Chris,

Until ifinher notice we are not raking vessels greater than 1140’ into OlE!, and we are not turning vessels greater

that 1000’ at night.

Regards,
B mee

-— On Thu, 6/2/11, Chris Peterson ccyeterxon(ãportoakland,cotui> wrote:



From: Chris Peterson <cpetersowThportoakland.com>

Subject: CMA/CGM Orfeo on June 5th
To: “opsstbarpilots corn” <ops!ä2stbarpilots.com>

Cc: “Bruce Horton” <b.hortonWsbcalobal.net>, “Ralph Reynoso” <RReynosoportoakland.com>,

“Richard Taylor” <RTa vIor1ift,ortoakIand.corn>

Date: Thursday, June 2,2011,8:56 AM

Staff has advisec’ me that the CMAJCGM Orfe2 is due into OICT on June 5th. Based on the vessels

stats, this vessel is 1150.59 long. Flave we changed the 1140’ parameters already for daytime moves?

If so, what is the new restricted length in the Inner and Outer Harbor turning basins? Thanks.

Chris Peterson

Chief Wharlinger

Port of Oakland

Oft 510-627-1308

Cell: 510-719-8024

2



Laurice Henry-Ross

From: Port Agent {poflagentsfbarpilotacom]

Sent: Fnday, June 10, 2011 2:07 PM
To: Chris Peterson
Subject: FW PIvISA pilotage rate advisory
Attachments: rate memoralization (bopc)(6-1O-1 l)pdl: PMSA MemberAdvisory 6-9-ll.pdf

FYI, this is why we are not going to do the future work.

Open to your coments...

Captain Bruce Horton

Port Agent
San Francisco Bar Pilots

1.4 15.3 93.0450

From Mike Jacob [mailto:MJacob@ømsashio.com]

Sent: Friday, June 10, 2011 12:34 PM
To: Garfinkle, Allen@BCPC
Cc: Knute Michael MUter; Frank Johnston; Moroc, Gabor; dwainwrightSS@gmail.com; Steve Roberts

(caot.robeftsayahoo.com); Osen, Eric (EricOsen); John Cronin at HQ x4220; dennis.eagandojca.qov;

portaQentosfbarpilpts.com; John Cinderey

Subject: PMSA pilotage rate advisory

Afternoon Allen,

Please find attached letter to the Board regarding pilotage rates and an advisory sent to the PMSA membership, also

att;:ched.

Thanks in advance for your receipt and review of this correspondence.

Have a great weekend,

Mike

Mike Jacob
Vice President
Pacific Merchant Shipping Association

250 Montgomery, Suite 700

San Francisco, CA 94104
(415)352-0710
(415) 352-0717 fax
Aw1 pmsaship ccm

MPCRTANT C0F4FIDENTALIfl NoTicE. The t!orniabonccmaied mise-mailis ñdet.aiaiaj is ctandedcniy trtheuseof theinduiduat crenttjtowhornd is addressed.

Pease e acvised that this uansrniuai is a pirie and nflUerfljaI atomey entmnrjnicaUonorisa pdvlegi and nrIdeath2i allomey watt p,uiuninunibon. II you are not

te k.xied redpienl, please do riot read. pyQ e-transst:tUts ctrrrunicatton. it you are act te inerided .‘eOpènL you are hereby nc1 that any disdosore. disUtutii Of

L.-i 01 any acjm reIing on the nj9rIQf th Inionmlion is slinky prohibited. ii you have received this unicet vi erTor, please nobtt us by e-mail

or by telepitne (415-3524110), anddeie(a smosseandar.yaftadnen. atdasstsance.

Please con,ider t’e environment before printing this erntI.
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June 10, 2011

Capt. Allen Garfinkle

Executive Director

Board of Pilot Commissioners

560 Davis St.
San Francisco, CA 94111

RE: Memorialization of Pilotage Charge Advisement to PMSA Members

Dear Executive Director Garfinkle:

This letter is to advise the Board of Pilot Commissioners the attached advisement sent to all members of

the Pacific Merchant Shipping Association (PMSA) regarding pilotage charges.

It had become apparent following the conclusion of last month’s rate hearings that there is confusion

regarding the timing and applicability of the new rates and new surcharges that were adopted by this

Board as recommendations to the Legislature Faced with this uncertainty, we felt it best to clarify for

our members that the recommendations by this Board are not in effect unless approved by the

California State Legislature and, in any event, would not be charged before January 1,2012.

Given the importance of the need for customers to be fully and accurately apprised of all rates and

charges imposed in this pilotage ground, PMSA would respectfully request that, if upon review of this

advisement the Board finds any inaccuracy or error herein, the Board would immediately notify us that

our advisement to our membership regarding pilotage charges is not a full and accurate representation

of the basis on which, they may be levied by the San Francisco Bar Pilots. Barring such a notification

from the Board we will continue to provide the information in this advisement to our membership.

Thank you in advance for your efforts at helping us maintain fair, transparent and accurate pilotage

levies.

Sincerely,

/ .<
:1 /‘ :‘‘

->
‘— ‘— —c——— .

_/
1’

Mike Jacob
Vice President

Enclosure
Cc: Members, Board of Pilot Commissioners

Secretary, Business, Transportation & Housing Agency

Port Agent

I’acilic NlcrchaiiL Sliiipiaiu AssnelaLiun — — —

250 Moutguiiiciv St.. Suite 7(10. Sat’ Fraiiciscu. C,\ 0_I 104 (1151 352—0710 fax (4 lj 3)2—0; 17



PMSA MEMBERSHIP ADVISORY

June 9, 2011

TO: Pacific Merchant Shipping Association Membership

FROM: PMSA — San Francisco

RE: Pilotace Rates in San Francisco Bay and River System

Attention PMSA Members:

After receiving inquiries from several members regarding the proper implementation schedule of

proposed rate changes in the San Francisco pilotage grounds, please be advised of the following:

None of the increased rates or new surcharges which were recently recommended by the state

Board of Pilot Commissioners are currently in effect. As they are only recommendations to the

California State Legislature, they are not effective unless both the Legislature and the Governor

concur with the recommendations by the state Board of Pilot Commissioners. This is a condition

which has not yet occurred.

• Even if the Legislature concurs with the recommendations by the Board of Pilot Commissioners,

none of the increased rates or new surcharges will be in effect until January 1,2012.

• Please find attached the latest Memorandum from the state Board of Pilot Commissioners to

the San Francisco Bar Pilots, dated April 1,2011, enunciating the only rates and related

surcharges wInch should be applied to your invoices with regard to services to and from sea.

• Please also find attached the current list of additional service codes which are charged against

all pilotage activities which relate to services other than pilotage to and from sea, published by

the San Francisco Bar Pilots, dated January 1,2010. With the exception of trip insurance, none

of these amounts have changed since 2006

If you find that you have been prematurely billed under the proposed rate increases or otherwise

charged in a manner which does not comport with the current rates, charges or service codes per the

attached schedules, you may have been mistakenly invoiced. In such a situation, please work directly

with the San Francisco Bar Pilots to rectify any such billing errors. If any such billing errors are not

resolved to your satisfaction, please review with your legal counsel and feel free to advise PMSA of the

issue — we may provide notification of the irregular billing to the appropriate state authorities.

If you have any further questions regarding these or any other pilotage matters please do not hesitate

to contact Mike Jacob in the PMSA San Francisco office at (415) 352-0720 or at mjacobprnsaship.com.



Laurice Henry-Ross

From: Bruce Horton [portagent©sfbarpiiots comj
Sent; Tuesday, June 14, 2011 903 AM

To: Chris Peterson
Subject: Re PMSA pilotage rate advisory

Another more important reason is CAPA opposing our bill and the extra pilot charges. Looks like Omar is the

one going to drive business away. If we cant charge for the extra pilot services I doubt we will ever bring those

ships in...

Captain Bruce Horton
Sent trom my iPhone

On Jun 14,2011, at 8:44 AM, Chris Peterson <cpetersornThponoakland.com> wrote:

Bruce. let me discuss this issue internally and III get back to you soon. Thanks.

Cluis I’ewrsoii

Chic r \Uharriiiger

Pon ot Oakland

DiP 510—6Th! 0S

Cell; 5l0-71Q-8024

From: Port Agent Imailto: øortagentLs(bprpiIots.cpnfl

Sent: Friday, June 10, 2011 2:07 PM

To: Chris Peterson
Subject: FW: PMSA pilotage rate advisory

FYI, this is why we are not going to do the future work.

Open to your coments...

Captain Bruce Horton

Pun Agent
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State of California Edmund 6. Bro’ni Jr., Governor

Board of Pilot Commissioners for the Bays
of San Francisco, San Pablo, and Suisun
660 Davis Street., San Francisco, CA 91111
Phone: (4 5)397-2253 Fax: (415)397-9463
E-mail: allen.garfinkleibopc.ca.gov
vww.hopc.ca.gov

October 25, 2013

Mr. Michael Jacob
Vice President
Pacific Merchant Shipping Association
250 Montgomery Street, Suite 700
San Francisco, CA 94104

Re: Petition for Amendment of the Board of Pilot Commissioners Conflict Of Interest Code

Dear Mr. Jacob,

Please find enclosed a copy of the Board of Pilot Commissioners decision in the matter of the

petition you submitted on behalf of the Pacific Merchant Shipping Association to amend the

Conflict Of interest Code.

A copy will also follow by U.S. Postal Service.

Respectfully,

Allen Garfinkle
Executive Director



BEFORE THE BOARD OF PILOT COMMISSIONERS FOR THE

RAYS OF SAN FRANCISCO, SAN PABLO, AND SUISUN

In the Matter of the Petition of the Pacific Merchant )
Shipping Association to Include the Port Agent in the )
Conflict of Interest Code of the Board of Pilot Commissioners ) DECISION

For the Bays of San Francisco, San Pablo, and Suisun )

On September 16, 2013, the Pacific Merchant Shipping Association petitioned the Board of

Pilot Commissioners to add the Port Agent to the list of “designated employees” contained in the

Board’s Conflict of Interest Code. The Political Reform Act of 1974 (Gov. Code, § 81000-

91014) requires each state agency to adopt a Conflict of Interest Code that lists positions “within

the agency” that “involve the making or participation in the making of decisions which may

foreseeably have a material effect on any financial interest and for each such enumerated

position, the specific types of investments, business positions, interests in real property, and

sources of income which are reportable.” (Gov. Code, 87300, 87302, subd. (a).) Government

Code section 87307 provides that a state agency may at any time amend its Conflict of Interest

Code, either upon its own initiative or in response to a petition submitted by, among others, a

“resident of the jurisdiction.” PMSA has petitioned under this latter provision.

ORDER

Section 87300 of the Government Code requires each state agency to adopt a Conflict of

Interest Code governing “designated employees.” The Port Agent is not a “designated employee”

within the meaning of section 87300. Because a state agency is charged with including only

“designated employees” in its Conflict of Interest Code, and because the Port Agent is not a

“designated employee” within the meaning of the Political Reform Act of 1974, the Board denies

PMSA’s petition.

DISCUSSION

I. The Port Agent is not a “designated employee”

It is only an “officer, employee, member, or consultant of [an] agency” that an agency may

list as a designated employee in its Conflict of Interest Code, and then only if that person

engages in certain types of agency decisions. (Gov. Code, § 82019, subd. (a).) The Port Agent

does not fit within any of the four categories.

1. The Port Agent is not an officer of the Board. (Board ofPilot Commissioners v.

Superior Court (2013)218 Cal.App.4th 577, 583, 588 (hereafter Board ofPilot

Commissioners).) The Board has two officers, a President and a Vice President. (Cal. Code

Regs., tit. 7, § 206, 207.) The Port Agent occupies neither position.

2. The Port Agent is not an employee of the Board. (Board ofFilot Commissioners,

supra, 218 Cal.App.4th at p. 588.) “The Board licenses and regulates pilots on San Francisco

1



Bay and its tributaries,” including the Port Agent. (Jd. at pp. 582, 583; Barb. & Nay. Code,

§ 1100, 1101, subds. (e), (g).) He and the other licensed pilots are the objects of the Board’s

regulatory authority by statute and under the Board’s regulations (Harb. & Nay. Code, § 1100

1203; Cal. Code Regs., tit. 7, § 201-237), but neither the Port Agent nor the other pilots whom

the Board has licensed are employees of the Board.

All of the pilots, including the Port Agent, are members of a private unincorporated

association, the San Francisco Bar Pilots. (Board ofPilot Commissioners, supra, 218

Cal.App.4th at pp. 582, 593.) The association provides the means for the pilots to conduct their

business: pilot boats and crews, office space, fiscal and other office staff; dispatchers to accept

requests for pilotage services from ship’s agents, billing and collection services, and so forth.

After all expenses are paid, the pilots, as members of the association, share the net revenues

generated by their pilotage services. None of the pilots, including the Port Agent, receive any

compensation from the Board. (Id. at pp. 583, 588.)

There is no employer-employee relationship between the Board and the Port Agent. As

required by statute, the members of the San Francisco Bar Pilots appoint one of their number to

serve as the Port Agent. The Board must confirm this appointment by the pilots for it to be

effective, but the Board has no power either to appoint the Port Agent or to remove the Port

Agent. (Harb. & Nay. Code, § 1130, subd. (a); Board ofPilot Commissioners, supra, 218

Cal.App.4th at p. 589 r’The Port Agent. . . is only ‘confirmed’ by the Board without any

provision for his removal.”].) The powers of appointment and removal lie solely with the other

pilots. The Port Agent receives his compensation from the San Francisco Bar Pilots; none comes

from the Board. (Id. at p. 588.) The Port Agent performs his duties, both as Port Agent and as

president of the San Francisco Bar Pilots, at the private offices of the association, which are

located at Pier 9 in San Francisco. The Port Agent does not have an office or work space at the

Board’s office, which is located at 660 Davis Street in San Francisco.

The relationship between the Board and the Port Agent is not one between an employer and

an employee, but rather one between a regulatory agency and one who is regulated. “The Port

Agent. . . has responsibilities imposed by statute and by administrative regulation.” (Board of

Pilot Commissioners, supra, 218 Cal.App.4th at p. 589.) The Board is the regulating agency and

the Port Agent is a principal object of the Board’s regulatory authority. The Board exercises

regulatory power over the Port Agent through regulations and occasional directives in

furtherance of the state’s regulatory regime. When performing the duties required of him by the

state’s regulatory program, however, the Port Agent is not acting “on behalf of’ the Board or as

the Board’s “agent,” nor do his actions “obligate the state.” (See PMSA pet., p. 3.) “[T]he Board

has statutory licensing and oversight authority. But the individually licensed members of [the

San Francisco Bar Pilots] render piloting services directly to their maritime clients, not on behalf

of the Board. . . . And the Legislature has never given the Board the authority to make pilot

assignments or to direct them.” (Board ofPilot Commissioners. supra, 218 Cal.App.4th at

p. 599.) Assigning pilots to vessels or deciding for safety reasons whether to close the San

Francisco Bar to shipping, for instance, are not Board flmctions. Instead, as a mailer of

regulation, the Board has required the Port Agent to perform these and other functions.

3. The Port Agent is not a member of the Board. (Board ofPilot Commissioners, supra,

218 Cal.App.4th at p. 583.) The Board consists of seven voting members, all appointed by the

Governor, and one ex officio member, the Secretary of the California State Transportation

2



Agency, who does not have a vote. (Gov. Code, § 1150.) The Port Agent is neither an appointed

nor an ex officio member of the Board.

4. The Port Agent is not a consultant of the Board. The regulations of the Fair Political

Practices Commission define a “consultant” as an individual who performs certain types of

services for a state agency pursuant to a contract. (Cal. Code Regs., tit. 2, § 18701(a)(2).) There

is no contract between the Board and the Port Agent. The Port Agent’s duties are prescribed by

statute and the Board’s regulations, (Board ofPilot Commissioners, supra, 218 Cal.App.4th at

p. 589; Harb. & Nay. Code, § 1130; Cal. Code Regs., tit. 7, § 218.). These duties do not arise

from any contractual relationship with the Board.

II. That a court has barred the Port Agent from asserting that he is not a “state

officer” under the Public Records Act does not mean that the Board must

treat him as one of its officers, employees, members, or consultants under the

Political Reform Act of 1974

The basis for PMSA’s petition is a recent decision of the California Court of Appeal, Board

ofPilot Commissioners v. Superior Court (2013) 218 Cal.App.4th 577. The Court of Appeal was

there presented with a question of statutory interpretation: whether the Port Agent was a “state

officer” within the meaning of the California Public Records Act, If he was, then he was required

under the act to respond to requests from the public for “public records” in his possession. In its

decision, the court declined to assess whether the Legislature intended the term “state officer,” as

used in the Public Records Act, to include the Port Agent. Instead, it held that the Port Agent was

barred by the doctrine of ‘judicial estoppel” from arguing otherwise. (Id. at pp. 589-591.) The

court noted that the Port Agent had successfully argued in another case that, as a “state official,”

he was immune from suit in federal district court under the Eleventh Amendment to the United

States Constitution. (Id. at p. 589.) The court concluded that the Port Agent’s legal arguments in

the two lawsuits were inconsistent and that it would not permit the Port Agent to argue that he

was not a “state officer” under the Public Records Act, regardless of the Legislature’s intent as to

the meaning of that term. (Id. at pp. 590-59 1.)

Importantly, the court ruled that it was only the Port Agent, not the Board, that was barred

from arguing that the Port Agent was not a “state officer” under the Public Records Act. “The

Board is, however, correct in its assertion that the doctrine [ofjudicial estoppel] cannot be

applied to it, since it was not a party to the [federal district court) proceeding and has never

adopted the position taken in that litigation by the Port Agent.” (Board ofPilot Commissioners,

supra, 218 Cal,App.4th atp. 591, ffi. 17.) The Court chose not to rule on the Board’s argument

that, as a matter of statutory interpretation, the Port Agent was not a “state officer” under the

Public Records Act, concluding only that, given the Port Agent’s arguments in the earlier federal

lawsuit, it would treat the Port Agent as a “state officer.” (Id, at pp. 590-591.) On other grounds,

the court concluded that the Board was not required to produce public records in the sole

possession of the Port Agent. (Id. at pp. 597-600.)

The court was not asked to decide, and did not decide, whether the Port Agent was a

“designated employee” within the meaning of the Political Reform Act of 1974. That was not an

issue in the case. The issue before the court was whether the Port Agent should be regarded as a

“state officer” under the Public Records Act, and thus responsible for producing public records

in response to requests from the public.

3



The Board discusses the case here only because PMSA makes the court’s decision the basis
for its petition to include the Port Agent in the Board’s Conflict of Interest Code. The ease has no
application here and requires no such result.

First, the Political Reform Act does not use the general term “state officer” in prescribing

whom the Board must include in its Conflict of Interest Code, Nowhere does article 3 of chapter

7 of the Political Reform Act, dealing with state agencies’ Conflict of Interest Codes, make
reference to “state officers” or “public officials.” Instead, article 3 mentions only four specific
categories of persons who are “designated employees” and so must be included in an agency’s
COI Code if they engage in certain types of agency decisions: officers, employees, members, and
consultants of the agency. (Gov. Code, § 82019, 87300.)

As detailed above, the Port Agent is none of these things. He is an object of the Board’s
regulatory power who does not fit within any of the four categories of “designated employee.”
Therefore, there is no application here for the Court of Appeal’s decision to treat the Port Agent
as a “state officer” under the Public Records Act, ‘While the Public Records Act applies to “state
officers” generally, the provisions of the Political Reform Act concerning COl Codes focus more
narrowly on the “designated employees” of a particular agency charged with adopting a COl
Code.

The Political Reform Act of 1974 does use the term “public official,” but not in connection
with the persons who must be included in a state agency’s COl Code. The term the act uses for
that purpose is “designated employee.” In any case, the definitions of the terms “public official”
arid “designated employee” in the Political Reform Act share the same root definition: an officer,
employee, member, or consultant of a state agency. (Gov. Code, § 82019, 82048.) The Port
Agent fits within neither definition.

Second, apart from the different terms and the different purposes in the respective
legislative directives contained in the Public Records Act and the Political Reform Act, which
differences render the Court of Appeal’s decision inapposite here, the court’s decision to treat the
Port Agent as a “state officer” for Public Records Act purposes could have no application against
the Board in any case. The court estopped only the Port Agent, not the Board, from arguing that
the Port Agent was not a state officer, (Board ofFilot Commissioners, supra, 218 Cal.App.4th at

p. 591, fit 17.) From the Board’s perspective, the Port Agent is not a “state officer” for any
purpose, and nothing in the Court of Appeal decision bars it from maintaining that position.

4



III. Conclusion

For the foregoing reasons, the petition of the Pacific Merchant Shipping Association to

include the Port Agent within the Conflict of Interest Code of the Board of Pilot Commissioners

is denied.

DATED: October 24, 2013

RADM FRANC S X. JOHNSTON
President of the Board
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1

2

3

4 UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

5 NORTHERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA

6

7 ) Case Nc. 08-5098 SC

REGAL STONE LIMITED and FLEET

8 MANAGEMENT, LTD., ) Related cases:
07-5800 SC

9 Plaintiffs, ) 07-6045 SC
08-2052 SC

10 V. ) 08-2268 SC
08-5096 SC

11 JOHN J. COTA, an individual, THE ) 09-1469 SC

SAN FRANCISCO BAR PILOT’S

12 ASSOCIATION, an unincorporated ) ORDER GRANTING MOTION

— u association, PETER McISAAC, an ) TO DISMISS

13 individual, and RUSSELL NYBORG, an

- t individual,
1

Defendants.

15

__________________________

CID 15 I. INTRODUCTION

17 On January 19, 2010, Defendants Captain Peter Mclsaac

=1-

18 (“Mclsaac”) and Captain Russell Nyborg (“Nyborg”) (collectively,

19 “Moving Defendants”) filed a Motion to Dismiss. ECF No. 45

20 (“Not.”). The Motion includes a request for attorney fees. j

21 at 6. Plaintiffs Regal Stone Limited (“Regal Stone”) and Fleet

22 Management, Ltd., (“Fleet”) (collectively, “Plaintiffs”) filed an

23 Opposition, and the Moving Defendants submitted a Reply. ECF Nos.

24 50 (“Opp’n”) , 52 (“Reoly”) . Pursuant to Civil Local Rule 7-1(b),

25 the Court decides the Motion without oral argument. For the

26 following reasons, the Motion to Dismiss is GRANTED, and the

27 request for attorney fees is DENIED.

28
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1 II. BACICOROUND

2 This action stems from the allision1 of the cargo ship M/V

3 COSCO BUSAN with the San Francisco-oakland Bay Bridge on November

4 7, 2007. First Amended Compl. (“FAC”), ECF No. 35, ¶ 17. As a

5 result of the allision, approximately 53,000 gallons of bunker

6 fuel spilled into the San Francisco Bay. Id. At the time of the

7 allision on November 7, 2007, Defendant John J. Cota (“Cota”) was

8 piloting the cargo ship. ¶ 19.

9 As explained below, the M/V COSCO BUSAN was required to have

10 a pilot on board, the Board of Pilot Commissioners (“the Pilot

Commission” or “the Board”) licenses pilots, and a Port Agent

12 supervises the pilots. Mclsaac is the current Port Agent, and

—u
13 Nyborg is his immediate predecessor. Mot. at 2 n.3. Plaintiffs

14 allege that “Mclsaac has been the Port Agent and the Chief

2 2 15 Executive of the BPA [Bar Pilot’s AssociationJ since November

16 2006,” and that Nyborg was the Port Agent and Chief Executive “at

17 various times between 1998 and present.” ¶ 6-7.

18 Plaintiffs accuse Nyborg of failing to report to the Board

19 that Cota had been convicted of driving under the influence in

20 1999. Id. ¶ 24. Plaintiffs allege Nyborg also failed to report

21

The term “allision” is used in maritime cases to describe an

22 accident involving a moving vessel and a stationary object or

vessel. Hochstetler v. Bd. of Pilot Comm’rs for the Bays of San

23 Francisco, San Pablo and Suisun, 6 Cal. App. 4th 1659, 1661 n.l

24
(Ct. App. 1992).

2 Moving Defendants point out that the reference to their cc-

25 defendants as “The San Francisco Bar Pilot’s Association” is an

error, and that they should be referred to as the “San Francisco

26 Bar Pilots.” Reply at 1 n.l. Unless quoting from Plaintiffs’

pleadings, the Court will refer to the San Francisco Bar Pilots as

27 “the Bar Pilots.”

28 2
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1 that the U.S. Coast Guard suspended Cota’s federal piloting

2 license from November 1999 to January 2000. j..

3 plaintiffs allege Nyborg and McIsaac knew or should have

4 known that “Defendant Cota was not medically fit to serve as a

5 marine pilot but [theyl nonetheless failed to take the required

6 action to remove Cota from rotation and/or initiate procedures to

7 have Cota disqualified.” j ] 25. Plaintiffs accuse Mclsaac and

8 Nybcrg, along with the Bar Pilots, of having ‘unlawfully enabled,

9 aided and abetted Cota to continue to serve as a pilot.” ¶j

10 25-26.

11 plaintiffs allege that Mclsaac, in his capacity as Port

ç3 12 Agent, should have closed the bar and prevented vessel traffic on

13 the day of the allision because it was extraordinarily foggy that

14 day. Id. ¶ 27. “By law, it is the responsibility of the Port

E 15 Agent to close the bar . . . when prevailing conditions threatened

16 public, vessel, or pilot safety.” Id. “In sum, had Defendants

17 properly discharged their statutory and common law

18 responsibilities to disqualify and/or prevent Cota from acting as

19 a pilot and to close the bar on the morning of November 7, 2007,

20 no damage to the vessel, the Bay Bridge or the environment would

21 have occurred.” Id. ¶ 28.

22 Count II of Plaintiffs’ FAC asserts a claim of negligence

23 against the Bar Pilots and Mclsaac based on Mclsaac’s failure to

24 close the bar on November 7, 2007. Id. ¶J 111-115. Count III

25 accuses the Bar Pilots, Mclsaac, and Nyborg of “negligent failure

26 to prevent Cota from piloting” by failing to disclose to the Board

27 Cota’s medical condition and the DUI incident. Id. ¶j 116-122.

28 3
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1 Count IV alleges that the Bar Pilots and Mclsaac negligently

2 assigned Cota to pilot the N/V COSCO SUSAN on November 7, 2007,

3 because at that time they knew of his prior incidents and his

4 medical condition. Id. ¶j 123-129. Count V alleges that the Bar

S Pilots and Mclsaac negligently failed to maintain adequate

6 procedures for determining and monitoring the medical competence

7 of pilots.
.. LT 130-136. Count XI accuses the Bar Pilots,

8 Mclsaac and Nyborg of willful misconduct in that they disregarded

9 that Cota’s continued service could result in an accident. Id. ¶

10 176-78. Plaintiffs seek money damages as indemnity or

11 contribution from Cota, the Bar Pilots, and the Moving Defendants.

12 Nclsaac and Nyborg move to dismiss the claims against them,

—u
13 pursuant to Rules 12(b) (1) and 12(b) (6) of the Federal Rules of

14 Civil Procedure, based on the Eleventh Amendment of the United

6 15 States Constitution, and they seek an award of their attorney tees

16 under section 1198 of the California Harbors and Navigation Code.

tZ
17 Mot. at 1.

_Th C
18

19 III. LEGAL STANDARD

20 When a defendant submits a motion to dismiss under Federal

21 Rule of Civil Procedure 12 (b) (1), the plaintiff bears the burden

22 of establishing the propriety of the court’s jurisdiction. See

23 Kokkonen v. Guardian Life Ins. Co. of Am., 511 U.S. 375, 377

24 (1994) . As a court of limited jurisdiction, “[a) federal court is

25 preumed to lack jurisdiction in a particular case unless the

26 contrary affirmatively appears.” Stock West, Inc. v. Confederated

27 Tribes, 873 F.2d 1221, 1225 (9th Cir. 1989). A Rule 12(b) (1)

28 4
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1 jurisdictional attack may be facial or factual. White v. Lee, 227

2 F.3d 1214, 1242 (9th Cir. 2000) (citation omitted) . In a facial

3 attack, the defendant challenges the basis of jurisdiction as

4 alleged in the complaint. Safe Air for Everyone v. Meyer, 373

5 F.3d 1035, 1039 (9th Cir. 2004) . In such a case, the court

6 assumes the truth of the factual allegations, and draws all

7 reasonable inferences in the plaintiff’s favor. Wolfe v.

8 Strankman, 392 F.3d 358, 362 (9th Cir. 2004)

9 A motion to dismiss under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure

10 12(b) (6) “tests the legal sufficiency of a claim.” Navarro v.

t . 11 Block, 250 F.3d 729, 732 (9th Cir. 2001) . Dismissal can be based

12 on the lack of a cognizable legal theory or the absence of

3 13 sufficient facts alleged under a cognizable legal theory.

14 Salistreri v. Pacifica Police Dep’t, 901 F.2d 696, 699 (9th Cir.

. E 15 1990) . Allegations of material fact are taken as true and
C)

—-C
(12 15 construed in the light most favorable to the nonmoving party.
tZ

17 Cahill v. Liberty Mutual Ins. Co., 80 F.3d 336, 337-38 (9th Cir.

18 1996) . A motion to dismiss should be granted if the plaintiff

19 fails to proffer “enough facts to . . . nudge[] their claims

20 across the line from conceivable to plausible.” Bell Atlantic

21 Corp. v. Twombly, 127 S.Ct. 1955, 1974 (2007)

22

23 IV. DISCUSSION

24 A. Eleventh Anendment Inununity

25 Mclsaac and Nyborg contend the Court has no jurisdiction over

26 the claims asserted against them because they have sovereign

27 immunity under the Eleventh Amendment of the United States

28
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1 Constitution. Not. at 2-3. The Eleventh Amendment provides that

2 “ [tjhe Judicial power of the United States shall not be construed

3 to extend to any suit in law or equity, commenced or prosecuted

4 against one of the United States by Citizens of another State, or

5 by Citizens or Subjects of any Foreign State.” U.S. Const. amend.

6 XI. “The ultimate guarantee of the Eleventh Amendment is that

7 nonconsenting States may not be sued by private individuals in

8 federal court.” Ed. of Trs. of Univ. of Ala- v. Garrett, 531 U.S.

9 356, 363 (2001) . The Eleventh Amendment “bars suits in admiralty

10 against the States, even though such suits are not, strictly

11 speaking, ‘suits in law or equity.’” Welch v. Texas Dent. of

12 Highways and Public Transp., 483 U.S. 468, 473 (1987).

13 “[T]he reference to actions ‘against one of the United

14 States’ encompasses not only actions in which a State is actually

. E 15 named as the defendant, but also certain actions against state

16 agents and state instrumentalities.” Regents of the Univ. of Cal.

17 v. Doe, 519 U.S. 425, 429 (1997). The decision to extend

=1-

18 sovereign immunity to a public entity turns on whether the entity

19 “is to be treated as an arm of the State partaking of the State’s

20 Eleventh Amendment immunity, or is instead to be treated as a

21 municipal corporation or other political subdivision to which the

22 Eleventh Amendment does not extend.” Mt. Healthy City Sch. fist.

23 Ed. of Educ. v. Doyle, 429 U.S. 274, 280 (1977)

24 Courts in the Ninth Circuit employ a five-factor test to

25 determine whether an entity is an arm of the state:

26 tl] whether a money judgment would be satisfied

out of state funds, [2] whether the entity

27 performs central governmental functions, 13]

28 6
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1 whether the entity may sue or be sued, [4]

whether the entity has the power to take

2 property in its own name or only the name of the

state, and [5] the corporate status of the

3 entity.

4 Belanger v. Madera Unified Sch. fist., 963 F.2d 248, 250-51 (9th

5 Cir. 1992) (quoting Mitchell v. Los Anoeles Community Coil. fist.,

6 861 F.2d 198, 201 (9th Cir. 1988)) (hereinafter the “Mitchell

7 test” or “Mitchell factors”) . Courts “must examine these factors

S in light of the way California law treats the governmental

9 agency.” Belanger, 963 F.2d at 251.

10 B. California’s Statutory Scheme

11 The California Legislature has enacted a statutory scheme to

12 govern pilots for and pilotage of the San Francisco, San Pablo,

13 and Suisun Bays (“the Bays’) . Cal. Harb. & Nay. Code §

14 1100-1203. In order to ensure the safety of persons, vessels, and

15 property using the Bays and their tributaries, and to avoid damage

16 to these waters and their surrounding ecosystems, pilotage is

. 17 mandatory for the classes of vessels that are required by statute

18 to secure pilotage services. j. § 1100.

19 1. The Board of Pilot Connissioners

20 The Board licenses and regulates the pilots. Id. § 1150,

21 1154, 1172. Although originally an independent state agency, the

22 Board became a department of the Business, Transportation and

23 Housing Agency on January 1, 2009. g Pis.’ Req. for Judicial

24 Notice (“RJN”), Docket No. 51-3, Ex. C (“Overview”).3 The current

25
Plaintiffs request the Court to take judicial notice of a

26 document that can be found on the website of the Board entitled

“Pilot Commision - Overview.” The Court can take judicial notice

27 of facts not subject to reasonable dispute. Fed. R. Evid. 201(b).

28 7
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1 version of the statute states: “There is in the Business,

2 Transportation and Housing Agency a Board of Pilot Commissioners

3 for the Bays of San Francisco, San Pablo, and Suisun, consisting

4 of seven members appointed by the Governor, with the consent of

S the Senate - .“ Cal. Harb. & Nay. Code § 1150(a).4

6 2. The Port Agent

7 Section 1130 of the Code sets out how a Port Agent is

8 appointed and his or her duties:

9 A majority of all of the pilots licensed by the

board shall appoint one pilot to act as port

10 agent to carry out the orders of the board and

other applicable laws, and to otherwise

11 administer the affairs of the pilots. The

appointment is subject to the confirmation of

12 the board.
“3

0
13 § 1130(a); Cal. Code Regs. tit. 7, § 218(a). “The port agent

— 14 shall be responsible for the general supervision and management of

. E 15 all matters related to the business and official duties of pilots

Cd) 16 licensed by the board.” Cal. Harb. & Nay. Code § 1130(b); Cal.

tZ
17 Code Regs. tit. 7, § 218(b).

18 The port agent shall immediately notify the

executive director of the board of a suspected

19 violation, navigational incident, misconduct, or

other rules violation that is reported to him or

20 her or to which he or she is a witness. The

board shall adopt regulations for the manner and

21

22 Although the Court does not need to take judicial notice of this

document in its entirety, the Court takes judicial notice of the

23 fact that the Board became a department of the Business,

24
Transportation and Housing Agency on January 1, 2009.

The version of the statute that was in effect from January

25 1, 2005 to December 21, 2008, stated: “There is in the state

government a Board of Pilot Commissioners for the Bays of San
26 Francisco, San Pablo, and Suisun, consisting of seven members

appointed by the Governor, with the consent of the Senate .

27 Id. (amended 2009)

28 8
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1 content of a notice provided pursuant to this
section.

2

3 Cal. Harb. & Nay. Code § 1130(c).

4 The California Code of Regulations provides more information

5 concerning the duties of the Port Agent. The Port Agent assigns

6 pilots to vessels. Cal. Code Regs. tit. 7, § 218(c) (1). The Port

7 Agent shall:

8 (2) Prepare and administer the pilots’ vacation
schedule.

9 (3) Represent pilots before the Board and its
committees.

10 (4) Collect data, prepare accounts, and make the
payments to the Board required of pilots by the

. 11 Code and these regulations .

(5) Identify each boat used by the pilots and
12 notify the Board of the names of the pilots

— c responsible for the management of each such
13 boat.

(6) Report to the Board all accidents,
14 groundings, collisions or similar navigational

rj incidents involving vessels to which a pilot has
. S 15 been assigned.

.5 . (7) Report to the Board any matter which, in his
16 or her opinion, affects the ability of a pilot

to carry out his or her lawful duties.
17 (8) Ensure that at all times adequate pilots are

available .

— 18 (9) order the Bar closed for reasons of public,
pilot, or vessel safety.

19

20 Id. § 218(c) (2)-(9) . “In carrying out his or her duties, the Port

21 Agent shall be primarily guided by the need for safety of persons,

22 property, vessels and the marine environment.” Id. § 218(d). The

23 Port Agent must also report pilot absences to the Board. j §

24 218(f). The Port Agent has the authority to direct pilots to

25 undergo timely drug and alcohol testing, and the Port Agent “shall

26 exteditiously inform the U.S. Coast Guard and the Board, orally

27 and in writing, of his or her determination and the basis

28 9
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1 therefor.” Id. § 218(h).

2 C. Plaintiffs’ Allegations Concern Mclsaac’s and Nyborg’s

Actions or Omissions as Officers or Agents of the Board

3

4 under the Eleventh Amendment, “a state official is immune

S from suit in federal court for actions taken in an official

6 capacity.” California v. Deep Sea Research, Inc., 523 U.S. 491,

7 502 (1998) . Moving Defendants contend that they are state

8 officials immune from suit. Mot. at 3. Plaintiffs respond that

9 there are fundamental factual questions concerning the

10 relationship of the Moving Defendants to the Bar Pilots and the

t . 11 Board that cannot be resolved until after the parties have an

12 opportunity to engage in discovery. Dpp’n at 2-3. plaintiffs

—u
13 focus on the Moving Defendants’ role as Bar Pilots or Chief

14 Executives of the Bar Pilots. at 6. Plaintiffs suggest Port

E 15 Agents function as “liaisons” between the Bar Pilots and the

16 Board. at 6. Plaintiffs contend that Mclsaac and Nyborg were

tz

. 17 Port Agents of the Bar Pilots, not Port Agents of the Board. j

18 at7n.5.

19 The relevant statutes and regulations do not support

20 Plaintiffs’ contentions. Title 7, Division 2 of California’s Code

21 of Regulations deals with the Board, and the definition and duties

22 of the Port Agent are contained within, and explained within, this

23 division. Cal. Code Regs. tit. 7, § 202, 218. As the

24 regulations creating the office of Port Agent are found within

25 this division, the Court finds that Port Agent is an agent or

26 officer of the Board.

27 However, it is also clear that the Port Agent sometimes acts

28 10
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1 on behalf of the Bar Pilots, and sometimes on behalf of the Board.

2 Although confirmed by the Board, the Port Agent is selected by a

3 majority of the pilots. § 218(a). The Port Agent

4 “Crlepresents pilots before the Board and its committees.” Id. §

5 218 (3) . When doing so, the Port Agent is acting on behalf of the

S pilots. See Overview at 5 (“the Port Agent . . . is selected by

7 the pilots to represent them at the Board.”) . It is not

8 inaccurate, therefore, for Plaintiffs to describe the Port Agent

9 as a liaison between the Bar Pilots and the Board.

10 However, Plaintiffs’ allegations against Mclsaac and Nyborg

11 focus on conduct performed on behalf of the Board, not on behalf

12 of the Bar Pilots. Plaintiffs allege that Mclsaac should not have

13 assigned Cota to pilot the M/V COSCO SUSAN, that Nyborg failed to

14 report information concerning Cota, that Mclsaac and Nyborg knew

. E 15 Cota was medically unfit to serve as a pilot but failed to report

CID 16 him, and that Mclsaac should have closed the bar on November 7,

tZ
17 2007. FAC fl 23-28. These allegations correspond precisely to

18 the Port Agent’s regulatory duties. See Cal. Code Regs. tit. 7, §

19 218(c) (“The Port Agent shall . . . . [aissign Pilots to Vessels

20 . . . [rieport to the Board any matter which, in his or her

21 opinion, affects the ability of a pilot to carry out his or her

22 lawful duties . . . [and) [o)rder the Bar closed for reasons of

23 public, pilot, or vessel safety.”). Plaintiffs’ FAC explicitly

24 states that “[alt all times alleged herein, Defendants McIsaac and

25 Nyborg were acting within the course and scope of their capacities

26 as Port Agents, as defined by Title 7, California Code of

27 Regulations section 218, and therefore were acting as agents of

28 11
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1 the California Board of Pilot Commissioners.” FAC ¶ 11.

2 Plaintiffs essentially argue that Mclsaac and Nyborg were

3 negligent in their supervision of Cota, and in this supervisory

4 role, Mclsaac and Nyborg were acting on behalf of the Board.

5 There is no need for discovery regarding this issue. The Court

6 finds, as a matter of law, that Mclsaac and Nyborg were acting as

7 officers or agents of the Board when they engaged in the conduct

8 complained of in Plaintiffs’ FAC.

9 Furthermore, Regal Stone has argued in a related case that

10 Mclsaac and Nyborg were acting on behalf of the Board when engaged I

11 in the acts or omissions complained of here. In State of

_____________________________

12 california v. Regal Stone et al., Case No. 08-2268, Regal Stone

—u
13 filed a Counterclaim alleging that the Port Agent “is a dual

14 agent, who acts on behalf of the pilots and the Board, depending

., 2 15 on the circumstances,” alleging that the Port Agent was negligent

Cl) 16 in carrying out its duties by failing to report matters to the

tZ
17 Board and by failing to close the bar, and alleging that the Board

U- 18 “is liable for the negligence of the Port Agent when he acts on

19 behalf of the Board.” See Defs.’ RON, ECF No. 53, Ex. 1 (“Regal

20 Stone Countercl.”) ¶ 26, 68-71. Regal Stone is one of the

21 Plaintiffs in this case. Regal Stone’s own allegations in this

22 related case confirms the Court’s determination that Mclsaac and

23 Nyborg were acting as officers or agents of the Board when they

24

25 5 The Court can take judicial notice of Regal Stone’s

allegations in State of California v. Regal Stone et al., Case No.

26 08-2268, a related case that is also before this Court. It is not

subject to reasonable dispute that Regal Stone made these

27 allegations.

28 12
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assigned Cota to pilot the M/V COSCO BUSAN, when they tailed to

report information concerning Cota’s past conduct and medical

condition, and when Mclsaac failed to close the bar on November

2007.

B. The Board is Irune from Suit

Having determined that Mclsaac and Nyborg were acting on

behalf of the Board,

considered an arm of

Plaintiffs do not di

state. Opp’n at 7.

state agency immune

The Court disagrees

establishes that the

1. Money

The first prong

judgment against the

—

z

—o
t 2
— 0

—

tZ
C?o

=1-
— 0
L.

the next question is whether the Board can be

the state immune from suit in federal court.

spute that the Board is an agency of the

Instead, they contend the Board is not a

from suit under the Eleventh Amendment. Id.

with Plaintiffs. The Mitchell test

Board is immune from suit.

Judgment Satisfied out of State Funds

of the Mitchell test -- whether a money

agency would be satisfied out of State funds

-- is the “predominant factor.” Belanger, 963 F.2d at 251.

Plaintiffs contend that a money judgment against the Board would

not be satisfied out of state funds because the Pilot Commission

Overview states that the Board’s expenses “are paid for by

industry surcharges on pilotage fees and not by state or local

taxes.” Overview at 1.

However, the relevant statute provides that:

All moneys received by the board pursuant to

the provisions of any law shall be accounted

for at the close of each month to the

Controller in the form that the Controller may

prescribe and, at the same time on the order

of the Controller, all these moneys shall be

paid into the State Treasury to the credit of

13
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1 the Board of Pilot Commissioners’ Special
Fund.

2
Cal. Harb. & Nay. Code § 1159(a). The State Controller

3
appropriates money from this fund in the State Treasury for the

4
payment of the compensation and expenses of the Board and its

S
officers and employees. j.j. § 1159(b). These statutes imply that

6
any judgment against the Board would be paid from state funds.

7
See Cal. Gov’t Code § 900.6 (“‘State’ means . . . any . . . board,

8
commission or agency of the State claims against which are paid by

9
warrants drawn by the Controller.”), § 965.2(a) (‘The Controller

10
shall draw a warrant for the payment of any final judgment

— Cs

against the state . . .

12
The mere fact that a state agency collects fees does not bar

o 13
it from Eleventh Amendment immunity. See Regents of the Univ. of

14
Cal. v. Doe, 519 U.S. 425, 431 (1997) (treating state university

15
,

. as arm of the state immune from suit even though university
16

collects fees); Lupert v. California State Bar, 761 F.2d 1325,
17

= 1327 (9th Cir. 1985) (treating Board of Governors and Committee of
18

Bar Examiners of the State Bar of California as immune from suit
19

even though State Bar collects fees) . The first, and predominant,
20

Mitchell test factor weighs in favor of finding the Board immune
21

from suit.
22

2. central Governmental Functions
23

Plaintiffs contend the Board does not perform central
24

governmental functions because it provides service for one
25

isolated geographic area of the State, and because at the time of
26

the incident, “it was not part of any governmental department.”
27

28 14
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1 Opp’n at 9. while it is true that the Board became a department

2 of the Business, Transportation and Housing Agency on January 1,

3 2009, see Cal. Harb. & Nay. Code § 1150(a), it does not follow

4 that the Board was not performing central governmental functions

5 before that date. The Board “was created by [the) first

6 legislative session of the new state of California in 1850 and has

7 been serving continuously ever since.” Overview at 1. while the

8 Board’s area of coverage does not extend to the whole state, it is

9 the only state pilot commission in California. at 2. Pilots

10 outside the Board’s area of coverage operate under the authority

11 of their federal pilot’s license. Id. at 2.

12 California’s statutory scheme shows that the Board performs
—o
. ‘S 13 central governmental functions. The California Legislature “finds

14 and declares that it is the policy of the state to ensure the

c,20
6 15 safety of persons, vessels, and property using Monterey Bay and
C)

16 the Bays of San Francisco, San Pablo, and Suisun, and the
tZ

17 tributaries thereof . . by providing competent, efficient, and

18 regulated pilotage for vessels required by this division to secure

19 pilotage services.” Cal. Harb. & Nay. Code § 1100. The

20 Legislature further finds that “[a] program of pilot regulation

21 and licensing is necessary in order to ascertain and guarantee the

22 qualifications, fitness, and reliability of qualified personnel

23 who can provide safe pilotage of vessels entering and using

24 Monterey Bay and the Bays of San Francisco, San Pablo, and

25 Suisun.” Id. § 1101(e). “Bar pilotage in the Bays of San

26 Francisco, San Pablo, and Suisun has continuously been regulated

27 by a single-purpose state board since 1850, and that regulation

28 15
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1 and licensing should be continued.’ § 1101(g). Regulating

2 and licensing the Bar Pilots to ensure the safety of person,

3 vessels, and property are central governmental functions. The

4 second Mitchell test factor weighs in favor of finding the Board

5 immune from suit.

6 3. Other Mitchell Test Factors

7 Plaintiffs correctly point out that the Board can sue and be

8 sued. See, e.a., Hochstetler, 6 Cal. App. 4th at 1663 (pilot

9 filed petition for writ of mandate in state court seeking to

10 overturn Board’s suspension of his state pilot license). However,

. 11 the Ninth Circuit has found state agencies immune from suit even

12 though they could sue or be sued. In Belanger, the Ninth Circuit

13 noted that the third Mitchell factor “is entitled to less weight

14 than the first two factors,’ and found California school districts

. 9 15 immune even though they can sue or be sued. 963 F.2d at 254.

16 With regard to the final two factors, Plaintiffs do not

tZ
. 17 contend that the Board can own property in its own name, g Opp’n

=L.

18 at 9, and Moving Defendants point out that the Board does not have

19 independent corporate status. Reply at ii. only the third factor

20 weighs against a finding of immunity, and therefore the Court

21 finds that the Board is a state agency immune from suit under the

22 Eleventh Amendment. As Plaintiffs’ FAC focuses on the Moving

23 Defendants’ conduct when acting on behalf of the Board, the Court

24 concludes that the Moving Defendants are immune from suit under

25 the Eleventh Amendment and should be dismissed from this case.

26 E. Attorney Fees

27 Moving Defendants request that they be awarded fees and

28 16
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1 costs. Not. at 6. Moving Defendants rely on Section

2 1198 Cc) Cl) CD) of the Harbors and Navigation Code, which provides

3 that “[a] pilot who is the prevailing party shall be awarded

4 attorney’s fees and costs incurred in any action to enforce a

5 right to indemnification provided pursuant to this subdivision.”

6 Cal Harb. & Nay. Code § 1198 Cc) (1) CD).

7 Here, the Court has dismissed the Moving Defendants because

8 the allegations against them focus upon actions that they took,

9 failed to take, as agents or officers of the Board. g Part

10 IV.C, supra. While pilots can enforce a right to indemnification

11 pursuant to Section 1198Cc), there is nothing in the statutory

ç 12 language to indicate that Port Agents can do so when acting on

S’3 13 behalf of the Board. Accordingly, the Court DENIES the Moving

14 Defendants’ Section 1198 request for attorney fees.
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1 V. CONCLUSION

2 For the foregoing reasons, the Court GRANTS the Motion to

3 Dismiss filed by Defendants Captain Peter Mclsaac and Captain

4 Russell Nyborg, who are hereby DISMISSED from this case WITH

5 PREJUDICE. The Court DENIES their request for attorney fees.

6

7 IT IS SQ ORDERED.

8

9 Dated: September 7, 2010

UNITED STATES’DISTRICT JUDGE

11
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CASE SUMMARY:

PROCEDURAL POSTURE: Petitioners, a private or

ganization of pilots and the Board of Pilot Commission

ers for the Bays of San Francisco, San Pablo, and Suisun

challenged an order of respondent Superior Court of the

City and County of San Francisco (California), which

granted real party’ in interest shipping industry associa

tion’s petition for a writ of mandate compelling produc

tion of records under the California Public Records Act,

Coy. Code, §‘ 6250 ci seq.

OVERVIEW: The board’s designated port agent also

served as president of the pilots’ organization. The re

quest for disclosure of records sought pilot log data in

the port agent’s possession. The port agent replied that

the pilot log data was privately maintained by the pilots’

organization and was not used in the performance of the

port agent’s duties assigning pilots. The court held that

the port agent was a public officer under Got’. Code. §
6252, subd. cfl, because the port agent had the official

responsibility of supervising pilots as set forth in Barb.

& Nov. Code, §‘ 1130, szthd. ‘b). and Cal. Code Regs., cit.

7, § 218. Moreover, judicial estoppel precluded the port

agent, who had prevailed in arguing for public officer

immunity in a previous lawsuit, from taking a contrary

position. The pilot log data did not constitute a public

record in an agency’s possession under Coy. Code, §‘‘

6252. subd. (e), 6253, suM. (c,), because no evidence

controverted the port agent’s declarations that he did not

use the data. An individual pilot’s assertion in a tax case

that the port agent recorded pilot assignments was hear

say and not subject tojudicial notice under Evid. Code. §
352, subd. (d}.

OUTCOME: The court issued a peremptory writ of

mandate directing the superior court to set aside and va

cate its order granting the petition for writ of mandate

and to enter a new and different order denying that peti

tion.

SUMMARY:

CALIFORNIA OFFICIAL REPORTS SL:MMARY

The superior court granted a petition for a writ of

mandate compelling production of records under the

California Public Records Act (Coy. Code, § 6250 et

seq.). The designated port agent of the Board of Pilot

Commissioners for the Bays of San Francisco, San

Pablo, and Suisun also served as president of a private

organization of pilots. The request for disclosure of rec

ords, submitted by a shipping indusn’ association,

sought pilot log data in the port agent’s possession. The
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port agent replied that the pilot log data was privately

maintained by the pilots organization and was not used

in the performance of the port agents duties assigning

pilots. (Superior Court of the Chy and County of San
Francisco, No. CPF-12-512320, Curtis E. A. Kamow,
Judge.)

The Court of Appeal issued a peremptory writ of

mandate directing the superior court to set aside and va

cate its order granting the petition for writ of mandate
and to enter a new and different order denying that peti
tion. The court held that the port agent was a public of
ficer (Gov. Code, § 6252, suM. )) because the port

agent had the official responsibility of supervising pilots

(Harb. & Nay. Code, § 1130, szthd. (b); CaL Code Regs.,

tit. 7 § 218). Moreover, judicial estoppel precluded the

port agent, who had prevailed in arguing for public of

ficer immunity in a previous lawsuit, from taking a con
trary position. The pilot log data did not constitute a pub
lic record in an agency’s possession (Got’. Code, if
6252, subd. (e,), 6253, subd. (c,)) because no evidence

controverted the port agent’s declarations that he did not
use the 1*5781 data. An individual pilot’s assertion in a

tax case that the port aeent recorded pilot assignments

was hearsay and not subject to judicial notice (Evict.

Code, § 452, subd. (th). (Opinion by Bminiers. J., with

Jones, P. J., and Needham, 1., concurring.)

HEADNOTES

CALIFORNIA OFFICIAL REPORTS HEADNOTES

(1) Records and Recording Laws § 12—Inspection of
Public Records--Scopc.--The California Public Records

Act (CPRA) (Got’. Code, § 6250 et seq.) provides for the
inspection of public records maintained by state and lo
cal agencies. The Legislature enacted the CPRA to give
the public access to information in possession of public
agencies in firnherance of the notion that government
should be accountable for its actions and, in order to ver

it5’ accountability, individuals must have access to gov
ernment files. Disclosure statutes such as the CPRA and

the federal Freedom of Information Act (5 U S.C. § 552)

were passed to ensure public access to vital information
about the government’s conduct of its business. The

CPRA embodies a strong policy in favor of disclosing

public records. The extent of the CPRAs coverage is a
mailer to be developed by courts on a case-by-case basis.

This decisionmaking process is an unavoidable conse
quence resulting from the myriad organizational ar
rangements adopted for getting the business of the gov
ernment done. Therefore, each arrangement must be

examined in its own context.

(2) Statutes § 21—Construction—Legislative In

tent--Effectuating Purpose.--A court’s role in constru

ing a statute is to ascertain the intent of the Legislature so

as to effectuate the purpose of the law.

(3) Waters § 108—Navigable Waters and Tide
lands—Harbors—Pilots.—The enumerated duties of the

Port Agent of the Board of Pilot Commissioners for the

Bays of San Francisco, San Pablo, and Suisun include

assigning pilots to vessels (Cat Code Regs., tit. 7 § 218,

subd. (&W).

(4) Courts § 40—Decisions and Orders—Doctrine of

Stare Decisis--Opinions of Lower Federal

Courts--Trial Courts,--A federal trial court decision has

no precedential value.

(5) Estoppel and Waiver § 3--Estoppel--Legal Pro
ceedings—Elements.—The doctrine of judicial estoppel,

sometimes referred to as the doctrine of preclusion of

inconsistent positions, prevents a party from asserting a

position in a legal proceeding that is contrary to a posi

tion previously {*579] taken in the same or some ear

lier proceeding. Judicial estoppel is invoked to prevent a

party from changing its position over the course ofjudi

cial proceedings when such positional changes have an

adverse impact on the judicial process. The policies un

derlying preclusion of inconsistent positions are general

considerations of the orderly administration of justice

and regard for the dignity of judicial proceedings. It

seems patently wrong to allow a person to abuse the ju

dicial process by first advocating one position, and later,

if it becomes beneficial, to assert the opposite. Judicial

estoppel precludes a party from gaining an advantage by

taking one position, and then seeking a second advantage

by taking an incompatible position. The doctrine applies

when: (I) the same party has taken two positions; (2) the

positions were taken in judicial or quasi-judicial admin

istrative proceedings; (3) the party was successful in as

serting the first position (i.e., the tribunal adopted the

position or accepLed it as true); (4) the two positions are

totally inconsistent; and (5) the first position was not

taken as a result of ignorance, fraud, or mistake.

(6) Estoppel and Waiver § 3—Estoppel—Legal Pro

ccedings—Application.--Judicial estoppel is an equitable

doctrine, and fts application, even where all necessary

elements are present, is discretionary.

(7) Records and Recording Laws § 12--Inspection of

Public Records--Definition of Public Record.—The

definition of a public record (Gov. Code, § 6252, subd.

(e,)) is broad and intended to cover every conceivable

kind of record that is involved in the governmental pro

cess.
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(8) Records and Recording Laws § 12--inspection of

Public Records—Scope.--Pdvate nongovernmental rec

ords are not subject to the California Public Records Act

(Qov. Code, ç 6250 et seq.).

(9) Records and Recording Laws § 12—Inspection of

Public Records—Scope—Document in Possession of

Public Officer.--The mere possession by a public officer

of a document does not make the document a public rec

ord. Any record required by law to be kept by an officer,

or which the officer keeps as necessary or convenient to

the discharge of his or her official dun, is a public rec

ord. The critical question is whether the information

contained therein relates to the conduct of the public’s

business.

(10) Evidence § 9--Judicial Notice--Matters Subject to

Notice--Court Records--Not Including Truth of Mat

ters Asserted.--While judicial notice may be taken of

court records (Evid. Code, § 352, subd. (d)), the truth of

matters asserted in such documents is not subject to judi

cial notice. 1*5801

(II) Records and Recording Laws § 12—Inspection of

Public Records—Scope--Document in Possession of

Public Offlcer.--The California Public Records Act

(Qov. Code, § 6250 et seq.) pertains to disclosable public

records in the possession of the agency (Gay. Code, §
6253, subd. (ci). Whether the record is in the actual or

constructive possession of a public official, the require

ment is still that the record be required by law to be kept

by that official, or that it be necessary or convenient to

the discharge of his or her official duty. An agency has

constructive possession of records if it has the right to

control the records, either directly or through another

person.

(12) Courts § 38—Decisions and Orders—Doctrine of

Stare Decisis--Identity of Law and Fact—Points Actu

ally Involved and Decided.--An appellate decision is

not authority for everything said in the court’s opinion

but only for the points actually involved and actually

decided.

(13) Records and Recording Laws § 13--Inspection of

Public Records--Particular Records—Pilot Log Data

Privately .Maintained.—The evidentiary record did not

support a finding that pilot log data prepared and main

tained by a private organization of pilots was, or ever had

been, used by the Port Agent of the Board of Pilot Com

missioners for the Bays of San Francisco, San Pablo, and

Suisun in the performance of the port agent’s official

duw in assignment of bar pilnts and is consequently a

public record subject to disclosure under the California

Public Records Act (Gov. Code, § 6250 et seq.). If the

data itself was not a public record, the fact that the board

could theoretically request it from the pilots’s association

did not make it so.

[CaL Forms of Pleading and Practice (2013) ch.

470C, Public Records Act, § 470C. I I.J

(14) Records and Recording Law’s § 12—Inspection of

Public Records—Scope.--Records otherwise private do

not become public simply by virtue of public interest in

their content.
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OPINION

I**2881 BRUINIERS, J.--The California Public

Records Act (CPRA) (Coy. Code, ç 6250 et seq.) pro

vides for the inspection of public records maintained by

state and local agencies. The Pacific Merchant Shipping

Association (PMSA), real party in interest in this case,

petitioned the trial court for a writ of mandate compel

ling production under the CPRA of certain records held

by Captain Bruce Horton, the then designated port agent

of the Board of Pilot Commissioners for the Bays of San

Francisco, San Pablo and Suisun 1***21 (hereafter Port

Agent and Board, respectively). The trial court granted

the petition. Horton, who also served as president of pe

titioner San Francisco Bar Pilots (Bar Pilots), seeks a

writ of mandate an&1or prohibition in this court directing

the trial court to set aside its order. The Board separately

challenges the trial court order. The Board, Horton,’ and

Bar Pilots all argue that the Port Agent is not a state of-

Flynn, Delich & Wise, Conte C.
Tremaine, Thomas R. Burke; and

Real Party in Interest.
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ficer subject to the CPRA and that the records sought are
private, not public.

I By order of January 28, 2013, we accepted

the parties stipulation to substitute Peter
Mclsaac, the new president of Bar Pilots and
current Port Agent, in place of Horton. Our ref
erences to the trial court record, however, neces

sarily refer to Horton in his then active capacities.

We stayed the trial court’s order and requested

briefing. After consideration of the petitions, the opposi

tion of PMSA, and the petitioners replies, we ordered

consolidation of the petitions and issued an order to the

trial court to show cause why the relief requested should

not be granted! I**2891 We now grant that relief,

finding that, while the Port Agent is. for at least certain

purposes, a public officer, PMSA has not I***31 estab

lished that the requested records are subject to the

CPRA.

[*5821

2 On April 3,2013, we granted the joint appli
cation of Los Angeles Times Communications

LLC, California Newspaper Publishers Associa

tion, and McClatchy Newspapers, Inc., to submit
briefing as amid curiae (collectively Amici Cu
riae) in support of PMSA.

1. BACI<GROUND AND PR0cEDUIUL HIsToRY

One of the first acts of the California Legislature in

1850 was to establish the Board. (blurb. & Nov. Code, §
1101, subd. (gL) The Board licenses and regulates pilots3
on San Francisco Ba’ and its tributaries. (Karb. & Nov.

Code, § 1100 et. seq.)’ The Board presently consists of
seven members, appointed by the Governor with the
consent of the Senate, with two members required to be
licensed pilots, two members representing the shipping
industry, and three public members.5 (Harb. & Nov.
Code, § i/SO.)

3 A ship’s pilot is generally defined as a person
duly qualified to conduct a ship into and out of a
port or in special waters and who, while in
charge, has the whole conduct of the ship’s navi
gation. (Webster’s 3d New Internat. Dict. (2002)

p. 1716.)
4 “The Legislature finds and declares that it is
the policy of the state to ensure the safety of
I***41 persons, vessels, and property using Mon
terey Bay and the Bays of San Francisco, San
Pablo, and Suisun, and the tributaries thereof, and
to avoid damage to those waters and surrounding
ecosystems as a result of vessel collision or
damage. by providing competent, efficient, and

regulated pilotage for vessels required by this di
vision to secure pilotage services.” (Harb. & Nay
Code, § 1100.)

“A program of pilot regulation and licensing

is necessary in order to ascertain and guarantee
the qualifications, fitness, and reliability of quali
fied personnel who can provide safe pilotage of
vessels entering and using Monterey Bay and the

Bays of San Francisco, San Pablo, and Suisun.”
(blurb. & Nat’. Code, § 1101, subd. (e).)
5 Tn 2009, the Legislature placed the Board

under the authority of the Transportation Agency

(formerly the Business, Transportation and
Housing Agency). The secretary of that agency

serves as an ex officio member of the Board.

(blurb. & Nat’. Code, § 1150, subd. (d).)

Bar Pilots is a private unincorporated association of

pilots licensed by the Board. Piloting services are com

pulsory and monopolistic.’ Subject to limited exceptions,

pilots licensed by the Board have “exclusive authority

to pilot vessels from the high seas to Monterey

Bay and the Bays of San Francisco. San Pablo, and

Suisun and the ports thereof, and from those bays and

ports to the high seas,” as well as “exclusive authority to

pilot vessels within and along the waters of those bays

(blurb. & Nm’. Code, § 1125, subd. (a); see
1132-1133.) Fees for most, but not all. pilotage services

are set by statute. (See Harb. & Nov. Code. if
/190-1/9/.) Pilots are required to provide pilotage to

vessels requiring a pilot (such as large container, cargo,

military, and passenger cruise ships) and are subject to a

fine and suspension or revocation of their license if they

fail to do so. (blurb. & Nov. Code, §1138.)

6 Pilotage is one of the oldest recognized mo
nopolies. (See Steinhort v. Commissioner of In

ternal Revenue (5th Cir. 1964) 335 F.2d 496,

499.)

PMSA is a private maritime trade association com

posed of companies that own or operate ocean-going

vessels in California waters. Its members pay fees for

private pilot services rendered by members of the Bar

Pilots. PMSA nominates the shipping industry represent

atives to the Board. (blurb. & Nov. Code, § 1150, sn/id.

(a,)t’2.) (*583[

The Port Agent is a licensed pilot appointed [***61

by a majority’ of all licensed pilots, subject to confirma

tion by the Board. (Math. & Nay. Code, § 1130; CaL

Code Regs., tiE. 7, § 218, subd. (a)j’ I**2901 The Port

Agent’s duties are “to carry out the orders of the Board,

under applicable laws, and to otherwise administer the

affairs of the pilots (Regs., § 218, sn/id. (a), including

general responsibility for the “supervision and manage-
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ment of all matters related to the business and official
duties of pilots” (Harb. & Nay. Code, § 1130, subd. (b);
Rep., § 218, subd. (b)) and the specific responsibility of
assigning pilots to vessels (Pegs.. § 2/8, suM. (‘d,I(lJ).
The Port Agent does not serve as a member or officer of
the Board and receives no compensation from the Board
(see Pegs., §‘ 206, 207); he does, however, have certain
reporting obligations to the Board, including:

--Immediate notification of the Board’s executive
director of a suspected violation, navigational incident,
misconduct, or other rules violation to which the Port
Agent is a witness or receives a report. (Harb. & Nov.
Code, § 1/30, szthd. (c).)

--Collection of data, preparation of accounts and
making of payments to the Board required of pilots by
statute and regulation, j***71 including the name, class,
high gross tonnage and deep draft of each vessel subject
to pilotage. (Regs., §218, subS. (d,)(4).)

--Reports of all accidents, groundings, collisions or
similar navigational incidents involving a vessel to which
a pilot has been assigned, as well as suspected pilot mis
conduct, including all pertinent details of the incident as
set forth in the regulation. (Regs., § 218, subd. (d,)(6).)

—Reports of any matter that in the Port Agent’s
opinion affects the ability ofa pilot to carry out his or her
lawful duties. (Regs., § 218, szthd. (dffS).)

--Reports whenever any pilot is absent from duty
because of illness lasting longer than seven days, includ
ing the nature of the illness, the probable duration of
absence and the anticipated date of return to duty. (Regs.,
§218, subd. (Q.)

7 All further references to “regulations” are to
title 7 of the California Code of Regulations.

Beginning in July 2011, PMSA requested records
regarding the Port Agent’s assignment of pilots to ships
transiting the San Francisco Bay. PMSA made document
production requests to the Port Agent and to the Board in
2011 (July 15; Aug. 30) and 2012 (Jan. 4; Mar. 26). At
issue here are the latter two I***81 requests, which
sought disclosure of what PMSA identifies as “Pilot
Logs.” 1*5831

The January 4, 2012 request, from PMSA’s counsel
and directed to “Capt. Bruce Horton, Port Agent,” made
a CPRA request for “any and all documents written, uti
lized or kept current by the Port Agent, including those
in electronic format, related to the following: [9 The
annual Pilot Log, which is a document created under the
direction of the Port Agent as a memorialization of all
pilot assignments to vessels made pursuant to the Port
Agent’s duties under [Regulations sectionJ 218[, subdi
vision] (c)O) [(current subd. (d,fl7DJ and reflects the

1*5851 administration of pilot vacation schedules pur
suant to the Port Agent’s duties under [Regulations sec
tion] 218/S, subdivisionJ (c,)(2) [(current subd. (4fl’2,))].”
PMSA alleged that “[tihe annual Pilot Log is completed
annually for each pilot in the normal course of affairs to
effectuate the Board’s requirement that all time be pre
sented to the public pursuant to [Regulations section
237[, subdivision/ (d) and, under certain circumstances,
[Regulations section] 237[ subdivision] 690).” Specifi
cally requested were Pilot Logs for the years 2002
through 2011 for each pilot licensed [***91 during the
years in question.

I**2911 On February 22, 2012, Horton replied
that “[tihere is no document maintained by the Port
Aaent named the ‘Pilot Log.’ There is a data set that beam
headings that are similar to those set forth in your e-mail
to [Board counsel] of January 30, 2012. This data, how
ever, is not used by the Port Agent in assigning pilots to
vessels or in preparing or administering the pilots’ vaca
tion schedule, nor are they supplied to [the Board] in
discharge of any obligation to the Board under the provi
sions of [Regulations] section 237[.] [j] The documents
containing this data are documents that are maintained
by [Bar Pilots] in its capacity as a private organization
and not in connection with any duties imposed upon the
Port Agent by statute or by the regulations of [the
Board]. For that reason, they are not disclosable under
the [CPRA].”

The March 26, 2012 request was directed to the
Board and again sought production of the 2002 through
2011 Pilot Logs. Demand was made for “all responsive
documents in the [Board’s] possession, custody and con
trol, including but not limited to those which are in the
possession of your Port Agent.” The request further de
fined a Pilot Log as “a j”1O multi-page document
created at the direction of the Port Agent in the normal
course of his business under [Harbors and Navigation
Code section] 1130 and to keep track of a Pilot’s time.
This document is described in proceedings before the
United States Tax Court as an annual ‘Pilot Log,’ which
is a document created for each year as a memorialization
of all pilot assignments to vessels made pursuant to the
Port Agent’s duties as further described at [Regulations
section,? 218[, subdivision] (c)fl) [(current subd. (d)W)]
and reflects the administration of pilot vacation sched
ules pursuant to the Port Agent’s duties under [Regula
tions section] 2l8[. subdivision] (c,)() [(current subS.

‘dfl2))]. The Pilot Log is completed annually for each
pilot in the normal course of affairs to effectuate the
Board’s requirement that all time be presented to the
public pursuant to [Regulations section] 237[ subdivi

sion] (d) and, under certain circumstances, [Regulations

section] 237[, subdivision] 690)” PMSA further assert
ed that a Pilot Log “is created in part to comply with the
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[Boards] requests to provide the amount of Minimum

Rest Period (‘MRP’) exemptions taken by each [Bar Pi

lots’] pilot. 1***11I An MRP exemption occurs when

there is less than twelve hours between the time a Pilot’s

mm ends (work shift ends) (represented on the pilot log

under the heading ‘BoB’) and the time the Pilot’s next

turn begins (work shift begins) (represented on the pilot

log under the heading ‘Ride’).”

8 These tax proceedings, Miller v. C.LR.

(2011) 102 TC.M. (CCII) 250 (Miller), are dis

cussed post.

On April 5, 2012, the Attorney General, as counsel

for the Board, responded that “The document you de

scribe is not in the possession of [the Board]. If the ‘Pilot

Log’ exists, it is not a document prepared, owned, used or

retained by [the Board]. The letter to you dated February

22, 2012, from Capt. Bruce Horton, (he Port Agent,

which you attached to your request, states that he does

not maintain a document called the ‘Pilot Log[.]’ In any

case, the Board’s files do not contain such a document.

[9 You state in your letter that the Board is required to

produce documents that it does not possess because such

documents are maintained by Captain Horton, who

serves as Port Agent and also as President of [Bar Pilots],

a private organization. To the extent that Captain Horton

possesses documents that are producible I***121

j**2921 under the [CPRA], he is subject to a direct re

quest under the [CPRA].”

On July 3, 2012, PMSA filed a ‘Verified Petition for

Writ of Mandate Directed to the Board of Pilot Commis

sioners and its Port Agent Ordering Compliance with the

[CPRA].” PMSA sought a peremptory writ directing the

Board and Horton, in his capacity as Port Agent, to dis

close the Pilot Logs. The thai court permitted Bar Pilots

and Horton, in his capacity as the president of Bar Pilots,

to intervene in the action.

The answer to the trial court mandate petition again

denied that the Port Agent or Bar Pilots had or main

tained a Pilot Log. On August 15, 2012, Horton submit

ted a declaration under penalty of perjury averting that

“ft]he Bar Pilots do not maintain any record or records

entitled ‘Pilot Log’ and have not done so at any time dur

ing my membership. The Bar Pilots maintain a dataset

that includes some of the types of information PMSA

apparently seeks through its requests for ‘Pilot Logs.’ I do

not use this dataset in performing my duties as Port

Agent. The dataset is not provided to the Board or to

members of the public.” 1*5861

On September 18, 2012. after hearing argument. the

trial court granted the writ in part, finding I***131 that

“The Port Agent is a public official; among other things,

the position was created by the Legislature.” The court

observed that “[t]he problem here is that the person who

acts as Port Agent has both a private and public incarna

tion ... and is at least confirmed by the Board which in

turn operates under state law to (i) regulate the actions of

pilots and (ii) a wide variety of other things in the public

interest. [Citations.] [9 The ‘Pilot Logs’ are documents

used by the Port Agent in the execution of his public

duties including, but not limited to, assigning pilots to

vessels and preparing and administering pilot vacation

time. These are necessary and convenient to the Port

Agent’s public duties and are public documents. [Cita

tion.] The court ordered the Port Agent to, within 30

days, “produce, if extant, the requested ‘Pilot Logs’ from

2002 [throuQhl 201 J”9 The court otherwise denied the

petition.

9 On October 5, 2012, the trial court extended

the time to seek appellate review of its order until

October 15, 2012.

On September 24, 2012, the executive director of the

Board and its custodian of records, Allen Garfinkle, filed

a declaration with the court, averring that the I***141

Board did not have the requested Pilot Logs, that the

Board does not prepare, own, use, or retain such docu

ments, and that the Board “does not now, and never has,

possessed the [Pilot Logs].”

On October 16, 2012, Horton submitted a declara

tion in response to the court’s order, averring in pertinent

part that: “3. A small amount of information from the

records of the Bar Pilots is submitted to [the Board] in

compliance with the Port Agent’s reporting duties under

the Board’s regulations. As Port Arzent, I maintain and

control this information. The vast majority of the infor

mation in the Bar Pilots’ records, however, is not sub

mitted to the Board. I maintain and control this latter

category of records solely in my private capacity as

President of the Bar Pilots. [9 ... [9 5. Some but not all

of the information that [PMSA] asserts is contained in

the ‘Pilot Logs’ is used by the Bar Pilots in preparing the

report that the Bar Pilots, not the Port Agent, is required

to submit to the Board under [RegulationsJ section 237[,

subdivision J(d) I do not use this information in per

forming I**2931 my duties as Port Agent. Specifical

ly, I do not use the information to assign pilots to vessels,

r***I5f and I do not use it to prepare or administer pilot

vacation time. I am informed and believe that the infor

mation used by the Bar Pilots for preparing the report

under /‘Regulationsj section 237[ subdivision](d) could

be retrieved by submitting a query to the electronic da

tabase created and maintained by the Bar Pilots. Prior to

receiving PMSA’s document demands, I was unaware of

the existence of the database. I do not use, and have nev

er used, the database in my capacity as Port Agent. I am

unaware of any previous Port Agent ever using the data-
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base 1*5871 for any purpose. I have never submitted a

query to the database (or asked anyone to do so on my

behalf) for any purpose, either in my capacity as Port

Agent or in my private capacity as President of the Bar

Pilots; to my knowledge, no previous Port Agent has

ever done so.”

The instant petitions for writ of mandate, seeking to

vacate the order requiring production, were filed on Oc

tober 15, 2012, by Bar Pilots, the Board, and Horton in

his private and public capacities.” On October 17, 2012,

we issued a temporary stay of the trial court’s order and

set a schedule for briefing. On December 27, 2012, we

ordered the petitions consolidated and l***161 issued

an order to show cause why the requested relief should

not be granted.

10 An order of the trial court under the CPRA,

which either directs disclosure of records by a

public official or supports the official’s refusal to

disclose records, is immediately reviewable by

petition to the appellate court for issuance of an

extraordinaiw writ. (Gay. Code, § 6259, subd.

(c).) Al] further unspecified statutory references

are to the Government Code unless otherwise in

dicated.

II. DISCUSSION

A. The CP&4

(1) The CPRA “provides for the inspection of public

records maintained by state and local agencies.” (Cali

fornia State University, Fresno ASSu., Inc. v. Superior

Court (2001) 90 CaLApp.4th 810, 822 [108 CaL Rpm 2d

870] (CS!)).) “The Legislature enacted the CPRA in

1968 to give the public access to information in posses

sion of public agencies in ftirtherance of the notion that

government should be accountable for its actions and, in

order to veri& accountability, individuals must have ac

cess to government files. [Citation.)”” (Gilbert v. City of

San Jose (2003,) 114 CaLApp.lrh 606, 610 [7 CaL Rptr.

3d 692].) “Disclosure statutes such as the [CPRA] and

the federal Freedom of Information Act were passed to

ensure public access to vital information l***171 about

the government’s conduct of its business.” (CBS, Inc. v.

Block (1986,) 42 CaL 3d 646, 656 [230 Cal. Rptr. 362,

725 P.2d 470f) “The CPRA embodies a strong policy in

favor of disclosing public records. [Citations.)” (Dixon v

Superior Court ‘2009) 170 CaLApp.4th 1271, 1275 [88

CaL Rptr. 3d 817].)

II “In 2004, California voters approved Propo

sition 59, which enshrined in our state Constitu

tion the public’s right to access records of public

agencies. (CaL Const., art. L § 3, subd. (b,) [(re

1*5881

quiring that ‘the writings of public officials and

agencies shall be open to public scrutiny’)].)

The amendment requires the [CPRAI to ‘be

broadly construed if it furthers the people’s right

of access, and narrowly construed if it limits the

right of access.’ (CaL Const, art. I, § 3, subd. (b),

par. (2).) [However, sJuch was the law prior to

the amendment’s enactment. [Citation.]” (BRV,

Inc. v. Superior Court (2006) 143 CaLApp.4th

712, 750 [19 CaL Rptr. 3d 519].)

“[T]he extent of the CPRA’s coverage is a matter to

be developed by the courts on a case-by-case basis. [Ci

tation.)” (G5L4 supra, 90 CaLApp.4th at p. I**2941

828.) “This decision-making process is an unavoidable

consequence resulting from ‘the “myriad organizational

arrangements” adopted “for getting the business of

I***l81 the government done.” ‘ [Citation.] Therefore,

each arrangement must be examined in its own context.

[Citation.]” (Irwin Memorial, etc. v. American National

Red Cross (9th Cir. 1981) 640 F.2d 1051, 1054.)2

12 The CPRA “was modeled on its federal

predecessor, the Freedom of Information Act,”

thus the legislative history and judicial construc

tion of the Freedom of Information Act (5 USC.

§ 552) “ ‘serve to illuminate the interpretation of

its California counterpart.’ [Citations.)” (Times

Mirror Co. v. Superior Court (1991) 53 CaL 3d

1325, 1338 [283 CaL Rptr. 893, 813 P.2d 240].)

B. Standard ofReweii’

Interpretation of the CPRA and its application to

undisputed facts is a question of law subject 10 de novo

review. Factual findings made by the trial court will be

upheld if based on substantial evidence. (Versaci v. Su

perior Court (‘2005,) 127 CaLApp.lth 805, 812 [26 CaL

Rptr. 3d 92,1.)

C. Is the Port .4 gent a Public Officer

(2) “‘State agency’ means every state office, officer,

department, division, bureau, board, and commission or

other state body or agency. except those agencies pro

vided for in Article IV (except Section 20 thereof) or

Article VI of the California Constitution.” (, 6252, subd.

, italics added.)” “In attempting to divine how broadly

the term ‘state agency’ can be interpreted, we are limited

by rules j*** 191 of statutory construction ...
.

‘“The

court’s role in construing a statute is to ‘ascertain the in

tent of the Legislature so as to effectuate the purpose of

the law.’ [Citations.]”’’ (CSU supra, 90 CaLApp.Jth at

pp. 828-829.)
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13 Articles IV and VI of the California Consti
tution deal with the legislative and judicial
branches of government.

The Board and Bar Pilots do not deny chat the Board
itself is a state agency but argue that the Port Agent does
not meet any established criteria for being considered a
state officer. The Port Agent is not among the Board’s
designated officers (see Regs., § 206, 207) and is em
ployed and compensated by Bar Pilots, not by the public.
The Port Agent is not among the civil executive officers
enumerated in section l001’ and is selected for the posi
tion by the [*5891 Bar Pilots’s membership (apparently
coextensive with his term as president) and is only ‘con
firmed by the Board without any provision for his re
moval. (Harb. & Nat’. Code, §‘ /130; Regs., § 218, subd.
(a).) The Board suggests that the position of Port Agent
is “best viewed as a liaison between the licensed pilots
and the Board.”

14 As the Board notes in its petition, the no
j***201 longer existent positions of “port war
den” and “harbor commissioner” are among those
listed in section 1001, but in contrast to the Port
Agent, those positions were gubernatorial ap
pointments for terms fixed by statute. (Former
Pol. Code, § 368, 369, 2520.)

The trial court concluded that the Port Agent is a
public official because, “among other things, the position
was created by the Legislature.” But the difficulty, as the
trial court observed, is that the person acting as Port
Agent “has both a private and public incarnation
Horton himself acknowledged, in his August 17, 2011
response to the CPRA request, that having one person in
the “dual capacity” of both Port Agent and Bar Pilots
president made it “sometimes difficult to distinguish be
tween the ‘private’ and ‘public duties of the person who
holds both positions.”

(3) While the Port Agent, in his capacity as president
of Bar Pilots, may have many j**2951 entirely private
duties and serve as “liaison with the Board, he also has
responsibilities imposed by statute and by administrative
regulation. The Port Agent is charged with responsibility
“for the general supervision and management of all mat
ters related to the business and official [***211 duties of
pilots.” (Harb. & Nat’. Code, § /130, subd. (b,), italics
added; Regs., § 2/8, szthd. (‘b, italics added.) The Port
Agent’s enumerated duties include assigning pilots to
vessels. (Regs., § 218, subd. (d)O).)

No California appellate court has yet addressed the

/ question we confront here. However, at least one federal
V court has found the Port Agent to be acting as an officer

or agent of the Board when assigning pilots to vessels
and consequently entitled to Eleventh .4menthnent gov

emmental immunity from suit when performing this task.
(Regal Stone Ltd. v. Cota (1V.D.CaL, Sept. 7, 2010, No.
08-5098 SC) 20/0 WL 3503836 (Regal Stone).) The Re
gal Stone litigation arose from the allision” of the WV
Cosco Busan with the San Francisco-Oakland Bay
Bridge on November 7, 2007, spilling approximately
53,000 gallons of bunker fUel into the San Francisco
Bay. The plaintiffs sued the pilot at the time of the acci
dent, John Cota, Mclsaac and his predecessor as Port
Agent, Russell Nyborg, and Bar Pilots. Nyborg, Mclsaac
and Bar Pilots were alleged to have permitted Cota to
continue to serve as a pilot when he was “medically un
fit” and fUrther alleged that Mclsaac negligently failed to
close the bar [***221 to vessel traffic in the face of un
safe weather conditions. Nyborg and Mclsaac moved to
dismiss the complaint on the ground that they were state
officials immune from suit, Under the Eleventh Amend
inent to the United States Constitution, “a state official is
immune [*5901 from suit in federal court for actions
taken in an official capacity (California i. Deep Sea
Research, Inc. (1998,) 523 U.S. 491, 502 [/40 L. Ed. 2d
626, /18 5. Ct. 1464].) The motion to dismiss specifi
cally alleged that “Captains Mclsaac and [codefendant]
Nyborg. Port Agents of the [Board] are such officials.”
(Italics added.) Accepting this argument, and noting, as
did the trial court here, that the Port Agent “sometimes
acts on behalf of the Bar Pilots, and sometimes on behalf
of the Board,” the court found that the plaintiffs’ allega
tions against Nyborg and Mclsaac “focus on conduct
performed on behalf of the Board, not on behalf of the
Bar Pilots.” The court found that Mclsaac and Nyborg
were acting as officers or agents of the Board “as a mat
ter of law” in supervision of Cota and therefore immune
from suit.

15 The term “allision,” as used in maritime ac
cident cases, describes an accident involving a
moving vessel and a stationary object or vessel.
(Hochstetler v. Board of Pilot Cornrs. (1992) 6
CaLApp.4th 1659, 1661, fn. 1 [8 CaL Rptr. 2d
403].)

(4) The J***23J Board and the Port Agent correctly
note that a federal trial court decision has no precedential
value. (United Firefighters of Los Angeles City v City of
Los Angeles (1989,) 2/0 CaLApp.3d /095, 1115 [259
CaL Rptr. 65].) PMSA cited the unpublished federal trial
court decision in Regal Stone below, and cites it here as
persuasive authority. (See Pacific Shore Funding v. Lozo
(2006) 138 CaLApp.4th 1342, /352, fn. 6 [42 Cal. Rptr.
3d 283] [uopublished federal cases are citable as persua
sive, although not precedential. authority].) The Board
and the Port Agent also contend that “entirely different
legal standards” apply to the analysis of Eleventh
Amendment sovereign immunity and application of the
CPRA, but neither the Board nor the Port Agent attempt
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to articulate the purported analytical differences, and

neither cite any authority for the argument.

[**2961 (5) We find the court’s reasoning in Regal

Stone to be persuasive in many respects. But we find it

even more significant that it was the Port Agent (in that

case Mclsaac) who argued for immunity from suit based

on his status as a government official when assigning or

supervising pilots, insisting in his pleadings that “it is the

Port Agent’s official duty to assign pilots to vessels
l***24l in accordance with the Board’s guidelines” and

specifically citing to Regulations section 218, former

subdivision (c)(I) (current subd. (d)(I)).J& The doctrine of

judicial estoppel, sometimes referred to as the doctrine of

preclusion of inconsistent positions, “ ‘prevents a party

from asserting a position in a legal proceeding that is
contrary to a position previously taken in the same or

some earlier proceeding.’ “ (Jackson v. County of Los

Angeles (1997) 60 CaLApp.4th 171, 181 [70 CaL Rptr.

2d 96J Jackson).)

16 As previously noted, Horton has also ex
pressly acknowledged in this litigation that at

least some of the duties performed by the Port
Agent are “public.”

“‘‘[Judicial estoppel] is invoked to prevent a puny

from changing its position over the course of judicial

proceedings when such positional changes have an ad

verse impact on the judicial process. ... ‘The policies un

derlying preclusion of inconsistent positions are “general

consideration[s] of the 1*5911 orderly administration

of justice and regard for the dignity of judicial proceed

ings.’...’ [Citation.] ‘It seems patently wrong to allow

a person to abuse the judicial process by first [advocat

ing] one position, and later, if it becomes beneficial, to

assert j***251 the opposite.’ [Citation.]” (Jackson, sit

pra, 60 CaLApp.4th atp. 181.) “‘“Judicial estoppel pre

cludes a party from gaining an advantage by taking one

position, and then seeking a second advantage by taking

an incompatible position. [Citations.1 “‘[Citation.] The

doctrine applies when: ‘(1) the same party has taken two

positions; (2) the positions were taken in judicial or qua

si-judicial administrative proceedings; (3) the party was

successflul in asserting the first position (i.e., the tribunal

adopted the position or accepted it as true); (4) the two

positions are totally inconsistent; and (5) the first posi

lion was not taken as a result of ignorance, fraud, or

mistake.’ [Citations.]” (Aguilar v. Lerner (2004) 32

C’aL 4th 974, 986-98 7 [12 CaL Rpm 3d 287, 88 P. 3d

24].) All are true here,

(6) At oral argument, both the Port Agent and the

Board sought to distinguish the factual context of Regal

Stone, and they contended that it would be inequitable to

apply the doctrine in this setting.” (See MW Erectors,

Inc. v. Niederhauser Ornamental & Metal iVorks Co.,

Inc. (‘2005,) 36 CaL 4th 412, 422-423 [30 CaL Rptr. 3d

755, 115 P.3d4U [“judicial estoppel is an equitable doc

trine, and its application, even where all necessary’ ele

ments are present, is discretionary” (italics omitted)];
[***261 Al. Perez Co., Inc. v. Base Camp Condominiums

Assn.No. One (2003) II! CaL App. 4th 456, 463 CaL

Rptr. 3d 563] [judicial estoppel is an equitable doctrine

to protect against fraud on the courts].) But in Regal

Stone, as in this matter, the Port Agent’s role in the as

signment of pilots, and whether he acts in an official

capacity’ when doing so, was pivotal. And Mclsaac took

the unequivocal position before the United States District

Court that he was a state official, acting within the course

and [**297l scope of that capacity, when assigning

pilots. We fail to appreciate the inequity in refusing to
allow the Port Agent to take an inconsistent position

here. The Port Agent fails to explain why one should be

permitted to assume the cloak of a state official when it

provides protection but to then cast it oft in the event it

becomes burdensome. We find that the Port Agent must

be considered a state officer, at least when performing

the official duties provided by statute or Board regula

‘S

1*5921

17 The Board is, however, correct in its asser

tion that the doctrine cannot be applied to it, since

it was not a party to the Regal Stone proceeding

and has never adopted the position taken in that

litigation by the Port Agent. We discuss l***271

separately, post, the Board’s obligations under the

C PRA.
18 PMSA appears to broadly suggest that the

Port Agent should be considered a state official

even when he is “administer[ing] the affairs of

the pilots” or engaged in the “general supervision

and management of all matters related to the

business ... of pilots.” (Regs., § 218, subds. (a),

(‘b,L) We find no authority for such a sweeping

assertion but have no need to decide here the pre

cise demarcation between the Port Agent’s public

and private roles,

D. Are the Pilot Logs Public Records

(7) For purposes of the CPRA, a public record is de

fined as “any writing containing information relating to

the conduct of the public’s business prepared, owned.

used, or retained by any state or local agency regardless

of physical form or characteristics.” & 6252, subd. (ed.)

“The definition is broad and ‘ “ ‘intended to cover every

conceivable kind of record that is involved in the gov

emmental process[.]’”’ [Citation.]” (Coronado Police

Officers Assn. v. Carroll (2003) 106 CaL App. 4th 1001,

1006 [131 CaL Rptr. 2d 553] (Coronado Police Officers

Assn.).)
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The January 4, 2012 CPRA request by PMSA’S

counsel to Horton first included a specific demand for

production of”[t]he annual L***281 Pilot Log,” alleging

that it was “a document created under the direction of the

Port Agent as a memorialization of all pilot assignments

to vessels made pursuant to the Port Agent’s duties under
[Regulations section] 218[, subdivision] (c)(1) [(current

subd. (d)fl))] and reflects the administration of pilot va

cation schedules pursuant to the Port Agent’s duties un
der fRegulations section] 218[ subdivisionJ (c,fl’2)
[(current suM. (d)(2))1.” The March 26, 2012 CPRA
request to the Board mirrored this demand and specifi

cally referenced the United States Tax Court proceeding
(Miller, supra, 102 T.C.M. (CCII,) 250) in support of the

request.

PMSA contends that its records requests “seeks to

shed light on the inexplicably murky process of assign

ing pilots to vessels,” which PMSA alleges has been a

“focal point of inquiry in litigation and policymaking at

the federal and state level.”9 PMSA insists that the Pilot

Logs L**2981 are public records within the meaning of
the CPRA “reveal[ing] pilot assignment and 15931
scheduling decisions made by the Port Agent when act

ing pursuant to Board regulation” and that such decisions

“are critical to the provision of safe pilotage.”

19 It was the M’V Cosco Busan incident
F***291 and questions as to the pilot’s fitness that
led to the Legislature placing the Board under the
authority of the Transportation Agency. (bit &
Nay. Code, 5 1150, subd. (a).) The controversy
here seems to be focused on the issue of requiring
MRP’s (minimum rest periods) for pilots to avoid
fatigue. A January 23, 2010 vessel incident in
Port Arthur, Texas, resulted in an investigation by
the National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB)

and recommendation that state licensing boards
promulgate “hours of service” rules to prevent
pilot fatigue. A legislative Joint Sunset Review
Committee & 9147.7. suM. (c)), on February 5.
2012, recommended that the Board promulgate
hours of service regulations for pilots in accord
ance with the NTSB report. The Board, on July
26, 2012, adopted additional reporting require
ments for MRP’s for pilots. Our Legislature re
cently amended the Harbors and Navigation Code
to require the Board to “conduct a study of the
effects of work and rest periods on psychological
ability and safety for pilots” and make “recom
mendations on how to prevent pilot fatigue and
ensure the safe operation of vessels.” (Harb. &
Nov. Code, § 1196.5, suM. (a).) Based on the re
sults of the study. j***30l the Board will be re
quired to “promulgate regulations for pilots es
tablishing requirements for adequate rest periods

intended to prevent pilot fatigue.” (barb. & Nov.
Code, 5 1196.5, subd. (b).) There are no current
regulations on the subject. The Bar Pilots’s work
rules, calling for 12-hour MRP’s, are only volun

tary guidelines.

(8) But the fact that the Port Agent may act as a
public officer in the performance of certain of his duties

does not mean that every record hi his possession or con

trol thereby becomes a public document subject to the
CPRA. As we have discussed, the Port Agent has both
private and public incarnations. Bar Pilots is an inde

pendent association, with its own facilities and its own
records of its operations, and the Port Agent concurrently

serves as president of that association. There is no con

tention that Bar Pilots is a public agency or that its inter

nal private records are subject to the CPR4, even though

Bar Pilots makes required annual statistical reports to the

Board, which are public record. (Regs., § 237, subd.

(dfl1’ Private nongovemmental records are not subject to

the CPRA.

20 To assist the Board in determining the
number of pilot’s licenses to be issued, l***311

the Bar Pilots are required to provide a report that

includes such information as numbers of vessel

moves, bar crossings, bay and river moves; aver
age draft and gross registered tonnage of piloted

vessels; numbers of pilots reported sick or injured

and the number of days each was unable to per

form piloting duties; number of times a pilot re

sumed duties with less than 12 hours off duty, the

contributing circumstances, and acwal hours off

duty between assignments; and number of days

pilots were engaged in Board-mandated training

or administrative duties authorized by the Port

Agent. (Regs., 5237, subd. (d)(l)-(12).)

(9) “[T]he mere possession by a public [officer] of a

document does not make the document a public record.

[Citation.]” (Coronado Police Officers Assi;., supra, 106

CaLApp.lth at p. 1006.) ‘‘“Any record required by law

to be kept by an officer, or which he keeps as necessary

or convenient to the discharge of his official duty, is a

public record.” [Citation.]’ “ (San Gabriel Tribune v.

Superior Court (1983.) 143 CaLApp.3d 762, 774 [192

Cat Rptr. 415l (San Gabriel Tribune); see CSU, supra,

90 CoLApp.4th at p. 824 [“ ‘if a record is kept by an of

ficer because it is necessary’ or convenient to j***321

the discharge of his official duty, it is a public record’ “].)

“[T)he critical question is whether the information con

tained therein relates to the conduct of the ‘public’s busi

ness,’ “(Coronado Police Officers Assn., alp. 1006.)

In Coronado Police Officers Assn., for example, a

police officers’ association sought to inspect a database

compiled by the San Diego Public Defenders Office
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which included impeachment information gathered from
client files and was “supplemented with information
gathered from other public information sources, such as
court files, civil service proceedings, peace officer re
ports and newspaper articles.” (Coronado Police Officers
Assn., supra, 106 CaLApp.4th at p. 1005.) Although the
database was prepared, used and retained by a public
agency, the Fourth District Court of Appeal held that the
database was not a public record because it was compiled
for 1*594! use in its core private function, the repre
sentation of criminal defendants.2 (106 CaLApp.4th at

pp. 1006-1007.)

21 The court farther found the database, even if
it could be considered a public record, would be
exempt from disclosure under the “catchall” ex
emption under section 6255. (Coronado Police
Officers Assn., supra, 106 CaLApp.4th at pp.
1012-1013.) j***33j Under section 6255, sub
division (a), a public agency may withhold a pub
lic record for policy reasons if it can demonstrate
that “on the facts of the particular case the public
interest served by not disclosing the record clear
ly outweighs the public interest served by disclo
sure of the record.” As discussed post, we con
clude that the issue need not be addressed here.

I**2991 In ordering disclosure, the trial court here
found that “[t]he ‘Pilot Logs’ are documents used by the
Port Agent in the execution of his public duties includ
ing, but not limited to, assigning pilots to vessels and
preparing and administering pilot vacation time. These
are necessary and convenient to the Port Agent’s public
duties and are public documents.” Were this finding
supported by substantial evidence, we would view it as
dispositive. But we can find no competent evidence in
the record before the trial court which would support
such a finding.

I. The Evident/at-v Record

The so-called Pilot Logs apparently first came to
light in connection with a federal income tax dispute
litigated between the Internal Revenue Service and an
individual member of Bar Pilots (Miller, supra, 102
T.C.M. (CCII) 250). In that proceeding pilot [***341
Torn Miller, through counsel, joined in a written stipula
tion (Miller Stipulation), reciting that he was a “partner”
in Bar Pilots.” The stipulation, dated October 18, 2010,
included two exhibits (referred to in this litigations as the
Pilot Logs) identified as “the [Bar Pilots] piloting record”
for Miller for 2005 and 2006 and farther described the
documents as having been “created by [Bar Pilots] in the
normal course of business to keep track of a Pilot’s time
pursuant to [Regulations secuonJ 237[ subdivisions J1’d,),

02(0” and “to comply with [the Board’s] requests to pro-

vide the amount of [MRP] exemptions taken by each
Pilot.” The Miller Stipulation also provided detailed ex
planations for the data columns presented in the Pilot
Logs.

22 A 2011 consolidated financial statement for
Bar Pilots submitted in evidence by PMSA at the
trial court indicates that Bar Pilots is “not legally
considered a partnership” but has filed partner
ship tax returns since 1979. Bar Pilots’s financial
statements filed with the Board are public rec
ords. (Regs., § 236.)

The Miller Stipulation and the attached Pilot Logs
for Miller were included as exhibits to PMSA’s petition
for writ of mandate in [***35j the trial court. The At
torney General made written objection to all PMSA ex
hibits as lacking foundation and authentication and as
hearsay. The Attorney General specifically objected to
the “unauthenticated records from a tax court matter” as
1*599 “irrelevant to any issue presented in this case.”
The trial court did not conduct an evidentiary hearing,
nor did it expressly rule on any of the evidentiary objec
tions by either side. At oral argument before the trial
court, the Attorney General again objected to the court’s
consideration of the Miller documents and argued that
the only competent evidence before the court conceming
the Pilot Logs was the Port Agent’s declaration that he

used no such records in the performance of his duties.

In responding to the January 4,2012 CPRA request,
Horton denied that there was any document maintained
by the Port Agent named the Pilot Log, but said that
“[t]here is a data set that bears headings that are similar

to those set forth in your e-mail to [Board counsel] of
January 30, 2012.” Horton said that the data, however,

was not used by the Port Agent in assigning pilots to
vessels or in preparing or administering the pilots’ vaca

tion schedule and was [***361 not supplied to the

Board. I**300! He insisted that “[t]he documents
containing this data are documents that are maintained

by [Bar Pilots] in its capacity as a private organization

and not in connection with any duties imposed upon the

Port Agent by statute or by the regulations of [the
Board].” Similarly, in responding to the May 26, 2012
request, the Board replied that it had no Pilot Log in its
possession, and there “is not a document prepared,

owned, used or retained by [the Board].”

In response to the trial court’s disclosure order, on
August 15, 2012, Horton submitted another declaration
under penalty of perjury reiterating his earlier declaration
that, while “ ‘the Bar Pilots maintain a damset that in
cludes some of the types of information PMSA appar
ently seeks through its requests for “Pilot Logs[,]” I do
not use this dataset in performing my duties as Port

Agent. The dataset is not provided to the Board or to
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members of the public.” On October 16, 2012, Horton
submitted another declaration, stating, “... Some but not
all of the information that [PMSA] asserts is contained in
the ‘Pilot Logs’ is used by the Bar Pilots in preparing the

report that the Bar Pilots, not the Port Agent is required

to submit to the Board under [Regulations] section 237[,
(***37J subdivision](d) ... . I do not use this information

in performing my duties as Port Agent. Specifically, I do

not use the information to assign pilots to vessels, and I
do not use it to prepare or administer pilot vacation time.

Prior to receiving PMSA’s document demands, I was
unaware of the existence of the database. I do not use,

and have never used, the database in my capacity as Port

Agent. I am unaware of any previous Port Agent ever

using the database for any purpose. I have never submit
ted a query to the database (or asked anyone to do so on
my behalf) for any purpose, either in my capacity as Port
Agent or in my private capacity as President of the Bar
Pilots; to my knowledge, no previous Port Agent has

ever done so.” (*5961

2. Discussion

The issue is not whether a database containing some

or all of the information requested by PMSA exists. The
Port Agent admits that it does, and that it is owned and
used by Bar Pilots. Nor is the issue an undeniable public
interest in safe navigation of vessels in our waterways

and avoidance of serious environmental, political, and
business consequences that may result from pilot errors.23
Rather, the question is whether any evidence exists that
I***381 the information is possessed and used by the
Port Agent in the performance of his official duties and
is consequently a public record. We find that there does

not.

23 PMSA asks us to take judicial notice of four
items, including a Board incident review com
mince report of a near grounding incident near
the Richmond wharf on February 18, 2012; news
articles concerning a January 7, 2013 allision
between an empty oil tanker and a pier of the Bay
Bridge; and a copy of the 2012 annual report
provided to the Board by Bar Pilots under Regu
lation section 237, subdivision i’d), including the
number of exceptions to MRP’s. PMSA contends
that the documents (which were not provided to
the trial court) demonstrate that the pilot assign
ment data is utilized by both the Board and the
Port Agent, and that they “demonstrate the pro
found public interest in the information PMSA
seeks.” We deny the request because we do not
find them relevant. (Arce v Kaiser Foundation
Health Plan, Inc. (2010,) 181 CaLApp.lth 37!,

482 [103 CaL Rprr. 3d 515] (.4rce) [court may
decline to take judicial notice of matters that are

not relevant to dispositive issues on appeal].) The
Bar Pilots annual report is itself a public record

(Regs., 237 subd. ‘d,)), I***39i but that does
not thereby make public the records from which

the report is produced. (Forsham v. Harris (1980)
445 Us. 169-171 [63 LEd2d 293, 100 £&
977].) The documents do not address data used

by the Port Agent in assigning pilots, and the
public interest is a material factor in determining
if an exemption to release of public documents
otherwise subject to disclosure would apply.
6255.)

i**3011 (10) PMSA relied in the trial court, and
relies here, on the Miller Stipulation and attached Pilot

Logs as evidence “of the existence, source and nature of

the documents sought under the CPRA and the extent of

the Port Agent’s role and duties as a public official.” But

how? PMSA contends that the trial court properly took
judicial notice of the Miller documents because they are
records of a court of the United States and not subject to

reasonable dispute. Despite PMSA’s assertion to the con

trary, the Miller Stipulation and the Pilot Logs are un

questionably hearsay, their content was disputed, and

both the Board and Bar Pilots repeatedly objected to their

consideration. PMSA insists that the Miller Stipulation

and Pilot Logs are not hearsay because they were “not

offered for the truth of the matter of the content therein,

but j***401 to show that, for purposes of CPRA dis

closure only, the Pilot Logs exist and reflect the daily

activities of the Port Agent to execute his public duties to

assign pilots to vessels and to collect data.” Even if the

Pilot Logs from the tfiller case could be considered to

establish the existence of an information database,

statements contained in the Miller Stipulation are the

only authentication or explanation for any of the infor

mation contained within 1*5971 the Pilot Logs and the

only basis for the claim that the Pilot Logs “reflect the

daily activities of the Port Agent to execute his public

duties to assign pilots to vessels and to collect data.”

WThile judicial notice may be taken of court records

(Evid. Code, § 452, subd. (d)), the truth of matters as

serted in such documents is not subject to judicial notice.

(Aree, supra, 181 CaLApp.lth atp. 482)24

24 See Sosinsh’ v. Grant (1992) 6 CaLApp.lth

1548, 1564 [8 CaL Rptr. 2d 5521, quoting 2 Jef

ferson, Cal. Evidence Benchbook (Cont.Ed.Bar

2d ed. 1982) § 47.2, p. 1757: “‘What is meant by

taking judicial notice of court records? There ex

ists a mistaken notion that this means taking judi

cial notice of the existence of facts asserted in

even’ document of a court file, r***411 includ

ing pleadings and affidavits. However, a court

cannot take judicial notice of hearsrn’ allegations
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as being true, just because they are part of a court
record or file.’

In response to evidentiaiy objections in the trial
court, PMSA asserted that the Miller Stipulation “direct

ly admit[s] that the Port Agent’s recordation of the as
signment of pilots is undertaken in the regular course of
business in order to frilly and accurately comply with a
reporting requirement of the state of California” and that
“these statements are directly relevant as admissions
against interest, since Miller was and is a member of
[Bar Pilots].” But there was no evidence presented that
Miller is, or ever has been, an officer of Bar Pilots, that
he had personal knowledge of any of the business rec
ords of Bar Pilots, or that he was authorized in any way
to speak on its behalf. And the stipulation is not even a
sworn declaration by Miller. It is the product of yet an
other layer of hearsay--an unverified document submit
ted and signed by Miller’s counsel, who does not purport
to have personal knowledge of any of the content.

In contrast the Port Agent avers that he does not,
and has not, prepared or used the Pilot l***421 Logs in
assigning pilots, and both the Port Agent and the Board
confirm that the database is not provided to the Board. In
sum, there is no evidence, let alone substantial evidence,
to support a finding that the Pilot Logs are “used by the
Port Agent in the execution of his public duties includ
ing, but not limited to, assigning pilots to vessels and
preparing and administering pilot vacation time” or that
they are “necessary’ and convenient to the Port Agent’s
public duties,” In the absence of such evidence, the da
tabase of the Pilot l**302l Logs cannot be considered
public records under the CPRA.

E. Constructive Possession of the Pilot Logs by the
Board

(11) Both PMSA and Amici Curiae argue that rec
ords relating to execution of the Port Agent’s public du
ties are also public records because they are in the con
structive possession of the Port Agent and the Board.
The CPRA pertains to “disclosahle public records in the
possession of the agency ....“ 1*5981 G 6253, subd
(c,), italics added.) Relying upon the Board’s general ad
ministrative control of the Port Agent and its authority
over all licensed pilots and pilot reporting requirements
(Regs., if 218, 219), PMSA insists that both the Board
and the Port Agent j***43j have the right to control the
Pilot Log database maintained by Bar Pilots and are
therefore in “possession” of those records.

As to the Port Agent, the argument reaches too far.
Under PMSA’s theory, any and all records held or main
tained by a private organization would become public
record simply because one of its officers concurrently
held a position performing public functions. Whether the

record is in the actual or constructive possession of a
public official, the requirement is still that the record be
required by law to be kept by that official, or that it be
“necessary or convenient to the discharge of his official
duty.”’ (San Gabriel Tribune. supra, 143 CaLApp.3d at

p. 774; see CSU, supra, 90 CaLApp.4th atp. 824.)

As to the Board, to prevail PMSA must establish
that the files (I) quali as public records and (2) were in
the possession of the Board. (Consolidated Irrigation
Dirt. Superior Court (2012,) 205 CaLApp.4th 697, 709
[130 CaL Rptr. 3d 622J (Consolidated Irrigation).)
“Possession” in this context has been interpreted to mean
both actual and conswuctive possession. “[A]n agency
has constructive possession of records if it has the right
to control the records, either directly or through [***441
another person. [Citation.]” (Id. at p. 710.) PMSA relies
primarily on Bernardi v. County of Monterey (2008) /67
ColApp.4th /379 [84 CaL Rptr. 3d 754] (Bernardi) in
support of its argument. Neither Consolidated Irrigation

nor Bernardi is factually analogous.

(12) In Consolidated Irrigation, the petitioner chal
lenged the approval of an environmental impact report

(EIR) by the City of Selma (City) and sought a writ of
mandate to compel production under the CPRA of, inter

alia, records of subconsultants hired by a primary con
sultant to prepare reports, studies, or certain sections of
the EIR. (Consolidated Irrigation, supra, 205
CaLApp.4th at pp. 702, 709-710.) The trial court denied
the petition. The petitioner contended that the City had

the right to control the subconsultants’ files based on a

provision in the contract between City and the primary

consultant that expressly gave the City ownership of all
documents and data prepared by the contractor. The peti
tioner was given access to the contractor’s files, and con
structive possession of the documents in the contractor’s

file was not at issue. The court concluded that the con

tract provision did not give the City ownership rights in

the materials in the subconsultant’s I***451 files and

affirmed denial of the petition. (Id. at pp. 709-7/1.)

Nothing in 1*5991 the Harbors and Navigation Code

or in the Board’s regulations gives the Board any rights

of ownership of Bar Pilots’s records, and Bar Pilots is not

a contractual agent of the Board, As PMSA acknowl

edges, there is no reference to Bar Pilots in the Harbors

and Navigation Code. Bernardi dealt only with the rea

sonableness of an award of attorney fees j**3031 to a

successful CPRA petitioner. The trial court’s order re
quiring production of the environmental consultant’s file

was not appealed. (Bernardi, supra, 167 CaLApp.4th at

pp. 1383, /392.) “An appellate decision is not authority

for everything said in the court’s opinion but only ‘for the

points actually involved and actually decided.’ [Cita

tions.]” (Sanrisas v. Goodin (/998) /7 CaL 4th 599, 620

[7/ CaL Rptr. 2d830, 95/ P.2d399].)
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Amid Curiae contend that the Board has the right to

obtain the Pilot Log records and therefore “owns those

records. They cite San Gabriel Tribune for the proposi

tion that if an agency delegates a duty to a third party,

but retains the power and duty to monitor performance of

the delegated duty, the third party records relating to the

performance of that duty are public. j***461 San Ga

briel Tribune also involved a contractual agreement, in

that instance between a municipality and trash collection

service. The trash collection company had a contractual

obligation to submit annual financial statements to the

city, and the records in dispute consisted of financial data

that the company submitted to the city to justifS’ a rate

increase the city authorized. (San Gabriel Tribune, su

pra, 113 CaLApp.3d at pp. 767-769.) The court held that

those statements were public records subject to disclo

sure because the contractor had “injected the data into the

decision-making process of government” (id. at p. 778)

and “the City [had] relied on [the statements] in granting

the rate increase (ii at p. 775). Here the Board has

“delegated” nothing, by contract or othenvise.

PMSA suggests that Board is “outsourc[ing] the

‘performance of administrative fimctions’ “ and that Bar

Pilots “is, in many respects, a functional subordinate of

the public agency and subject to the execution of its pub

lic duties.” Bar pilotage is a recognized but regulated

monopoly, and the Board has statutory licensing and

oversight authority. But the individually licensed mem

bers of Bar Pilots render piloting L***471 services di

rectly to their maritime clients, not on behalf of the

Board. The pilot work rules are generally established by

Bar Pilots and not by the Board. And the Legislature has

never given the Board the authority to make pilot as

signments or to direct them. The Port Agent has always

been allocated that responsibility, and we have already

held that he serves as a state officer in doing so.

Nor does the record support Amici Curiae’s argu

ment that the Board is attempting to “defeat disclosure

by ceding possession and control of [the records] to a

third party.” So far as the evidence discloses, the data

base at issue has always been solely prepared and main

tained by Bar Pilots and never 1*6001 provided to the

Board, although apparently used in part in preparation of
the summary statistical reports from Bar Pilots to the

Board required under Regulations section 237, subdivi

sion (d). But the fact that Bar Pilots may use the Pilot

Log database to prepare its public summary does not

mean that all data used to prepare the report is thereby

public. (See Forsharn v. Harris, supra, 445 U.S. at pp.
171-1 79 [written data generated, owned and possessed

by a privately controlled organization funded solely by

[***48) federal grants are not records of the federal

agency providing the grants if they are not provided to

the agency, even if there is a federal right of access to the

data].)

F. Conclusion

(13) The evidentiary record before us does not sup

port a finding that the Pilot Log data is, or ever has been,

used by the Port Agent in the performance of his official
j**304) duty in assignment of bar pilots and is conse

quently a public record. If the data itself is not a public

record, the fact that the Board could theoretically request

it from Bar Pilots does not make it so.

(14) We do not dismiss the public’s interest, articu

lated by PMSA and Amici Curiae, in safe pilotage of

large vessels in the environmentally sensitive confines of

the San Francisco Bay. We do not doubt that historic

records reflecting individual exemptions from what are

now only recommended MRP’s in piloting assignments

may “shed light on the ... process of assigning pilots to

vessels” as PMSA contends. But records otherwise pri

vate do not become public simply by virtue of public

interest in their content.

As a consequence of well-publicized maritime acci

dents, the NTSB has recommended that state licensing

boards promulgate “hours of service” rules (***49 to

prevent pilot fatigue. A legislative committee recently

recommended that the Board conduct a manpower utili

zation study based on actual pilot logs. Our Legislature

has now acted on both recommendations, requiring the

Board to study the effects of work and rest periods on

psychological ability and safety for pilots, and to prom

ulgate pilot regulations establishing requirements for

adequate rest periods. (Harb. & Nay. Code, § 1196.5.)

Presumably the information that PMSA seeks will come

to light in that process.

UI. DispostTIoN

The petitions filed in this court are granted. Let a

peremptory writ of mandate issue directing the superior

court to set aside and vacate its September 18, 2012 or

der granting PMSA’s petition for writ of mandate and to

enter a new and different order denying that petition. The

previously issued 1*601) stay shall dissolve upon is

suance of the remittitur. (CaL Rules of Court, rules

8.490(c). 8.272.) Petitioners shall recover their costs.

(Cal. Rules ofCourt, rule 8.493(a)flff.4.)

Jones, P. J., and Needham, J., concurred.
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OVERVIEW OF STATE PIWTAGE

Nav1Ska1 Code:
pilot services are compulsory and monopolistic, California law requires every foreign flag ship

(and some U.S. vessels) greater than 750 gross tons to be served by a San Francisco Bar Hiot

Comwits.ori RuttIc,: if the ship is scheduled to pass through the Golden Gate or Is to be maneuvered on waters

inside the Gate. In the Unlted States, each state has its own compulsory pliotage laws and

each state licenses and regulates the pilot, operating in it, waters. Everywhere In the U.S

pilotage is offered only 1) by an exclusive pilot group, or 2) by a statutory rotational system

that allocates the work amongst pIlot groups.

Competition dld not work, Over 100 yearS ago, competition in piloting was corrntoftpiace In

the United States. A number of Individual pilots or small groups of pliot, would operate in a

poll. They would typ[caliy cruise many miles ouL to sea in order to be the first to speak an

incoming vessel. There was no regular, dependable pilot station, A ship might arrive at a port

iooklng rcr a pilot only to earn that all pIlot, were ofi’ chasing some other ship, usually one

that offered a more lucrative assignment Port Interest, and ship operators were dLssatsfied

with this system.

Piloting is an essential service of such paramount Importance that its continued existence must

be secured by the state and not left open to market forces. (Ficrida Statutes 310.00I57 At

the urging of the shIpping community in the lBSos, pliots In various ports joined Into

associations. They remained independent contractors but agreed to work under a single

rotation system and to pool their pilot boat, dispatching, and billing activities. The reguiawry

authorities, usually a statewide or local pilot commission, set the pilotoge rates at levels

suffldent to sustaIn We association’s operattsn. This has been the basic framework of the

state piiotoge system ever since. Every state currently limit, the number of pilot lIcenses that

it issues and regulates the rates that piioz may charge and collect for their services, This

recognizes that activities Involving public safety such as compulsory pilotage are beter

provided by regulated monopolies.

Competition is Hem,fui to Compulsory Piotage.

Competition is inconsistent with both compulsory pRotege and comprehensive

pliotage regulatory systems. Compulsory piiotage isa navigation safety reguiation. A San

Francisco aar Pilot’s primary responsibility is to protect the Interest, of California, which Issues

the license to pilot and regulates the pilotage operation. In that respect, the pdndpal

customer of the pilot’s service Is not the shIp or the ship owner but rather Colifomia and its

public interests. California requires pilots to be available to service all ships that are

compelled to take a pilot.

Competition compromises safety. A large part of piloting siudgment There is

a significant corMict of interest between a vessel owner’s economic needs and the public

interest in safe passage. It is in the public’s best Interests for the pilot’sjudgment to be

absolutely free of economic consideration towards the ship owner when piloting his vessel, If

pilot, must compete against one another to win assignments a pilot might compromise safety

considerations to accommodate the f:nandal interest of the ship owner.

• Competition leads to discriminatory service. With a single rotation system,

each ship gets the next pilot on tum when the ship needs a pilot, not whenever it suits the

pilot. There is no practical way to maintain an availability requirement and a rotation in a

competitive setting where ships are able to pick and choose their pilots.

httpifwww.sfbarpiots.comlAboutSFBP/StatePiotage/tabid/93methultaspx 7/20/2011
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Competition discourages necessary Investment In a pilotage servIce. 4 modem,

eVident pilotage operation requires pilot boats and crews, berthing, land based pilot station,

dispatc,ers, taming programs, the equipment and staff to run a bu9ness, radios, and

increasingly today, sophisticated electronic navigation equipment. Itis diffIcult to make the

mnvesunent for these and other Items if there Is no assurance of getting the available work.

Competition is accnornicaiw inedent. Full service, modern plot opei-ations

require a large capital nvesm,ent. V/hen two or more groups operate In a sIngle piiotage area,

there Is Inevitable duplication or many expense items such as pilot boats and administration

and dispateh services.

Competition requires a greater reguiatory Involvement. With competition, a

greater level of oversight is required to monitor the activities or the pilots in order to prevent

licensing, training, and rate competition abuses.

Condusion. A compulsory pllotage requirement is by far the most effective mechanism

available to protect northern California waters, assure the safety of Its people and

environment, and to faUtate watehonie commerce. it is effective because it places on the

bridge of a ship an indIvIdual whose purpose there is to protect the public interest. When a

pilot has to compete for ship assignments, particularly assignments rrom a ship owner or other

entity that promotes competition, the pilot knows that his or her livelihood depends on acting

in the Interests of the person who controls pilot selectIon rather than the government and its

people.

Contact: John Onderey, Business Director, San Frandsto Bar Pilots

(415) 362-1038; l.cinderevtsftaroiioN.com

WHITE PAPER ON STATE PILCYAG6

Every ship In excess of 750 gross tons moving within waters underiurtsdithon of the Board of

Pilot Commissioners, except a U.S. flag vessel selling between those waters and another U.S.

port, is required to use the services of a San Francisco Bar Pilot. Thus nearly all commerdal

ships passing through the Goden Gate are served by a San Francisco Bar Pilot Waters under

the jurisdiction of the Board (the pilotage grounds) Indude all navigable waters inside the

Golden Gate extending to and Including the Ports of Sao-arnento and Stockton as well as the

shipping channel extending 11 mIles westward from the Golden Gate to the St Buoy, The

jurisdictional waters also include Monterey Bay.

The San Francisco Bar plots, based on years of history, feel that requIring the services of a

San Francisco Bar pIlot is cs1tii to compulsory pliotage in these watem. Eliminating this

syr.em would be bad for Carfornians, our fragile envirornent, end the maritime industry. This

opinion is shared by the federal and other states’ government authorities that regulate the

pilotage of International trade vessels,

Non-Competitive Pilotage in the united Stares

In the United States, pliotage of international trade vessels is provided by the state pilotage

system. Each state has its own compulsory pilotage laws covering the ports and waters of the

state, and each state licenses and regulates the pilots operating in its waters. Competition is

not a feature of this system. En the United States either a single pilot group operates in a

pllotaoe area or, In the case of pilotage waters on a boundary between states, two or more

pi.’ot groups operate a joint service under a single rotation or divide the work under a formula

provided by iaw.

Although there is currently no place in the United States where state pilots compete wIth each

other, three states have had some recent experience with competitive pilotage. In the

southeast region of Alaska. two groups of pilots formerly operated in genuine competition with

each other, largely through cotraces with o-uise ships, which make up the bulk of their

pilotage. That competition was largely the result of several unique pilotage drcumstances in

that region and was generally regarded as en anomaly. The situation changed, and

competition ended, In the fall of 2002 when the members of one of the groups afi joined the

other. The state pilotage authorities supported the move to one group. It allowed the pllo to

avoId the ineffident duplication or expenses end operations end fadiltated regulatory

oversight.

Two other states, Connecticut and Iowan, have taken steps to prevent competition by

establishing a single state-sponsored rotation system, which divides the work among the ptiots

on an equitable basis. The practical eftect or such a rotation system is to permit two or more

separate and Independent groups of pilots to operate but to eliminate their competition for

piloting assignments. An addItional intended effect is to remove most of the incentives for

separate pilotage operations. As evidence of that aspect of a rotation system, competition in

http:ffwww.sffiarpilots.com/AboutSFBP/StatePiotage/tabid/93/Defaultaspx 7/20/2011
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Hawaii ended in 2000, before the planned rotation system there went into effoct, when the
remaining Independent pilot re-joined the original pilot group in the state. In Connecticut,
multiple pilot groUps still exist, but the state’s mandatory rotation system Is In operation.
Every pilot working in Long Island Sound or Connecticut waters under either a New York or
Connecticut state pilot license must be part of that rotation.

Over 100 years ago, competitIon in piloting was commonplace In the United States. A number
of IndIvidual pilots or small groups of pIlots would operate in a port They would typIcally
ouise many mIles out to sea in ortier to be the flrst to speak an Incoming vessel. There was
no regular, dependable pilot station. A ship might arrive at a port looking for a pilot only to
learn that all the pIlots were off chasing some other ship, usually one that offered a more
lucrative assIgnment. Part interests and ship operators were dissatted with this System.

In the 1880’s, a series of vIolent winter storms hit the east coast of the United States. Many
pilots who were far out at sea cruising for piloting work were lost In response, and at the
urging of the shipping community, pilots In the various ports began to join Into assocIations.
While remaining Independent contractors, the pilots agreed to work under a single rotation
system and to pool their pIlot boat dispatching, and bluIng activities and to share other
expenses. The regulatory authorities, in most cases a statewide or local pilot commission,
would 5et the pllotage rates at levels sufficient to sustain the assodatlons operation.

This has been the basic framework of the state pilotage system ever since. Some state laws
such as Califomia’s - mandate that all pilots belong to one group or use the pilot boats or
training program of a single group. In other places, the one-association stnicture simply
developed by custom and practice with the support, either direct or implid; of the pilot
commission. Every state currently limits the number of pilot licenses that it issues and
regulates the rates that pilots may charge and collect for their servica

As these features of the state pilotage system developed, the judgment was made that
economIc re.jlabon and dose oversight of pii’ profona: aa±vffies would be preforabie to
competition. Despite the strcng u.s. national policy favoring free enterprise and equal
opportunity pltailsm, governmental authorities have recognized that some activities,
particularly those involving public safety or essentially governmental services, art bee-er
provided by regulated monopda tompusory pilotage is cne such activity.

An excellent, current statement of thlsjudgment on be found in a section of the pilotage
statute for the State of Florida. A copy of the secbon is Incuded at the end of this paper. The
statement begins with the dedaration, Piloting is an essential service of such paramount
irn;ortance that its continued existence must be secured by the state ond not left open to
markct ftr.

Until 1984. competition to pilot ships Inland (as opposed to from and to the ocean oraovss
the bar) existed In our pulotage grounds. Various Independent inland groups competed, some
prorni&r.g shipping agents lower costs but saolflcing safety by using fewer or ices opabie tug
assists, offering to move a vessel with insufficient margin of safety when others would not,
providing kickbacks and providing plots that had not undergone a rigorous selection and
training regimen. The ,m1984 amalgamation of these groups into the San Francisco Ear Pilots
and under the oversight of the pilot commission ended these unsafe practices.

Some Reasons Why Comeetition is Harmful to Comoulsory Pilotage

The following is a 5rief summary of several of the masor.s often given for favorir; economic
regulation over cornpection in compulsory pliotage. Many of these are reflected In the Florida
statute.

1. Competition is InconsIstent with the nature and funclen of bath compulsory piiotage and
comprehensIve pilotage regulatory systems.

compulsory state pllotoge is not simply a busIness. in fact, Iris sIgniflrar.Uy different er/en
from other profesior.ai services, most of wnlct are ncrrnally ovided through a private
cone-act with a wiling consumer. The United States Supreme Court has said that pliotage isa
unique institution and must be Judged as such.[1] On that basis, the Court has repeatedly held
that specific features of state pliocage systems are exempt from many of the laws that govern
purely private businesses, Induding the antitrust laws.f2J

Compusory pilotage is a navigation safety regulation. Although the state pilot is typically not a
California government employee, he or she performs what Is, in large measure, a CalIfornia
government function. A San Francisco Bar Pilot’s primary responsibility is to protect the
interests of California, which issues the license to pilot and regulates the pliotage operation. In
that respect, the pdndpal customer of the pilot’s service is not the ship or the ship awner but
rather California and its public Interests. [3]

State pilotage is provided through a comprehensive regulatory system, which does far more
than merely license individuals. In addition to requiring ships to take a pilot, the system seeks
to ensure that trained, competent, anti physically capeble pilots am available 24 hours a day,

- http://www.sfbarpilots.oomlAboutSFBP/StatePllotage/tabid/93mefaultaspx 7/20/2011
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365 days a year and that oil ships are b’eated on an equal, non-discriminatory basis. In order

ft accomplish that, California requires pilots to be available to service all ships that are

compelled to Lake a pilot and requires the pilot association to maintein bainkig programs,

pilot boats, dispatch services, rotation systems, and all the other types of equipment and

support services needed for a modern, efficient, and safe plictage operation. Competitive

pnvate businesses are not held to those types or obligations.

2. Compedtlon compromises safety.

A large part of piodng is judgment. A San Francisco Bar Not often has to decide between

different courses of athon, for example whether a sNp should proceed with, movement in

poor visibility or other unexpected conditions, whether a ship should wait for particular dde or

current conditions, whether one mute or maneuver should be used rather than another that

might take more time, or whether a ship should move at a higher than normal speed In order

to keep to its schedule. San Francisco Bar Pilots are expected to exercise independent

judgment in making these types of decisions and to resist any pressures that are inconsistent

with the interests of safety.

A 1986 study conducted at the request of the legislature of florida described the impact of

competition on this aspect of piloting very well:

There isa significant conflict of interest between a vessei owner’s economic needs and the

public interest in safe passage. It is in the FuSilcis best Interests far the pilot’s judgment to be

absolutely tree of economic consideration to the ship owner when piloting his vessel. If pilots

must compete atainst one another to win assignments, there is likelihood that a pilot will

compromise safety considerations in order to ammodate the financial Interest of the ship

owner, for in so doing, he wit have a competitive edge over another pliott4j

This is not merely a matter of academic speculation or theory. The reality is that pilots who

competo for work do thIngs that they would refuse to do for safety reasons na ‘mn

competieve setting. Contrary to what pmponenrs of competition In piloting claim, this cannot

be prevented by regulatory overslght alone. That certanly was the case in northern Calitomla

before the amalgamation of the compoting Inland groups Into the Son Francisco Bar Pilots.

3. CompetItion leads to disaiminatory service.

Where pilocoge is provided on a non-competitive basis through a comprehensive regulatory

syten, each ship can be assured that It wil receive the saw.e level of pilatage service, In a

competitive situation, pilots typically prefer and punue the customers offering the more

regular, the higher volume, the more lucrative, or the easiest work In short, some pilots In

those settings skim the a-cam. A ship that anives at the sea buoy or is ready to leave a berth

may find that the pilot it was expecting elected to take a more desirable assignment or to

service anothership under an exclusive contract These potential situations encourage

rebates, kickbacks, and other illegal activities as bath pilots and ships/agents seek preferential

trea tin em.

In the ti-aditional, non-competitive state pilotage operation as In northern California, pilots are

required to be available at all times and to all ships equally, With a single rotation system,

each ship gets the next pIlot on turn when the ship needs a pilot, not whenever it suits the

plot. In addition, by spreading out the work among the pIlots, the rotation provides a greater

assurance that the plot will be suffitiendy rested and otherwlse physically and mentally

prepared for the assignment Not only pilotage services but adminiative and support

activities and training can be performed in a regular, orderly fashion, finally, a rotation system

ensures that pilots maintain experience on the fill range of different ship types and pliotage

jobs.

Them Is no practiai way to malntain an availabiity requirtiier.t and a rotation In a

competitive setting where ships are able to pick and choose their pliots.

4. Competition discourages necessary invesbnent In a pilotage service.

Although piloting is a personal service provided by an Individual, pilotage operations are

relatively capital intensive. A modem, efficient piiotage operation such as the San Francisco

Bar Pilots, requires pilot boats and c’an, berthing, land based pilot station, dispatchers,

training programs, the equipment and staff to run a business, radios, and increasingly today,

sophisticated electronic navigation equipment. It is difficult to make the lnvesbnent for these

and other items if there is no assurance of getting the available work, In this respect, the plict

operation is similar to a public utility. A major difference, however, is that the pubiic utility

holding a regulated monopoly typically has thousands or perhaps mlllcns of different

customers. The San Francisco Bar Pilots, on the other hand, depends on far fewer customers

for Its work. Those customers have much greater economic power end a stronger bargaining

position than tie pilots and can very easily dictate to the pilot gmup.[5)

cxpehcnce with the piotage of coastwise vessels in the united Slates and, particularly in

northern Califomia, has shown that competitive pilotige leads to ill-equipped, unstabie,

http ://www.sfbarpilots.com/AboUtSFBP/StatePiotage/tabid/93fDefaultaspx 7/20/2011
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marginal operations. Some coastwise ship operators will use part-time federally licensed pilots

who operate out of their homes, have no established continuing training program, and have

none of the supporting services or equipment expected of a state pilot group. These pilots art

considered by their patrons to be good enough - unl the weather is bad, the ship requires

sow,e more difficult than usual m.aneuvering or an adequate pilot boat Is needed, In those

cases, the ship operator will turn to the state piiot group.

S. Competition Is economically Inefficient.

In view of the large capital Investment required of full service, modem pilot operations, when

two or more groups operate in a single pilotage area, there Is Inevitably duplication of many

items of expense, such a pilot boats, and administration and dispatch services. With a goal of

rate regulation being to Insure that pliotage fees are no higher than necessary, this duplicatIon

of expense is cono’ary to the public Interest.

This point was made during a 1093 rate review conducted by tl,e Sate of HawaIi’s Department

of Commeree and Consumer AffaIrs, The Deparenent’s Division of ConsumerAdvocacy, a sate

entity charged wIth protecting the public Interest in regulated rate cases, argued that so long

as two pilot groups in the state chosa to operate separately, pilotage rates should not reflect

the unnecessary duplication of expenses as a result of that decision. Acoordlng to the Division:

The existence of two pilot organizations resuits in a very Inefficient pliotage system in Hawaii.

Since they do not share information or resources, them is ncariiy a duplication of

staffing requirements and an Inefficient use of rcsources.f6J

6. Competition requires a greater level of regulatory Involvement In pllotege.

perience with the few Instances of competition In state piiotage has shown that the burdens

placed on the regulatory authorities are much greater with competition than without

competition, particularly in the areas of licensing, training and rates, in the non-competitive,

one-association setng, there Is lltle Incentive to shortcut the License or training process In

order to add additional pilots quickly or to offer reSates or enga;e in other types of illegal rate

practices. With competition, a greater level of oversight is required in order to monitor the

activities of the pilots to prevent these types of abuses,

Training is an especially difficult regulatory problem In competitive pliotage. Despite all the

recent advances In simulation and classroom instruction, the main ingredIent In the training of

a pilot is still hands-on training on the bridge of a ship under the direction of a senior pilot

When two separate competing groups operate In one area, often a trainee cannot get the

ncsary trips on all types of vessels and in all pliotage areas from a single pilot group. Even

if ft were possible to enforce a requirement that pflots train their future competitors, the

coopeatWe and trusting relationship needed for training cannot be mandated. Pilotage

authorities where competition exists have thus found that they have to oversee all the detas

of training to a degree not required In a one-association, non-competitive sewng

The pilotage authorities in states that have had competing pilot groups have indicated that the

major part of their work was dealing with the effects of mpetltion. In Hawaii and

Cortnectia,t, the frustrations and regulatory burdens att,ibutabie to the competitive piioage in

those places were cited as a Primary reason for each state’s decision to Implement a

mandatory single rotation as a means of eliminating competition. In Alaska, a pa Marine Pilot

Coordinator estimated that he and the pilot 0mm-mission went more time dealing with the one

pilotage region with competition (Southeastern Nasice) than with the other two regions

combIned.

The experience that competition leads to more, not less, regulation contradicts the claim of

proponents or competition that when ship operators can select their own pilots, the system will

essentially run itseif.

Conclusion

in the opinion of the San Frandeco Bar Pilots, a compulsory pilotage requirement is by far the

most effective mechanism available to CalifornIa to protect northern Caliromia waters, assure

the safety of its people and environment, and to facilitate waterbome commerce. It Is effective

because It places on the bridge of a ship crossing the bar into San Francisco Bay an Individual

whose purpose in being there is to protect the public interest When a pilot has to compete for

ship assignments, particularly assignments from a ship owner or other entity that prnmctes

competition, the plot imows that hls or her livelIhood depends on acting in the Interests not of

the government and Its people but of the person who controis the selection of die pilot When

a pilot’s role Is compromised in this fashion, the purpose of the campuisoq potagc

requirement is frustrated.

Contact: John Onderey, Business Director, San Francisco Bar Pilots
(415) 362-1030

I.cinderevessfberoi’Qtscon
Section 310.0015, West’s Florida Statutes Annotated (1997)

http ://www.stharpilot&comlAboutSFBP/StatePiotage/tabidl93lDefaukaspx 7/20/2011
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(1) PIloting is an eentIai service of such paramount importance that its continued

existence must be secured by the state and may not be left open to maricet forces.

(2) Because safety is the primary objective in the reguiaon of piloting by the state

and becouse of the slgnlflcent economies of sale in delivering the sa-vlce, the ruIrement of

a large copizal lnveso,ent In order to provide required service, and the fact that pilots are

supplying services that are considered essential to the economy and the public wdfare, it Is

determIned that economic regulation, rather than competition in the marketplace, will betray

serve to protect the public health, safety, and welfare.

(3) The rate-setting process, the Issuance of licenses only In numbers deemed

necessary or prudent by the board, and other aspects of economic regulation of piloting

established in this chapter are Intended to protect the public from the adverse effects of

unrestricted competition which would result from en unlimited number of licensed pilots being

allowed to market their services on the basis of lower prices rather man safety concerns. This

systam of regulation benefrs and prote the public interest by maximizing safety, avoing

uneconomic dupliaton cf capital expenses and facilities, and enhanting state regulatory

oversight. The system seeks to provitie pilors with reasonable revenues, taldng Into

consideration the nonral uncernties of vessel traffic and port uge, sufficient to maintain

reliable, stable operations. Pilots have certaIn restrictions and obligations under this system,

Including, but not limited to, the following:

(a) Pilots may not refuse to provide piloting servlcts to any person or entity that may

lawfijfly request such services, except forjustiflable concerns relating to safety, or, in the case

or a vessel planning a departure, for nonpayment of pilotage.

(b) Piicts may not unilaterally determine the pllctage rates they charge. Such pllotage

rates shah instead be determined by the Pilotage Rate Review Board, in the public interest, as

set forth In §310.151.

(c) Pilots shall maintain or secure adequate pilot boats, office tadllues and equipment,

dispan systems, communication equipment and other fadlitles, and equipment and support

services necessary for a modem, dependable piloting operation.

(d) The piiot or pIlots In a port shall train and compensate all member deputy pilots In

that port. Failure to train or compensate such deputy piiois shall constitute a ground for

distiplinary action under 3tO.1ot. Nothing In this sussechon shall be deemed to create an

agency or employment relationship between a ptot or deputy pilot and the pct or pilots In a

port.

[1] Kotch v. Sd. of River Port Pilot Comrs, 330 US 552, 557-58(1947).

[23 The application of Federal and state U.S. antitrust laws to the activities of pliots (as

opposed to activities of state authorIties, which are exempt from federal antitrust law) Is

beyond the scope of this discussion. In general, activities of pilots and pIlot groups that are

undertaken to implement the policies and requirements of a state regulatory system are

exempt from the antitrust Iaw5 under the State Action Immunity Doctrine. Other activities of

ne pilots are rot, and distinguishIng between the two types of activities an be difficult

[3] The US. Sepreme Court has duscribed this aspect of state pllotage as follows:

Pilots hold a unique position In the maritime world and have been regulated extensively both

by the State and the rederal Government Some state laws make them public officers, chiefly

responsible to the State, not to any private employer, under law and custom they have an
independence wholly Incompatible with the general obligations of obedience normally owed by

an employee to his employer. Their fees are fixed by law and their charges must not be

discriminatory. An a rule no employer, no person an tell them how to perfonn their pllotage
duties.

Bisso v. Inland Waterways Corp., 349 u.s. as, 93-94 (1955).

[4) Report by Spatial Master John 3. Upchurnh, Florida Senate Economic, Community, and
Consumer Affairs Ccrnmitee, January, 1986, pages 27-28.

[5] onoml describe this type of market situation as a monopsony and regard It as

potentiafly dangerous and contrary to the public Interest. It is one reason for having regulated

pI:ota;e rates and other state law measures intended to protect pilots from the superior
economic and baralning power of shipownem,

[6] DIvision of Consumer Advocacy’s Statement of Position With Respect to the HawaiI Pilot

Association’s Amended Petition for aiange of Piiotage Rates, July 9, 1993, page 2.

Privacy Statement Tent’s Of Sat 0 SJ7 m &m’cist r Riots. U Rights Reserved.

http:ffwww.sLbarpio.comAbouSFBP/StatePi1otage/tabid/93IDefau1taspx 7,20/2011
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SHEA LnAcH DOBBERSTEIN

April 9.2012

Mr. Allen Garfinkle

Executive Direcior

BOARD OF PILOT COMMISSIONERS

660 Davis Sireet

San Francisco. CA 94111

Dear Allen:

PECE1VED
, I! 2Urj

Please find enclosed ten (10) hound copies and one (I) unbound copy of the December

31. 2011 Audit oF Surcharges. Billings and Disbursements thr SAN FRANCISCO BAR

PILOTS and SAN FRANCISCO BAR PILOTS HENEVOLENT AND PROTECTIVE

ASSOCIATION.

Very truly yours.

SHEA LABAGI I DOBRERSTEIN

Certified Public Accountants. Inc

RONALD K. SIMON1AN. CPA
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SHEA LABAGH DOBBERST[IN

Independent Auditors’ Report

THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA BOARD OF PILOT COMMtSSIONIiRS

FOR Tilt HAYS OF SAN FRANCISCO, SAN PABLO, AND SUISUN

We have audited, in accordance with auditing standards genera 1% iccepted in the Un ted States of America. the

consolidating financial siatements of SAN FRANCISCO BAR PILOTS and SAN FRANCISCO BAR PILOTS

BENEVOLENT AND PROlECTIVE ASSOCIATION for die year ended December 31, 201 I, and have issued our

report thereon dated Mardi 13, 2012, We have-also audited Ihe accompanying schedules of surclmrues, billings and

disbursernunis on paces 2-7 of SAN FRANCISCO BAR PILOTS and SAN FRANCISCO BAR PILOTS

BENE\’OLENT AND PROTECTIVF ASSOCIATION, 11w the year ended December 31. 201 I. These schedules are

the responstbilfty of the Cnmpan ‘s rnanauemeni Our responsihiliiv is to express an opinion on these schedules based

on our audit.

We conducted our audil of the schedules of surcltaracs. billings and disbursements on paes 2—7 in accordance with

auditing standards general!) accepLed in the United States of America. Those standards require that we plan and

perfom; the atidii to obtain reasonable assurance about whether die schedules of surcharees, billings and disbursements

are free of material iii isstatement An audit includes exun ining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the tunotints and

disclosures in the schedules of surcharees. billings and dishtirsements An audit also includes assessing the accounting

principles used and significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall schedule presentation.

We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.

In our opinion. the schedules of surcharges, billiiis and disl,urseinents referred to above present fairly, in all material

respects, the surcharges. billings and disbursements of SAN FRANCISCO BAR PILOTS and SAN FRANCISCO BAR

PILOtS BENEVOLENT AND PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION for the year ended December 31, 2011. in eonlhrmitv

with accounting princpies generally accepted in the United States of America.

SHEA LABAGH DOBBERSTEIN
Certified Public Accountants, Inc.

-
7&

April 3,2012

301 5I(.ig{Illcrv Sirret, 5’’’ Ihor • San ranrisci’, CA ‘NtIS • Tel 115 397-44-H • Fax 415 ‘)SIOHQS

(cltIfiL U F’ubIi iu rItIJIttt?t( In,
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SAN FRANCISCO BAR PILOTS
AND

SAN FRANCISCO BAR PILOTS
BENEVOLENT ANt) PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION

Schedule of Board Operations SurcharQes.

Billings and Disbursements

Year Ended December 31, 2011

Unremitted Board Operalions Surcharges at December 3!. 2010 S 395,878

Less: Amount oF 2010 Surcharges Remitted in 2011 (395.878)

Unremined 2010 Surcljarges Remaining at December 31. 2011 —

Total Board OperaLions Surcharge Billings fbr 21)11 1,777.272

Less: Total 2011 Board Operations Surcliarues Remitted in 2011 1.603.693,

Linremitted Board Operations Surcliurues at December 31.20 I S 173.579



SAN FRANCISCO BAR PILOTS
AND

SAN FRANCISCO BAR PILOTS
BENEVOLENT AND PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION

Schedule of Pilot Trainee 1 raining Surcharges,
Billiruis and Disbursements

Year Ended December 31. 2011

Unremitted Pilot Trainee [raining Surcharges at December 31, 2010

Less: Amount of2O 10 Surcharges Remitted in 2011

Llnrenutvd 2010 Surcharges Remaining at December 31. 2011

Unreimtted Pilot Trainee Training Sureliarges at December 31,2011

$ 41,625
(41,625)

Total Pilot Trainee iraiiiint Surcharge Billings (hr 2011 528.528

Less: Total 2011 Pilot Trainee Training Surcharges Remitted in 2011 (448.954)

S 79.574



SAN FRANCISCO BAR P[LOTS
AND

SAN FRANCISCO BAR PILOTS
BENEVOLENT AND PROTEflt ASSOCIATION

Schedule of Pilot Continuing Education Surcharges,
Billings and Disbursements

Year Ended December 31. 2011

Unremitted Pilot Continuing Education Suitharges at December 31, 2010 $ 54,945
Lcss: Amount of 2010 Surcharges Remitted in 2011 (54,945)

Unremined 2010 Surcharges Remaining at December31, 2011
-

t4Y

Total Pilot Continuing Education Surcharge Billings for 2011 874,860 X

Less: Total 2011 Pilot Continuing Education Surcharges Remitted in 2011 (743.415)

Unremitted Pilot Continuing Education Surcharges at December31, 2011 $ 131.445

4



SAN FRANCISCO BAR PILOTS
AND

SAN FRANCISCO BAR PILOTS
BENEVOLENT ANT) PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION

Schedule of ‘ilol Vessel Surcharges.
Billings and Disbursements

Year Ended DeceniIer 31, 201 1

Unrecovered ‘jIm Vessel Surcharues at December 31, 2010 S 286.025
Less: Amount of 2010 Surcharges Received in 2011 (286,025)

Unrecovered 2010 Surchurucs Remaining at December 3!. 2011 -

Total Pilot Vessel Surcharge Billings 11w 2011 2.782.735

Less: total 2011 Pilot \‘essel Surcharges Received in 2011 12.7 10.578)

Unrecovered Pilot Vessel Surcharges at December 3!. 20 1 $ 72.157
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SAN FRANCISCO BAR PILOTS
AND

SAN FRANCISCO BAR PILOTS
BENEVOLENT AND PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION

Schedule of Pilot Pension Plan Surcharges.
B liii ngs and Disbursements

Year Ended December 31. 2011

Undishursed Pilot Pension Plan Surcharges at December 31, 2010 $ 602.567
Less: Amount of 2010 Surcharges Disbursed in 2011 (602.567)

tJndisbursed 2(11(1 Surcharges Remaining at December 31, 2011
—

Total Pilot Pension Plan Surcharge Billings far 2011 7.391.394
Less: Total 2011 Pilot Pension Plan Surcharges Disbursed in 2011 (6.848,487)

Utidishursed Pilot Pension Plan Sureharges at December 31.2011 $ 542.907

7



SAN FRANCISCO BAR PILOTS
AND

SAN FRANCISCO BAR PILOTS
BENEVOLEr.T AND PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION

Notes 10 Schedules of Surcharges, Billings and Disbursements

Year Ended December 3142011

(I) Nature oroperadons

The San Francisco Bar Pilots Ctar Pilots”) is an affiliated wou of individuals who have been licensed by abcState of Caliionda Board of Pilot Commissionen to have the exclusive authority to pilot vessels from the highseas to the bays of San Francisco. San Pablo, Suisun, and Monterey and to 11w tributarIes, pans and button ofthose bays. and from those bays and ports to the high seas. The boats and equipment an owned or leased bytlit San Francisco Bar Pilots Benevolent and Protective Association (“Benevolcnt”j, a California corporationowned by the individual pilots. The Benevolent is a membership association incorporated under the laws ofthe State of California. The individual members arc licensed pilots with each member having equal interest mthe propern of the Benevolent,

(2) Summary of Significant Accounting Policies

to) Bask; uf.4ccnunting

The Bar Pilots and the Benevolent’s (collectively, the “Companics”t financial statements have been
prepared on Ike accrual basis of accoimcin in accordance with accounting pritwipbs generally accepted in
the United States of America.

(hi L’s., ofEstirnaws

The preparation of Iiwaiwial stalenwnts in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in the
t’nited States of America requires management to make estimates and assumptions that aflict the reported
amounts of revenues and expcnses during the reportin; period. Acwal results could differ from those
estimatet

(c Pilot Pension Pin,,

tinder the terms of the Sun Francisco Pilot Pension Plan, actual pension payments niny vary from target
pension payments depending on whether pension plan surcharges ftmding pension plan disbursettwnts are
greater or less than anticipated. Aetna! surcharge collecLions and pension plan payments will be greater
than epeeted if tonnage is greater than anticipated: also, actual surcharge collections and pension plan
payments will be lower than ezpe;ted if tonnage is less than anticipated. During 2011. actual tonnage was
greater thai) anticipated, with the result thai actual surcharges collected and pension plan payment; were
greater than total tarei pensions by S393,4ti4.

S



SAN FRANCISCo BAR PILOTS
AND

SAN FRANCISCO BAR PILOTS
BENEVOLENT AND PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION

Notes to Schedules of Surcharges. Billings and Disbursements

Year Ended December 31, 2011

ftQ Rci’cnut’

Bar Pilots recognize surcharge revenue upon completion of a pilotauc. In accordance with State of
California Harbors and Navigation Code. Division 5. Bar Pilots bill and collect surcharges for vessels
piloted These surcharge:, are for the operations of the State of California Board of Pilot Commissioners,
as well as for pilot trainee training, pilot continuing education, the constniction and/or service life
extension or modification of pilot vessels, and the San Francisco Pilot Pension Plan. When collected,
these funds are paid direcil’ to the State of Cal i lbrni:i. disbursed to benerciaries of the Pilot Pension Plan
or to providers of administrative services to the Pilot F’ension Plan, or retaitied by the Bar Pilots in
accordance with appiicable law and reuttlations, The surcharges for the year ended December 31, 2011
were detennined as follows:

Surcharge Calculation

Board Operations Surcharge January i, 2011 June 30. 2011 = 6.6% of all
pilotage fres

July I, 2011 — December 31, 201) = 3.0% of nfl
pilowg: fees.

Pilot Trainee Training Surcharge $11 per trainee per vessel movement.

Pilot Cotuittuing Education Surcharge $105 per vessel movement.

Pilot Vess& Surcharge Applicable mill rate per high gross registered toll
fur each vessel subject to the basic bar pilotae lee,
Mill rates were os Ibllows during the year:
Januarv 1.20] I — March 31.2011 = .01007
April 1.2011 — June 30, 2011 = .00945
July 1,2011 — September 30. 2011 = .00945
October 1.2011 — December 31, 2011 = .00327

l’i lot Pension Plan S urcitarge AppI cable rail I rate per high gross registered ton
for each vessel piloted. Mill rates were as follows
during the year:

January I, 2011 — March 31,2011 .02269
April 1.2011 — June 30. 2011 = .02253
July I • 2011 — September 30,2011 .02226
October 1.2011 — December 31.2011 = .02126

During the year ended December 31. 2011, the Bar Pilots collected $71,389 more in Pilot Vessel
Surcharge’ than were applied to eligible costs



SAN FRANCISCO BAR PILOTS
AND

SAN FRANCISCO BAR PILOTS
BENEVOLENT AND PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION

Notes to Schedules olSurcitaracs, Billings and Disbursements

V car Ended December 3 I. 20 I I

(3) Unrecovered Ualance of Costs of Construction and/or Scryice Life Extension or Moclificalion

Bar Pilots recognize vessel surcharge revenue for the construction of and/or service life extension ormodifications of the pilot vessels Between 2001 and 2t10f,. certain vessel surcharge remittances were allocatedfor taxes and apron repairs. Chose remittances were previously assigned to and allocated among the [‘VCalifornia and 1W San Francisco

In mite analysis of the current year, it was determined a more proper allocation and disclosure would have beento tiom affect the prior unrecovered balance of Recovery of Costs For Construction and/or Service Lifel:xteiisioti of Ehc respective vessels. hut rather have chose allocations stand alone as miscellaneous allocations.The result is an amendment Lu the uorecovcred balances of PV Calik!nlia and PV San Francisco at December31. 2010 of S3l6.726 ([‘V Califonna and 5378.065 (PV San Francisco). This amendment has no financialimpact on San Francisco Bar Pilots.

(4) Administrative [:Npenses

Administrative expense related to surcharges not suNect to being remitted to the State of California are madetip of pruiessional lees and oilier charges. Durinc the year ended December 31, 2011, no expenses wereincurred or paid related to the pilot vessel surcharges. Dtirint the year ended December 3 I. 201 1,administrative expenses related to the pilot pension plan were incurred and paid as follows:

Thoc of F x rend t tttrc A rnounl
ADP Payroll Services $ 3,205
Certified Public Accountant Services 19.000

3.840

S 26.045

svui’ Admmistranon Services

10


